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IMPROVE THE LIVES OF OTHERS! 

“BECOME A DOCTOR OF METAPHYSICS!” 



Have you lived before? 

Could your past lives be influ¬ 
encing your current behavior? 

Your relationships? Do you 
sometimes feel a genuine 

familiarity with someone whom 
you've scarcely met or a location 
you've never visited? Do you 
find that you "know" how to do 
something, even though you've 
never studied it? 

If you answered "Yes" to the 
questions above, you have a 

higher spiritual awareness than 
most. Knowledge of past lives 
can help you improve your life 
now - to gain freedom as an 
individual, to have certainty of 
yourself as a spiritual being. 

Real explanations are avail¬ 
able. Answers that will make 
sense to you. You can improve 

yourself spiritually. Take advan¬ 

tage of this free offer. Send the 

coupon below or write today for 
your free booklet on Scientology 
philosophy and the natural laws 

of Life. 

SCIENTOLOGY 
W Improving Life in a Troubled World A 

[□YES! Please send me a F89° 
free booklet about Scientology. 

Send to Scientology Information 
Center, 1404 North Catalina Street, 
Los Angeles, California 90027 

| Telephone_ 
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SELF-HYPNOSIS! 

y&M- DO YOU DREAM OF WHAT YOU fCAN ACCOMPLISH WITH IT? 
• IMPROVE OR ADD NEW SKILLS 
• ELIMINATE UNWANTED HABITS 
• EXCEL IN BUSINESS, SCHOOL AND SPORTS 

DON'T LIMIT YOUR DREAMS TO BARE BONES. WITH 
SELF-HYPNOSIS YOUR HIGHEST GOAL IS WITHIN 
REACH. TODAY HYPNOSIS IS USED IN EVERY AREA OF 

HUMAN ACTIVITY FROM WEIGHT CONTROL TO PAIN CONTROL — 
FROM OLYMPIC ATHLETES TO SPACE TRAVEL. 

For 30 Years There Has Been One Scientific Way 

The BRAIN WA VE SYNCHRONIZER 

When the special light wave is tuned to the subject's 
natural brain frequency, response to hypnotic induction 
is rapid, easy and effective. It has achieved deep hyp¬ 
nosis in subjects thought to be non-hypnotizable. It will 
shorten induction time to seconds. No moving parts — 
no attachments. IT TAKES THE WORK OUT OF HYP¬ 
NOTIZING AND GIVES THE BEGINNER THE SAME 
ADVANTAGE AS THE EXPERIENCED HYPNOTIST! 

MODEL TC-9 — $425 F.O.B. FACTORY 
With complete instructions and one-year factory service warranty. Include payment with 
order. Add $12 shipping to 48 states and APO-FPO boxes, $16 to Hawaii, Alaska, Canada, 
Puerto Rico. Illinois residents please include 7% sales tax. 

Our training division conducts courses from Beginning Hypnosis to 

Advanced Professional. Write or call for schedule. Self-Hypnosis available 

in a 4-hour cassette tape album $55 + $5 shipping. 

SCHNEIDER INSTRUMENT CO. 
Gross Point Medical Center 080 

9631 Gross Point Road, Skokie, IL 60076 
Telephone: 708/676-9151 
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QUOTE OF THE MONTH: 
They just didn't believe there was 
anything in itat all. Even a geol¬ 
ogist we met on the boat going 
over said, 'Forget it, the island's 
as dry as a bone'." 

—Sheila Hedges, Dowser 
Quoted in Psychic News 

There are 15 farmers on Lundy 
Island, a small rock outside 
England's Bristol Chan¬ 
nel. Last summer they 
were caught in a drought 
and had only 17 days of 
water left. As noted 
above, the geologists had 
given up hope. 

But dowser Sheila 
Hedges decided to give 
it a try. Armed only with Donald Michael Kraig 

a hazel twig, Ms. Hedges claimed 
to have located water a mere 90 
feet below the surface. Within a 
few hours, water was flowing 
from the newly-dug well at better 
than 20 gallons per minute. 

This is only one instance which 
proves that dowsing works— 
sometimes. It has been used suc¬ 
cessfully for thousands of years 

by millions of people. We have 
seen claims that during the War in 
Viet Nam some soldiers used 
dowsing to find land mines. I 
have also seen claims that some 
phone companies use dowsing to 
find buried phone lines. 

And yet, people still don't 
know how, or why, it works. 
Even the successful Ms. Hedges 
says that "it's a mystery to me 

how it works." 
In fact, honest dowsers 

admit that they are not 
always able to find water. 
When Hedges fails to 
locate water, she waives 
her survey fee. New re¬ 
search, however, may 
provide an answer. 

One theory of dowsing 
is that it is not the water (or gold 
or other desired object) that pulls 
the divining rod(s) held by the 
dowser. Rather, it is the innate 
psychic powers of the dowser 
that manifests the sudden and 
strong motion of the physical 
tool. In other words, dowsing 
may simply be another psychic 
power possessed by us all. 
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ASIT[aa>=(BO)A&\ 
Your psychic astrological link. 
"Man know thyself!" May I introduce you to 
yourself? Your shining Light, your mystery 
Side, your hidden Talents revealed! Explore 
your lucky Days, your Love Potential, and 
your good Fortune ... 
3 Months Intensive Daily Forecast: $ 20.00 
Detailed Personal Portrait: $ 30.00 
Friends and Sweethearts: $ 30.00 

business partners or friends and/or lovers 
important: send birth data for both! 

Natal Chart Wheels: $ 5.00 
Send your name, address, date, time & place 
of birth. Information should be handwritten. 
Please enclose $2.00 for postage. Mail cheque 
or money order to: ASTRO-GRAM, 24080 
Sherman, Oak Park, MI 48237 

A 
WITCH 

7 
Witchcraft is a way of life for hundreds of 
thousands—perhaps millions—of well-adjust¬ 
ed rational adults who simply share a view of 
nature that is different from that of the majori¬ 
ty. Witchcraft is both a religion and a form of 
magic. It is not anti-Christianity. And it pre¬ 
dates all present-day religions. So just what 
do Witches do? Whom do they worship? How 
can you become a Witch if that is your 
desire? Find out in THE TRUTH ABOUT 
WITCHCRAFT TODAY by Scott Cunning¬ 
ham. TO ORDER send $3.95 plus $2.00 
shipping and handling (add 50« for each 
additional book) to Llewellyn Publications, 
P.O. Box 64383-2093, St. Paul, MN 55164- 
0383. MN res. please include 6% sales tax. 

If this is so, researchers Michael 
Persinger and Stanley Krippner 
may have an explanation as to 
why dowsing—as well as other 
forms of ESP—works on some 
occasions and not on others. 
These researchers theorize that 
ESP may be an energy that is 
transmitted by low-frequency 
electromagnetic waves. These 
waves are at their highest when 
the Earth's geomagnetic activity 
is low. But can their theory be 
proven? 

According to Brain/Mind Bul¬ 
letin, the researchers have pre¬ 
sented some good evidence for 
their case. You might think that 
the natural magnetism of Earth, 
which is produced by our plan¬ 
et's iron core, stays constant. 
Actually, various factors, includ¬ 
ing artificial electromagnetic 
fields and solar activity, affect the 
strength of the Earth's mag¬ 
netism. Persinger and Krippner 
used the daily average of geo¬ 
magnetic activity and traced it 
back for over 100 years. 

They then compared these fig¬ 
ures with some noted and well- 
documented ESP studies, includ¬ 
ing the 1886 study of sponta¬ 
neous telepathy near a death or 
crisis as performed by Gurney, 
Meyer and Podmore, and the 
Maimonides dream telepathy 
research performed a few de¬ 
cades ago. 

The results were unequivocal. 
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I SEE BY THE PAPERS 

When geomagnetic activity was 
high, ESP did not work very 
well. When ESP worked well, 
geomagnetic activity was low. 

This research is still too new to 
explain why and how ESP works. 
Even Persinger and Krippner say 
that ESP may not be transmitted 
electrically. They say it might 
simply be that the sensitivity of 
the brain is increased, as is ESP, 
when there is low geomagnetism. 

But it is research of this type 
that bodes well for all psychic 
research. Perhaps some day there 
will be simple techniques that 
will allow all people to use their 
psychic powers—techniques as 
easy as clicking on a TV set. 

ANTI-GRAVITY? 

Ever since I was a kid I was 
fascinated by the idea of anti¬ 
gravity devices. Many of the 
books on the subject, advertised 
in Popular Science and other 
magazines, featured unworkable 
diagrams that tried to present 
outre theories. I always won¬ 
dered why the people who 
wrote the books never built their 
own machines. 

I remember that some of the 
diagrams used a spinning gyro¬ 
scope. The implication was that 
gravity was caused by the rota¬ 
tion of the Earth, and if you 
rotate in the direction opposite to 
the Earth's spin you could defeat 
gravity. Anyone who has studied 

Announcing! 
FULL LENGTH PORTRAIT OF MANKIND 

NEITHER APES 
NOR ANGELS 
by Vaughan Shelton 

This is a new sequel to THE VIEW 
FROM ETERNITY, also based upon 
the clairvoyant writings of RUTH 
SHELTON. It tells the fascinating 
history of our species from soul-birth 
to the present: The Earth advent of 
humanity, ancient civilizations, and the 
painful journey from ignorance to 
enlightenment since the man-made 
Deluge. 176 pp. 

Postpaid - *8 - Order from 
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NEW AGE INTERNATIONAL 

EDUCATION, HEALTH, RESEARCH and UNDERSTANDING . registered 
In 1984 as a non-profit corporation in order to assist mankind 
prepare physically, Mentally and spiritually for the traumatic 
Winds of Change In this tumultuous decade of the 1990s, when 
being uninformed or misinformed can be equally life-threatening. 
MEMBERSHIP provides an opportunity to keep abreast of 
developments throughout the world, many of which are rarely 
reported by press, radio or television. You may participate by 
subscription, charitable donation, or the provision of services. 
HOW PREPARED ARE YOU for the most significant events In Man's 
history, taking place In this very decade - the 1990s? . 

Global Plan 2000 (the One World Government), already agreed 
to by YOUR government, calls for elimination of religion, 
morality, the right to own property or other assets, and other 
equally distasteful surprises, such as a two-class system (the 
super-rich and the working poor), with a Russian as its leader? 
- Alien contact on a continuing basis by the highest levels of 
government (discrediting them, of course, at the same time), 
particularly to correct both U.S. and Russian nuclear mishaps! 

Climatic, social and geophysical upheaval such as is known 
once every 12,000 years or so: and you chose to experience It! 
"Our GREEN EMERALD" is an independent quarterly guide to 
stewardship of Mother Earth; energy and life forces; book 
reviews, including the most Important books of this Age; life 
beyond this planet; and news of the WINDS of CHANGE in business, 
careers, economics, education, health, philosophy and research. 
BOOKS, TAPES at 20-50* off list - recoup the cost of membership! 
We offer no "Gurus" ... impose no 'cult' doctrines ... make no 
claim to exclusive or secret information - we publicise 
knowledge which has been suppressed, for the benefit of all .... 
We act as International referral centre for WH0LISTIC HEALTH 
THERAPIES and information on health and disease. Including AIDS 
- created in a laboratory to reduce the world population! 

Come join us! Write: Box 1657-FT, EDMONTON Alberta T5J 2N9. 
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I SEE BY THE PAPERS 

Einstein's theories knows that 
this shouldn't be true. But don't 
tell that to the gyroscope! 

According to Science News, two 
Japanese scientists have conduct¬ 
ed experiments showing that a 
spinning gyroscope, when spin¬ 
ning in one direction, experiences 
a decrease in weight of a few mil¬ 
ligrams. The weight loss increas¬ 
es as the speed increases. When 
spun in the opposite direction, no 
such weight loss occurs. 

Hideo Hayasaka and Sakae 
Takeuchi of Tohoku University in 
Sendai say that "The experimen¬ 
tal result cannot be explained by 
the usual theories" when they 
reported their findings in Physi¬ 

cal Review Letters. Other physi¬ 
cists are skeptical and believe 
that the experiment may have 
errors in it. Eric G. Adelberger of 
the University of Washington 
said, "I can't see any particular 
thing that they didn't do or that 
they did wrong, but there are 
things that suggest there is some¬ 
thing clearly wrong." In other 
words, it goes against what he is 
familiar with so it must be 
wrong. 

Hayasaka and Takeuchi may 
be wrong, but it is the attitude of 
"I don't know what's wrong, but 
it's gotta be something" from 
other scientists that we find inter- 

continued on page 12 

THE DOORWAY TO THE 
UNKNOWN STANDS AJAR. 
ENTER HERE—IF YOU DARE. 
13 Chilling Real-Life Stories of Electrifying 

Supernatural Experiences 
True Tales of the Unknown: The Uninvited 

Edited by Sharon Jarvis • 239 pgs. 
This all-new collection of riveting TRUE tales from 
beyond is guaranteed to shock, terrify, and thrill youl 
• The Mystery of the American Stonehenge 
• The Haunted Graveyard 
• A Picture Worth a Thousand Chills 
• The Angry Poltergeist Who Wouldn’t Leave 
• A Modern-Day Lady Dracula Caught Red-Handed 
• A Cry for Help—From Beyond 
AND MORE hauntings, possessions, creatures and 
unexplained phenomenal 
Order TRUE TALES OF THE UNKNOWN today! Send 
$3.95 plus $2.00 shipping and handling to Venture 
Bookshop, P.O. Box 64383-2093, St. Paul, MN 55164. 
MN res. add 6% tax. 
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PROPHECIES AND YOU! 

MARGUERITE CARTER 

For over fifty years this gifted family has charted the 
destinies of people and nations around the world. 

Writing in AUGUST, 1988, at a time when Dukakis was unanimously 
favored by astrologers, market analysts and polls, the Carter’s stood apart from 
the crowd, confidently predicting George Bush would win the Presidency! 

YOU too, can gain control of YOUR LIFE by taking advantage of the 
Carter's prophetic wisdom and extensive knowledge, acquired during a lifetime 
of dedicated astrological study and counseling. 

THE UN1TOLOGY FORECAST is the Carter's most detailed, personalized 
service in which they delve into the most important areas of your life: money, 
romance, goals and significant changes. KNOW when new opportunites will 
come to you when the time is right to make a career move or reap financial 
benefits when to expect the unexpected. They have been the guiding light and 
helping hand for people from all walks of life, thousands of whom have remained 
faithful clients for decades. There is good reason why people seek their services 
year after year - THEY GET THE HELP THEY NEED! 

In letter after letter, grateful clients comment on the uplifting and insightful 
help they receive: “Following your readings has (last month) actually saved my 
home and possibly my life!” H.G^ TX “I feel very privileged to have such personal at¬ 
tention to my forecast It is uncanny how you seem to foresee and express every 
obstacle ahead and help me to dissolve it'” W.W., OR 

The rare qualities of sincerity, warmth and understanding in the 
UNITOLOGY FORECAST with SPECIAL NOTATIONS provide the 
guidance that so many of their clients feel they cannot do without. You get a 
FULL YEAR’S forecast regardless of when you order. Over 13,000 words of 
sincere advice and judgments by a caring astrologer-counselor, not an imper¬ 
sonal computer. 

TEST THF CARTERS NOW! Send for your UNITOLOGY FORECAST 
with SPECIAL NOTATIONS individually prepared for your birthdate. PRINT: 
month, day, year, place, hour of birth (if known) and include $11.95 plus $2.00 
toward postage and handling. (1st class & Canada $3.00 ea.) Outside U.S. make 
checks payable in U.S. funds only. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for careful completion and 
delivery. 100% satisfaction guaranteed or full refund. MAIL TO: 
MARGUERITE CARTER, BOX 807, DEPT. F908 INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46206 

ALAN CARTER II 
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RIGHT NOW, THESE IMAGES ARE 
OPENING YOUR PSYCHIC CENTERS! 

PRACTICE YOUR PSYCHIC 
SKILLS WITH THE WITCHES 

TAROT DECK 
Exercise your psychic powers with 
this enchanting Tarot Deck illustrated 
by FATE cover artist Martin Cannon. 
The colors, symbolism and images all 
speak to your subconsious mind ... 
and open up your psychic centers. 
Give readings for yourself and friends 
— IT'S EASYI Retreive information 
about personal problems, the future 
and relationships. The deck comes 
complete with an instruction booklet 
that tells you what the cards mean 
and explains how to use the "Celtic 
Cross" and "Four Seasons" layouts. 
Creator Ellen Cannon Reed, herself a 
Wiccan High Priestess, developed 
The Witches Tarot specifically with 
Pagan terms and imagery. Yet many 

non-pagans have reported excellent 
results with the cards and appreciate 
their colorful and timeless beauty. 
Boxed set includes 78 cards with 
booklet, $12.95. Order your Witches 
Tarot Deck today! (Note: some of the 
cards in this deck contain nudity) 

["yes! "please”send"me" THE*WrTCHEs" TAROT" 
j DECK (L669). I have enclosed $12.95 U.S. 
i funds (MN res. please add 6% sales tax) and 
j $2.00 for shipping and handling (add 50d for 
j ea. additional deck). 

|Name_ 

Address, 

City _ 

State, Zip_ 
□ Check here for a FREE catalog. 

MAIL TO: LLEWELLYN PUBLICATIONS 
P.O. Box 64383-2093, St. Paul, MN 55164-0383 
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THE MYSTERIOUS 
POWER OF 

PURPLE 
Or yellow, red, green ... Few of us are 

aware of the POWER of color — of how it 
can control or enhance our lives. Now 
Raymond Buckland explains the secrets of 
Color, its mysterious power, and how you 
can access this power TODAY. 
• Discover how color changes your sexual 

responses! 
• Learn how to use color to bring peace to 

your home and excitement to your work 
place! 

• Use color to increase your psychic powers! 
• Discover the Ancient secrets of Color 

Magick rituals and use them in your 
everyday life! 
Magic is simply the ability to make some¬ 

thing happen that you want to happen: 
prosperity, love, increased psychic abilities, 
weight loss, protection against evil. Color 
magic allows you to use a natural element 
in a practical way. For example, drink water 
charged with red light to feel energized; 
breath in blue to heal rheumatism. It's safe, 
simple ... and it works! 
• Put magic back into your meditations with 

the amazing color meditation 
• Perform color exercises with radiesthesia 
• Learn color projection, color breathing 

and auric healing 
• Stimulate "chakras’ (your psychic mus¬ 

cles) with color 
• Use color in divination, as in crystal gaz¬ 

ing, numerology, the Tarot and dice rolling 
Send for your copy of PRACTICAL 

COLOR MAGICK (L047) today! It’s fast 
becoming a classic in the field! 127 pp. 

To order, please send $6.95 plus $2.00 
shipping and handling to Llewellyn 
Publications, P.O. Box 64383-2093, St. 
Paul, MN 55164. MN res. add 6% tax. 

continued from page 9 
esting. Perhaps this says more 
about the preconceived notions 
of other scientists than it does 
about the original research. 

Certainly more research should 
be done and the truth should 
come out. Maybe it will prove to 
be nothing. Maybe it will change 
the world. And perhaps we'll 
find out that the people who 
drew those "crazy" diagrams 
decades ago weren't so crazy 
after all. 

BODY MUSIC 
Years ago I studied with a pro¬ 

fessor at UCLA who hooked him¬ 
self up to a biofeedback machine 
that was set to read muscle 
motion rather than brain waves. 
This was then hooked into one of 
the first Moog synthesizers and 
produced some amazing music in 
full quadraphonic sound. The 
electronics were very simple com¬ 
pared to today's synthesizers, and 
dozens of electrical cables formed 
a maze around the synthesizer 
and to my professor's head. 

Years later, I worked on a com¬ 
puter music synthesizer that 
used a computer about three feet 
to a side and nine feet tall. Today, 
advanced versions of this synthe¬ 
sizer fit on a few chips and are 
relatively easy to program (when 
compared to using that old com¬ 
puter). Similarly, researchers 
have now advanced the system 
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NO HOGWASH! 
Our motto is RESULTS! And our record speaks for 

itself! Yes, it’s Magick, but it works like science! 

Everyone has a life situation they want to change. Our purpose is to 
help YOU change YOURS. People just like YOU are finding new 
handles on life and getting happily ahead by applying the Universal 
Principles brought in such easy to use form by A1 & Rachel Manning 
through E.S.P. LAB of Texas. 

Our Super Self Help Programs feature the Magickal Ministry 
of AL. G. MANNING, D.D., In combination with the 
Marvelous Mediumship of RACHEL L. MANNING. 

The Mannings’ 20 published books are all available, including 
Rachel’s latest, "YOUR SPIRIT GUIDES ARE THOROUGH¬ 
BREDS (A Self Help Manual'for Mule Headed People),” and Al’s 
latest, “HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF LIFE (A Novel 
Approach that WORKS because it’s FUN!).” Correspondence 
courses and Self Help Tapes plus magickal supplies and personal 
services round out a complete program of upliftment and positive 
progress for YOU. Our monthly newsletter will inspire you while 
keeping you up to date with the psychic world and our own research 
programs. 

GET YOUR SHARE OF THE GOOD! Write for 
your FREE introductory material. DO IT NOW! 

To: E.S.P. LAB OF TEXAS 
219 Southridge Dr. 
Box 216, Edgewood, TX 75117 

Please rush my free introductory material to: 

Street Address ____ 

City_State_Zip. 
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GET YOUR FREE 
SUBSCRIPTION 

to The Llewellyn 
New Times! 

Be among the first to know 

about exciting new books, kits, 

audiotapes and videos in the fields 

of metaphysics and human 

potential. Every other month you 

will receive this 80-page 

catalog/magazine chock full of 

products, columns, interviews, and 

events. Edited by FATE book 

reviewer Steve Deger, the NEW 

TIMES includes regular articles by 

FATE editor Don Kraig and other 

leading New Age authors. Join the 

thousands of regular readers who 

are in the know. Send your name 

and address to The Llewellyn New 

Times, P.O. Box 64383-2093, St. 

Paul, MN 55164 

of my Prof, at UCLA. 
This new instrument is called 

a Biomuse. Sensitive electrodes 
are placed on the skin of a person 
which pick up tiny changes in 
the electricity generated by mus¬ 
cle motion. This is fed to a com¬ 
puter which in turn is fed to a 
synthesizer. It works with volun¬ 
tary muscle motions—eye blinks 
may trigger staccato notes or 
flexing the forearm may create a 
crescendo—and involuntary 
ones, such as the heart beat. 

According to the Wa/Z Street 
Journal, the developers, Hugh 
Lusted and Benjamin Knapp, 
believe that the instrument may 
help "create new forms of music." 

It is certainly a wonderful new 
tool and we are anxious to see 
what will happen with it in the 
hands of trained musicians. As 
an added benefit, disabled peo¬ 
ple, even if they are limited to 
only blinking an eye, will now be 
able to experience the joy of cre¬ 
ating music, a joy that all musi¬ 
cians—amateur and profession¬ 
al—experience. 

Sometimes, a radical fringe 
group that wants to stop further 
development of technology makes 
the news. But then we hear of the 
joy that an invention such as the 
Biomuse will give to many 
severely handicapped people. 
Nevv technology will not have all 
of the answers for our future, but 
it will provide some of them. 
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NATHANIEL - Numerological Clairvoyant Radio and Television Star 

“I Can Help Make the Dream that Obsesses You 
Come True Quickly” 

Politicians Consult Him on Vital 
Matters, Businessmen, Famous 
Fashion Designers, Everyone with 
Important Decisions to Make 
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TRUE 
CONFESSIONS 

YOUR HANDWRITING 
TELLS ALL! 

The peculiarities of handwriting tell a lot 
about a person's character and personality. 
Even if the person is usually good at hiding 
his feelings or motives, there is very little that 
a writer can disguise from a graphologist. 

Now Llewellyn presents an easy way to 
read yours — or anyone else's handwriting. 
Leading Graphologist Ruth Gardner shows 
you how to read a sample of handwriting 
INSTANTLY. Never before has the science of 
graphology been made so incredibly simple. 
• Discover your blocks, repressed desires, 

fears, hidden talents—even unresolved 
issues with your mother or father 

• Tear-out transparencies simplify accurate 
measurement of letters, degree of slant, 
spaces and other variations in writing 

• A dictionary of meaningful letter formations 
gives you instant feedback as to the 
meaning of some of your unique letter 
styles. 

• You can learn to change your 
writing—immediately—to something that 
influences you in a more positive way! 

• For those who wish to pursue Graphology 
as a profitable career, lists of resources 
are provided for continuing study 
Order today! INSTANT HANDWRITING 

ANALYSIS: A KEY TO PERSONAL SUC¬ 
CESS (L251), 159 pp. illus. Send $9.95 plus 
$2.00 shipping and handling to Llewellyn 
Publications, P.O. Box 64383-2093, St. Paul, 
MN 55164. MN res. add 6% tax. 

FIND OUT WHAT 
IT SAYS ABOUT 

YOU! 

SAI BABA 
Sai Baba is one of the most 

popular gurus in India, and has 
growing popularity worldwide. 
According to Psychic News, he al¬ 
ready has 40,000 British followers. 

The reason for his popularity 
is simple—he produces "mira¬ 
cles." One follower claims that he 
has raised the dead and per¬ 
formed healings. Problems come 
with some of his smaller mira¬ 
cles. He produces, seemingly 
from nowhere, small trinkets 
such as rings or medals and 
sacred ash known as vibhuti. 

The Amazing Randi discards 
Sai Baba by saying that he merely 
performs "ordinary tricks which 
come from a repertoire of street 
magicians of India." 

This may be true. But is it any 
different from preachers of other 
faiths who study and use speak¬ 
ing and psychological tech¬ 
niques? The real question is what 
is the man's message? 

Sai Baba's organization re¬ 
quires daily meditation, commu¬ 
nity work, saving cereals (grains) 
for the poor on a daily basis, and 
weekly family hymn singing. 
Note that Randi doesn't address 
this aspect of Sai Baba at all. 

On the other hand, at least one 
devotee believes Sai Baba to be 
"the Creator of the Universe." If 
this is a common belief among 
his followers, this movement 
bears observation. Believing a 
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SHE PREDICTED THE 1989 
SAN FRANCISCO QUAKE 
WITHIN 11 MINUTES! 

IIKF' 5 of the 6 winning numbers in the giant S52-million FL State 
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It’s True! It’s A Fact! Yes, Proven In Need Help Solving A Problem? Want 
Thousands Of Case Histories! You To Multiply Ybur Chances Of Winning 
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man to be the Creator gives him 
a tremendous amount of power. 

I DIDN'T SAY IT 
CSICOP-bashing is easy to do 

because their arguments are usu¬ 
ally so poorly thought out. The 
very ease of it, however, makes it 
boring after a time. Yet, other 
than FATE, few major resources 
are standing up to them. 

That is why we want to report 
an exchange that appeared in a 
delightful UFO newsletter called 
Saucer Smear (P.O. Box 1709, Key 
West, FL 33041). This newsletter 
is fun because it takes what it 
does seriously, but not itself. 

Anyway, they accused three 
skeptics, Philip Klass, Willy 

Smith and Zan Overall over 
"vicious efforts...to suppress the 
[Ed Walters] book by supplying 
the publisher with unproven 
negative claims." Ed Walters was 
the "Mr. Ed" of Gulf Breeze fame 
(see "The Gulf Breeze UFOs," 
FATE, February 1990). 

Mr. Klass wrote in saying the 
claim that he supplied such infor¬ 
mation "is false." Mr. Overall, 
however, wrote in saying, "we 
supplied [the negative informa¬ 
tion]... What's wrong with that?" 

What's wrong is that someone 
isn't totally forthcoming with the 
truth. We don't know who it is, 
but guys, get your story straight 
before you write such letters! 

oo 

TRUE REPORTS OF PAST LIVES - 
AND THOSE WHO LIVED THEM! 

• A boy is bom with a strange, jagged birthmark 
across his neck, six months after a child who lived 
nearby was found dead—his throat slashed. 

• A college student bom in 1968 recalls fighting in 
the Vietnam war. Under hypnosis, he reads off the 
dogtag number of a real soldier who was killed in 
1965. 

Provocative, frightening, fascinating, here is a col¬ 
lection of the most convincing true-life reincarnation 
cases on record today ... extraordinary tales of vio¬ 
lence and vengeance ... of love lost and found ... and 
of people who dared to lift the veil of forgetfulness 
and discover other lives, other selves, other worlds. 
Order TALES OF REINCARNATION by Rosemary 
Ellen Guiley today! 271 pp. Send $4.50 plus $2.00 
shipping and handling to Venture Bookshop, P.O. Box 
64383-2093, St. Paul, MN 55164. MN res. add 6% tax. 
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ON THE 
PSYCHIC FRONTIER 

By D. Scott Rogo 

THE MYSTERY OF 
SPONTANEOUS 

DEMATERIALIZATION 
Parapsychology is the scientif¬ 

ic study of the paranormal, from 
extrasensory perception to psy¬ 
chokinesis, to the evidence for 
post-mortem survival. Despite 
this definition, several forms of 
psychic phenomena exist which 
few researchers have 
ever bothered to study. 
Such phenomena tend to 
be either too rare, too 
disputable or simply too 
mind-boggling. 

One of these has no 
technical name in para¬ 
psychology's glossary. 
Sometimes called "spon¬ 
taneous dematerialization," this 
phenomenon classically presents 
itself in poltergeist cases. That 
common household objects some¬ 
times suddenly disappear from 
sight in such infestations is well 
known to poltergeist experts. 
Sometimes they will reappear in 
strange locations, such as the 
shoes that showed up in a refrig¬ 

erator's freezer in a recent Euro¬ 
pean case. Similar incidents have 
been well documented and even 
witnessed by investigators. 

Probably the most celebrated 
of these reports comes from Ger¬ 
many, where a poltergeist ram¬ 
paged in a private home in Nickel- 
heim in 1968. The focus of the 
outbreak was a 14-year-old girl, 

and the phenomena orig¬ 
inally consisted of mys¬ 
terious raps. Household 
objects (including eggs) 
were soon being thrown 
and the girl's dolls were 
placed in lewd positions. 
Perhaps the most bizarre 
aspects of the case were 
spontaneous disappear¬ 

ances and sudden materializa¬ 
tions of physical objects in the 
house. When a priest was sum¬ 
moned to bless the residence, for 
example, a stone suddenly fell 
from the ceiling. 

The case was later investigated 
by Dr. Hans Bender, a psycholo¬ 
gist and then Germany's best 
known parapsychologist and 
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ghost buster. During one of his 
visits to the house, he experi¬ 
enced the poltergeist's demateri- 
alizing pranks. He had placed his 
coat in a wardrobe just before the 
girl's mother went to the door. 
She ran back to Bender saying, 
"Your coat is outside the house 
carefully laid in the snow beside 
the staircase." 

Everybody in the house was 
under Dr. Bender's observation 
when this incident took place— 
except for the mother's brief trip 
to the door, which took about 
eight seconds. A photograph of 
the coat shows it folded and ly¬ 
ing on a bed of snow without a 
single footprint near it. 

NOT JUST 
POLTERGEIST RELATED 
Parapsychologists have long 

been intrigued by such reports. 
But it is less well known that a 
similar phenomenon may take 
place commonly and be unrelated 
to poltergeist outbreaks. Extreme¬ 
ly little has been written on the 
subject. The only formal discussion 
of this phenomenon, to the best 
of my knowledge, was in a brief 
contribution in 1930 to the Journal 
of the American Society for 
Psychical Research by Hereward 
Carrington. I was interested 
enough in this report to write a 
piece which was published in the 
May 1978 issue of FATE. Several 
readers (to whom I remain very 
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grateful) sent me their personal 
reports of similar incidents in 
response. Since that time, I have 
been collecting additional cases of 
spontaneous dematerialization, 
not really knowing what I would 
eventually do with this material. 

MARY BARRINGTON'S "JOTT" 
It came as a surprise when I 

learned that a colleague in Eng¬ 
land was also keeping a similar 
file. Mary Rose Barrington is a 
careful researcher relatively un¬ 
known to the general public. 
Besides working as a barrister, 
she has served on the council of 
the Society for Psychical Re¬ 
search for several years and is a 
skilled field investigator. 

In February 1983 she placed a 
request in the SPR's newsletter 
asking for readers to send in their 
encounters with spontaneous 
dematerialization. She received 
60 reports. Since the phenomenon 
has no official designation in psy¬ 
chical research, she gave it one: 
JOTT, which stands for "just one 
of those things." 

A COMPLEX PHENOMENON 
By studying these cases, Ms. 

Barrington discovered that the 
phenomenon is more complex 
than simple dematerialization and 
breaks down into six categories. 
Some concern dematerializing 
objects while other concern rema¬ 
terializing household items: 

AUTHORS WANTED BY 
NEW YORK PUBLISHER 
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts 
of all types: fiction, non fiction, poetry, scholarly 
and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed. 
Send for free, illustrated 40-page brochure F2 
Vantage Press. 516 W. 34 St.. New York, N.Y. 10001 
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cyberbiological studies 
of the imaginal 

component in the UFO 
contact experience 

Contains studies by prominent 
anomalists from outside the field of 
ufology who address the archetypal 
imagery of UFOs and extraterrestrial 
abductions. 

176 pp. 9 illustrations 

To order from the publisher, send 
$10 postpaid ($12 overseas) to: 

ARCHAEUS PROJECT 
2402 University Ave., Dept. F 

St. Paul, MN 55114 
Join ARCHAEUS PROJECT now and 
receive Cyberbiological Studies FREE! 
Write for information. 

1) Flyaway cases. This classic 
form of the phenomenon con¬ 
cerns objects that vanish from a 
familiar location and never show 
up again. 

2) Windfall cases. This occurs 
when an unfamiliar object appears 
in the house, its source unknown. 

3) Comeback cases. A favorite 
prank of the poltergeist, objects 
sometimes disappear but reap¬ 
pear later in the same location. 

4) Rollover cases. This phe¬ 
nomenon is a close relative of the 
comeback case. Here a similar 
(but not identical) item is re¬ 
turned to the witness. 

5) Turn-up cases. Another 
favorite of the poltergeist, here a 
known object shows up in an 
unlikely location—like the refrig¬ 
erated shoes I mentioned earlier. 

6) Walkabout cases. Similar to 
category #5, but in these instances 
objects placed in familiar loca¬ 
tions suddenly reappear in a 
place other than where they had 
been left. 

Ms. Barrington found possible 
non-paranormal explanations for 
two-thirds of her reports. This 
left some 20 cases for which 
paranormal explanations might 
be appropriate. She presented 
some of these cases to one of the 
SPR's recent conferences. She 
kindly supplied me with a copy 
of her presentation, from which 
the following cases are summa¬ 
rized. 
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HOW DID THEY GET THERE? 
An excellent example of a 

"windfall" case was reported by 
an SPR member who had decid¬ 
ed to change the lock on his door. 
There were five keys to the previ¬ 
ous lock, which he collected 
together and stored in a safe 
place. Keys to the new door lock 
were placed on both his key ring 
and that of his wife. The springs 
on these rings, by the way, were 
so strong that they had to be 
opened with pliers. The follow¬ 
ing day, however, the gentleman 
found copies of the previous keys 
back on both key rings. A quick 
check showed that these were not 
from the set of five original keys 
to the lock, which were found— 
safe and sound—where they had 
been deposited. They were brand 
new keys for the old lock! 

WHERE DID THE 
CUP COME FROM? 

Another humorous and baf¬ 
fling case was reported by anoth¬ 
er SPR member. While repairing 
an electric kettle in his workshop, 
he dropped a small (8mm in 
diameter) brass spring cup. He 
searched the room but couldn't 
find it. Two weeks later, the wit¬ 
ness discovered a similar cup 
placed conspicuously on the 
workshop floor. The "lost" cup 
eventually showed up (under cir¬ 
cumstances not reported by him), 

continued on page 26 
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Earth Religion... 
IT MAY BE THE ANSWER 

FOR YOU! 
ITS OLDER THAN CHRISTIANITY! It's also 
called Wicca, Earth Religion, Paganism, The 
Craft of the Wise, The Old Religion... Witchcraft. 
There are an estimated 75,000 adherents in the 
United States alone, and BOTH THE IRS AND 
U.S. MILnARYlist Wwca as a legal and real religion! 

Yet what is the truth about this legitimate and 
recognized religion called Witchcraft? Millions 
of Americans still do not understand it. 
Thousands desire to learn more about its prac¬ 
tices and beliefs. Many long to become a part 
of a coven, or group of like-minded worship¬ 
pers. Whatever category you belong to, 
BUCKLAND'S COMPLETE BOOK OF 
WITCHCRAFT is the one volume that tells you 
everything you need to know about this reli¬ 
gious practice! The truth is told to all. 

DISCLAIMER: This book is NOT about 
Satanism, devil worship, or black magic. If 
that is your interest, this book is NOT for 
you—do not order it! 

It's almost impossible to find a book with ALL 
the ingredients that go into this religious faith. 
BUCKLAND'S COMPLETE BOOK OF 
WITCHCRAFT is the most complete resource 
to the study and practice of modern Wicca 
available! The fascinating history ... beliefs ... 
practices ... all is revealed. And by the first 
person in America to speak up for the Craft and 
go public with The Old Religion": RAYMOND 
BUCKLAND, our foremost authority on 
Witchaaft and the Occult. 

"A master-work by one of the great elders of 
the Craft...a legacy that will provide magic, 
beauty, and wisdom to future generations of 

those who seek the ancient paths of the Old 
Religion." —Ed Fitch, Magical Rites from the 
Crystal Well 

Like Christians, different Wiccans belong to dif¬ 
ferent denominations of the Craft. ThisJs the 
FIRST book to apply to most traditions. It is 
indeed non-denominational. It has been said 
that there are many paths to the top of the 
mountain, but they all lead to the same moun- 
taintop. With so many paths, then, you can find 
the one that is right for you. It is your inalien¬ 
able birthright. You owe it to yourself to explore 
the paths available to you. This book helps you 
in that journey! 

WHO DO WITCHES WORSHIP? It's NOT who 
you may think it is! Misconceptions about 
Wiccans are deeply ingrained from centuries of 
propaganda. Find out the TRUE ORIGINS of 
this ancient—25,000-year-old—faith, as well as 
the true and frightening story of how and why 
certain people and groups tried to literally wipe 
out all practitioners of this religion. 

More than a book! It's a WORKBOOK, full of 
lessons, lectures, exercises, questions and 
answers on HOW TO BE A PRACTICING 
WITCH! When you finish with these lessons, 
you will have the knowledge of a 3rd Degree 
Gardnerian! 

Learn to use the TOOLS of the Witch: knives, 
swords, jewelry, meditation, dreams, tea leaves 
and astrology, herbs, magick, talismans, 
chants, dance.. .the list is endless and they are 
all in this book! 
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YES. There is an alternative to the conventional religions! 
"II we had had this book when we were start¬ 
ing out, it would have made things a lot easier 
and less contusing." —The Silver Elves, 
Guerneville, CA 

LOOK AT THE AMAZING THINGS YOU WILL 
LEARN! 
• How to construct an altar and what to place 

on it 
• The importance of the 8 Sabbats (celebration 

times) with scripts 
• How to conduct the Wiccan wedding ceremony 
• Bloody fingers (foxglove) and Hare's foot 

(clover)—"Witch" names for common herbs! 
Learn to use them in concocting remedies for 
a variety of maladies 

• Recipes for nettle beer, dandelion wine and 
mead 

• How to change ordinary water into potent 
medicine by charging it with colored light: the 
science of Hydrochromopathy 

• The key to performing successful magick (It's 
so simple you won't believe it!) 

• How to write your own rituals 
• How to form your own coven 
• The cardinal rule that all Wiccans must obey 
• The only animosity that Wiccans hold toward 

Christianity 
• Six power-raising chants 
• How to write a chant to bring about a just 

court decision 
• Why you should not learn any magickal alpha¬ 

bet by heart 
• How to heal someone that is not physically 

present 
AND THIS IS JUST A SAMPLING! 

WORSHIP IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN 
HOME! Contrary to popular belief, you can 
practice the Old Religion without belonging to a 
coven. This book tells you how you can be a 
"solitaire." There are thousands of lone witches! 

Each and every aspect of Wicca is here. This 
truly is a SELF-STUDY COURSE for groups 
and individuals, the serious student, the newly 
forming coven, or the simply curious. 

"...Quite entertaining, as much lor the arm¬ 
chair enthusiast as lor the practicing occultist." 
—Marion Zimmer Bradley, The Mists of Avalon 

YOU SEE A LARGE BREAK IN YOUR 
FATHER'S AURA, IN THE AREA NEAR HIS 
HEART. WHAT WOULD YOU TELL HIM AND 
WHY? THE ANSWER IS HERE! 

Find out two methods for locating your lost car 
keys! This book is chock-full of psychic tips! 

DISCOVER: 
• The only correct posture for effective meditation 
• The meaning and purpose of blindfolding and 

binding 
• What to do if your mother-in-law finds your 

witchcraft tools and calls you a servant of 
Satan—and you know that you’re not! 

The answers are here ... and much, much 
more! Don't spend another day without this 
remarkable book! Its large-size format makes it 
an excellent workbook and study guide. By 
Raymond Buckland, 251 pp„ $12.95. ORDER 
TODAY! 

TYES! Please send me BUCKLAND'S COM- 
J PLETE BOOK OF WITCHCRAFT (L050). I 
j have enclosed $12.95 U.S. funds (MN res. 
I please add 6% sales tax) find $2.00 for shipping 
{ and handling (add 50d for ea. additional book). 

! Name_ 

I Street 
j Address_ 

! City_ 

j State, Zip._ 

□ Check here for a FREE catalog. 

J MAIL TO: LLEWELLYN PUBLICATIONS 
P.O. Box 64383-2093 

St. Paul, MN 55164-0383 
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continued from page 23 
which proved that the cup on the 
workshop floor was merely a 
replica of the lost object. 

WHO BROUGHT IT BACK? 
A third case was sent to Ms. 

Barrington by a lady who lost a 
gold bracelet. The loss was espe¬ 
cially stressful since the jewelry 
had been a present from her 
recently deceased husband. To 
the best of her knowledge, she 
lost the object while walking 
from her car to the house. She 
and a friend searched every¬ 
where for it, but failed to find the 
bracelet. She thereupon invoked 
her husband's spirit to find it for 
her. The next morning, the lady 

found it deposited on her 
doorstep next to her morning 
milk. The milkman denied plac¬ 
ing it there and the steps had 
been repeatedly checked. A curi¬ 
ous and possible explanation of 
the case came from the witness' 
daughter, who thought she saw 
her deceased father in the house 
the previous day. 

The cases Ms. Barrington has 
collected closely resemble those 
in my own files, though her col¬ 
lection is more extensive. So how 
can we explain such phenome¬ 
na? 

NEGATIVE HALLUCINATIONS 
Probably the most prosaic 

explanation is that some of these 

"Smile to everyone around you. Then, everyone around you will smile back at you." 

seicHO-NO-ie 

TRUTH Of Life magazine 
The SEICHO-NO-IE TRUTH OF LIFE 
MOVEMENT is a non-denominational 
movement based on the Truth that all 
religions' emanate from the One 
Universal God. 

Each issue contains features and arti¬ 
cles on these important subjects. This 
magazine is a daily guide to your life 
through a practice of New Thought 
philosophy. 

Happiness • Prosperity • Health • Better Human Relations 

For your FREE copy ol 
Truth of Life magazine 
mail this coupon to: 

TRUTH OF LIFE CENTER 
14527 So. Vermont Ave. 
Gardena, Calif. 90247 

or phone: 
(213)323-8486 321-4833 

Please print clearly 

Name ___ 

Address _ 
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Have You The Courage To 
Be Lucky, Loved and Rich? 

guaranteed good fortune will come YOUR WAY ! 

Get Everything You Want With 
THE MOST POWERFUL TALISMANS IN THE WORLD ! 
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i—THE INITIATIC TEACHINGS— 

The venerated and timeless teachings of the 
Alchemists, Gnostics, Kabalists, Rose+Croix 
& Martinists are available to all sincere aspi¬ 
rants who hunger for spiritual enlightenment 
and seek to live a life filled with purpose, 
meaning, happiness and success. Please 
write for our free book of introductory lectures 
and information, enclosing $1.00 to help with 
airmail and handling. 

INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE 
OF MARTINIST STUDIES 

Worthing W31 + Barbados + West Indies 

POWER: The Power to 
Create the Future! 

Bypass the limitations of your mind and 
soar with the wisdom and unlimited energy of 
your own POWER. This amazing NEW book 
will set you on the path—it shows you where 
your Power is and how to taste the ecstasy of 
an incarnation of Power. It can change the 
way you think, act and feel. It can change 
your life. Author Eric Mitchell reveals—without 
the usual New Age garble—how to contact, 
communicate and commune with the highest 
spiritual Power in the universe. Overcome the 
3 levels of fear, discover your true purpose in 
this lifetime, direct the vibrations of power to 
cleanse and heal yourself and others, obtain 
material fulfillment, give love and receive love, 
and much, much more! Order today! 176 pp. 
Just send $3.95 plus $2.00 shipping and 
handling to Llewellyn Publications, P.O. 
Box 64383-2093, St. Paul, MN 55164-0383. 
MN res. please add 6% sales tax. 

ONLY $3.95 piuss/h 

people suffered from "negative 
hallucinations." Everybody knows 
that an hallucination is a false 
perception of a nonexistent ob¬ 
ject, sound or other sensory expe¬ 
rience. But less familiar is the 
brain's capacity to block out the 
sight of physical objects, a phe¬ 
nomenon easily produced with 
hypnosis. Maybe people who 
think that objects in their homes 
keep dematerializing and reap¬ 
pearing suffer from such halluci¬ 
nations. 

While such a psychological/ 
neurological phenomenon will 
appeal to the skeptic, it certainly 
doesn't convince me. Such false 
perceptions would not explain 
cases in which bizarre replicas of 
lost objects suddenly material¬ 
ize. Other cases have been col¬ 
lected in which the disappear¬ 
ance of the object has been 
established by independent wit¬ 
nesses. 

THE CASE OF 
THE MISSING BOOK 

I collected a particularly good 
example of this sort in 1988 from 
a close relative. "I had just had 
back surgery," she reported, "and 
was recovering in the hospital 
flat on my back in a body cast. 
My only sources of entertainment 
were my Walkman radio and 
some books. 

"I was deeply engrossed in a 
mystery story one morning and 
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DO YOU KNOW 
WHAT YOU WANT? 

Success? Love? Joy? Health? Inner Wisdom? Prosperity? 

DO YOU KNOW WHO CAN ASSIST YOU 
IN GETTING WHAT YOU WANT? 

Your spirit guides. Learn to contact 

your spirit guides easily and effortlessly 

by reading and listening to the book 

and tape set. Spirit Guides: Communi¬ 

cating with Your Unseen Friends. Your 

guides are eager to assist you in getting 

what you want out of life! 

Get your book and tape set today! 

Available at your local bookstore or by mailing in the coupon below. 

Or, call 1-800-669-5755 (MC/VISA only). 
BOOKSTORES: Please call 1-800-669-5755 to find your nearest distributor. 

Silver Forest Publishing 
P.O. Box 3520 
Evergreen, Colorado 80439 

Please send me_copies of the complete book and tape set. Spirit Guides: 
Communicating with Your Unseen Friends. 1 enclose $18.95 plus $2.50 postage and 
handling for each set. 

□ Enclosed is my check/money order or charge my □ VISA □ MasterCard 
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had laid it next to me on the bed 
when I had some medication to 
take. I put my hand down to pick 
it up again, and it was gone! 

During the day at least three 
different attendants searched the 
bed and floor for that book and 
no one could find it...By that 
evening I'd given up trying to 
find it and had started on anoth¬ 
er book... La ter, I put that book 
down and when I picked it up 
again, there were two books: the 
one I had just laid down and the 
mystery story that had been 
missing all day. The second was 
right by my side." 

Under the circumstances de¬ 
scribed here, a non-paranormal 
explanation for the disappear¬ 
ance seems highly unlikely. 

Two different paranormal 
explanations for these disap¬ 
pearances could be postulated. 
One is that people create this 
phenomenon by using psychoki¬ 
nesis to literally disintegrate, 
reassemble or replace the lost 
objects. 

CONSENSUS REALITY? 
Ms. Barrington, on the other 

hand, is of a different opinion. 
She believes that these disap¬ 
pearances represent something 
fundamental but inconspicuous 
in the fabric of reality. She sug¬ 
gests that material objects exist in 
"reality" because we will them 
into existence. (Perhaps everyone 
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conspires together on some men¬ 
tal level to cross-validate the exis¬ 
tence of these objects and the 
physical world in general. This is 
known as consensus reality.) 

But sometimes little quirks 
could disrupt reality's convenient 
set-up. She explained to the SPR 
that: "If items in the material 
world are not effectively willed 
into existence by the mind of the 
observer by a process akin to 
positive hallucination—the object 
lapses into an altered state as if it 
were something in the nature of a 
toy balloon elephant that loses its 
elephant identity when the air is 
allowed out of it. Which means 
that it is our business, or the 
business of one part of our mind, 
to give our personal stock of 
images the breath of life and 
keep a thumb and finger on the 
mouthpiece." 

Perhaps the phenomenon of 
spontaneous dematerialization is 
revealing that the material world 
is only a convenient delusion. In 
some Eastern metaphysical tradi¬ 
tions, physical reality is called 
maya which means "illusion." I 
don't know if the model of reality 
described in this column is true 
or not. But phenomena such as 
spontaneous dematerialization 
certainly indicate that our con¬ 
cept of reality does not explain 
all situations and is far from com¬ 
plete. 

OO 
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by Mark Chorvinsky 

THE FPOG-PAT AND FPIENDS 
The other day a long-standing 

acquaintance of mine told me the 
strange story of what I now call 
the Maryland Frog-Rat of 1989. 
First, I should mention that the 
person who told me this tale was 
not given to strange stories or to 
falsehoods of any kind. She is, 
rather, a person who is quite out 
of character talking about 
anything strange and 
was clearly somewhat 
reticent to tell me of her 
mother's recent encounter 
with a mystery animal. 
The informant, to whom 
I have guaranteed anon¬ 
ymity and will refer to as 
"M," told her story con¬ 
vincingly, and I would say that 
there is a good-to-excellent chance 
that the encounter occurred, 
although what the creature was is 
really anybody's guess. 

At a recent family gathering, 
M's mother and father hesitating¬ 
ly told the family about the fol¬ 
lowing event. M was struck by 
the fact that her father was agree¬ 

ing with everything that her 
mother was saying. This carried a 
lot of weight in their family. 

Late last summer, M's mother 
heard a neighbor's child calling 
out. She investigated and found 
that the cause of the three-year- 
old boy's concern was a strange 
entity. M's mother first thought 
that the thing was a "demon." It 

was green, had scales, 
and was at least two feet 
tall. 

Fearful for the child's 
safety, M's mother picked 
up a shovel and smacked 
the Frog-Rat, decapitat¬ 
ing it. M's father then 
took the creature to the 
dump. An ignominious 

end to the Maryland Frog-Rat! 
M suggested that it might 

have been an opossum, but her 
mother insisted that it was a 
cross "between a frog and a rat." 
Her exact words were that it 
looked like a "rat and a frog had 
mated." She also described it 
later as a "little dinosaur." M 
wondered if the creature might 
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have been an armadillo, but she 
was bothered by the greenness 
and a detail that her mother and 
father agreed on—that the back 
was in what they described as 
"stages"—evidently jagged ridges 
going down its back. 

M's parents live in a suburban 
neighborhood, where mystery 
critters are few and far between 
and Frog-Rats are unheard of. 
Was the Frog-Rat an escaped pet 
iguana, or an out-of-place reptile 
of some sort? Whatever it was, it 
was not normal. Neither M's 
mother or father had ever seen a 
creature such as this one before. 

Personally, I am impressed 
that even in this day we have 
dragons and dragon killers, and 
that here, in the midst of normal¬ 
cy, lies a pocket of suburban 
strangeness. 

THE CHESTER COUNTY 
TERROR OF 1939 

It was winter, 1939, and 
Chester County, Pennsylvania, 
was in a state of terror. 

On February 11, 1939, farmer 
Sylvester Scott's two dogs were 
roaming in his field when they 
found something the likes of 
which they had never seen and 
probably would never see again. 
Scott, 31, of Westwood, was 
spreading fertilizer when he 
noticed the dogs' excitement and 
spotted the "thing" which was 
two or three feet high and "was 
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colored like a deer in front, with 
white on the flanks." The silent 
creature was less than 50 yards 
away when Scott first saw it. 

The monster had paws rather 
than hooves. It had a foot-long 
neck, a small head, and no tail. It 
jumped two feet in the air, ran 
across a field, and disappeared. 

When the creature ran away, 
the dogs refused to follow it. 
Scott also had no interest in fol¬ 
lowing it. 

Scott saw the creature three 
times during the day, and heard 
its screams at night. He also shot 
at it one night, but missed. Scott 
and his brother Arthur and 
Jackson hunted for the "whatsit" 
for several days to no avail. 

"I'm sleeping with a shotgun 
beside the bed and some nights 
when the thing screams," Scott 
told a reporter from the Daily 
Republican, "I'm going to shoot it 
just to prove it did exist and 
wasn't just another species of the 
Jersey Devil." ("Ho, Hum... 
Whatsit Bobs Up Again," Daily 
Republican, 2/15/39). 

The area was no stranger to 
bizarre creatures. In 1932 a 
strange animal that crawled like 
a monkey was sighted in Down- 
ingtown. Five years later, in 1937, 
Cheyney Ladley, of Upper Uwch- 
lan township, encountered a 
creature near Downington with 
fiery red eyes and a bushy tail. 
The thing hopped like a kariga- 
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roo. Sylvester Scott, however, did 
not believe that the thing which 
he saw had any relation to these 
entities. 

"It screams only at night. Once 
I heard it quite clear in the barn¬ 
yard and fired a shot in the direc¬ 
tion from whence came the 
scream, but it got away," de¬ 
clared Scott. "Many others have 
heard its wail which does not 
come directly from the animal 
itself, but seems to come in an 
unearthly scream all around you." 
("Jersey Devil" Is Seen Once 
More, Daily Local News, 3/22/39) 

Justice of the Peace J. Ross 
Darlington felt that the animal 
which Scott saw was a baby deer. 

THE WEST BPANDYWINE 
TOWNSHIP TEPPOP OF (915 
William B. Irwm of Parkesburg 

mulled over newspaper descrip¬ 
tions of the creature and conclud¬ 
ed that the case was similar to 
that of the West Brandy-wine 
Township Terror of 1915. During 
the earlier creature scare, Irwin 
made notes which he referred to 
in his study of the Scott case. 

Chickens, lambs and calves 
were abducted from area farm¬ 
ers, without a trace. As in so 
many other monster cases of its 
era, citizens were excited and 
fearful of the unknown animals. 
For months after the abductions, 
women and children would not 
go out after dark. 

There were no clues as to the 
culprits. One night after a calf 
was abducted from a farm, the 
farmer heard a wailing sound 
"like a child crying in distress." It 
was a dark and stormy night, so 
the farmer did not investigate the 
source of the eerie cry. 

The farmer got the assistance 
of an Indian trapper who lived 
near Wagontown. Together they 
searched for clues as to the mys¬ 
terious abductor. They found 
tracks and concluded, after care¬ 
ful measurement, that the un¬ 
known creature was a panther. 

At this point, William Irwin 
became interested in the case. His 
grandfather had told him that he 
had "personally killed the last 
panther in Pennsylvania in the 
year 1847." Irwin consulted with 
"an authority in Pennsylvania on 
the life, habits, etc., of snakes, 
birds, beasts and fishes," Mr. J. 
Wesley Riday, of Coatesville. 

The Coatesville Record reported 
that after "patient and exhaustive 
research covering a period of sev¬ 
eral weeks," Mr. Riday deter¬ 
mined that the animal causing all 
the excitement in 1915 was "none 
other than a Roof Rabbit." 

William Irwin left The Coatesville 
Record reporter with a bit of 
advice at this point: "Before any 
further action is taken in the 
Westwood affair, I suggest that 
Mr. Riday be consulted, and also 
that anyone who may be curious 
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about the identity of a Roof Rabbit, 
"phone or write Mr. Riday." 

At the conclusion of The Coates- 
ville Record article was the follow¬ 
ing punch line: "Note to City 
Editor—I checked with Riday 
and maybe we had better drop 
the whole thing. He says a Roof 
Rabbit is Felis domestica. The dic¬ 
tionary says Felis domestica is a 
cat." ("Westwood's Terror Mere 
Roof Rabbit," The Coatesville 
Record, 2/18/39) 

LIZAPD MAN SIGHTED AGAIN? 
On the afternoon of April 16, 

1990, the Lizard Man of South 
Carolina, subject of a recent col¬ 
umn, was sighted again by an 
unidentified woman. This account 
was just related to me from an 
informant of mine from Sumter, 
South Carolina: 

"My daughter has moved from 
where she lived out in the country 
toward Bishopville, toward the 
Scape Ore Swamp, where [the 
Lizard Man] was first seen. They 
have a big irrigation pond back in 
the woods behind their house, 
which kind of backs up to the 
Scape Ore Swamp," she explained. 

"My daughter's neighbor 
friend went down there fishing at 
the pond and she heard it went 
into the pond in a big splattering 
noise. She thought a big log had 
rolled over in the water. This 
gigantic thing jumped up out of 
the water. The hugest, ugliest 
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thing she has ever seen in her life." 
The neighbor fled the pond 

and ran across the field toward 
her house. "My daughter saw her 
running across the field and 
called out, 'What's wrong? 
What's wrong?' [My daughter's 
neighbor] was screaming and 
yelling, 'My husband's not going 
to believe me. I can't tell nobody. 
Nobody's gonna believe me. I've 
just seen the ugliest thing. It 
looked like something you see in 
an outer space movie. It moved so 
fast. It looked like it was skim¬ 
ming across the water." According 
to my informant, the witness was 
crying out of excitement and fear. 

Strange noises have been 
reported coming from the swamp 
the first two weeks in April. One 
of the sounds is reminiscent of a 
mule braying, and another has 
been described as a loud yelping. 

As I write this, the Lee County 
Sheriff's Department is going out 
to investigate this latest Lizard 
Man incident. The Lizard Man 
has obviously survived Hurricane 
Hugo and is back, terrorizing the 
residents of Bishopville, South 
Carolina. 

Consulting editor Mark Chorvinsky 
(PO Box 2246, Rockville, MD 20847) 
edits Strange Magazine ($17.95/4 
issue subscription, published twice 
yearly) and researches and investi¬ 
gates a wide variety of strange phe¬ 
nomena. 
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Reporter 

By Jerome Clark 

THE YAKIMA LIGHTS 
UFOs are notorious for their 

unpredictability: they show up 
when you least expect them, van¬ 
ish, and reappear somewhere 
else just as suddenly. That means 
you can't go somewhere and see 
UFOs. You have to wait for them 
to come to you. This fact of ufolog¬ 
ical life has always made an inves¬ 
tigator's lot an unhappy one. How 
do you document some¬ 
thing that won't stay put? 

Sometimes, however, 
UFOs do stay put for a 
while, and if you're will¬ 
ing to put in the time, 
you're likely to be re¬ 
warded with the sighting 
of a nocturnal light, a 
daylight disc or even 
alien beings. 

For a period of years, residents 
of the Yakima Indian Reservation 
in south-central Washington 
were subjected to a wide range of 
UFO and other anomalous occur¬ 
rences. Moreover, researchers 
who went to the site got to see 
UFOs themselves. The episode 
makes for an engrossing story 

and a recently-published book by 
Greg Long, Examining the Earth- 
light Theory: The Yakima UFO 
Microcosm (published by the J. 
Allen Hynek Center for UFO 
Studies, 2457 West Peterson 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60659, 
and available for $17.95 plus 
$2.00 postage and handling). 

The 3500-square-mile reserva¬ 
tion is thinly populated. Its west¬ 

ern half is rugged wilder¬ 
ness. The eastern section 
is flat lands and the south¬ 
ern part is leased by non- 
Indian growers. Begin¬ 
ning in the late 1960s 
(though sporadic sight¬ 
ings had occurred before 
then), forest rangers, fire- 
control personnel and 

others began reporting the move¬ 
ment of bright white lights low in 
the sky over rough terrain on 
both the north and south sides of 
Toppenish Ridge, which cuts 
through the east-central end of 
the reservation. When these 
reports came to the attention of 
W. J. (Bill) Vogel, chief fire-con¬ 
trol officer, by his own account he 
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would greet them "with knowing 
smiles, an embarrassed shuffling 
of papers, and advisement to 
'keep us informed'." Then late 
one night, as he was on patrol 
south of Toppenish, he saw 
something above a hill. 

A MOUSE-LIKE TAIL 
"It was easy to see then that 

the object most certainly was no 
aircraft. Also, there was no dis¬ 
cernible lateral movement," he 
would recall. "Even without 
binoculars, the object's teardrop 
shape, with the small, pointed 
end above, was obvious. Bril¬ 
liantly white in the center, the 
outer edges were fluorescent tan 
or light orange with a surround¬ 
ing halo-like glow. Its most awe¬ 
inspiring feature was a mouse¬ 
like tail or antenna protruding 
from the small end and pointing 
upward. The antenna, as long as 
the object itself, was segmented 
into colors of red, blue, green and 
white which were constantly 
changing brilliancy and hue." 

Over the next 90 minutes Vogel 
took a series of photographs of 
the object, which eventually van¬ 
ished to the south over the 
Simcoe Mountains. It would be 
only the first of a number of 
sightings he would make. The 
second took place just a week 
later and again Vogel was able to 
take pictures. The same thing 
happened a month later. Soon 
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Vogel was busily collecting and 
investigating sightings on the 
reservations. Most of the reports 
he gathered were from his own 
fire lookouts, all trained and reli¬ 
able observers, but he also inter¬ 
viewed many local people who 
had seen the lights. 

HIGHLY 
SECRET TECHNOLOGY 

In 1971, after Vogel submitted 
two of his pictures to a local 
observatory (which said the 
object therein depicted was "most 
likely...a highly secret technolog¬ 
ical development"), he was 
referred to J. Allen Hynek, astrono¬ 
mer and one-time Air Force UFO 
consultant. Fascinated by the 
reports and impressed with 
Vogel's common-sense attitude. 
Dr. Hynek came to the town of 
Toppenish (north of the ridge 
after which it is named), where 
he interviewed witnesses. Sub¬ 
sequently he was able to per¬ 
suade the Tribal Council to allow 
an observer to set up equipment 
on the reservation and to monitor 
UFO activity. 

The observer, David Akers of 
the Aerial Phenomena Research 
Organization (APRO), brought 
with him a variety of cameras 
and other equipment. On August 
19, 1972, his first night on the 
reservation, Akers, accompanied 
by Vogel, saw two round, glow¬ 
ing, reddish-orange lights cir- 
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cling, changing places, and going 
on and off as they maneuvered 
beneath the tops of hills west of 
White Swan, a town in the north- 
central section of the reservation. 
He took four photographs. Other 
sightings and other photographs 
followed until Akers left the 
reservation at the end of the 
month. Unfortunately, technical 
problems with his other equip¬ 
ment prevented him from getting 
the other kinds of hard data he 
was seeking, but Akers left con¬ 
vinced that "something very 
strange and unusual is taking 
place." He returned to the reser¬ 
vation over the next few years to 
interview witnesses and to see 
and photograph more strange 
aerial phenomena. 

In later years Greg Long would 
join the investigation, working 
closely with Vogel (since de¬ 
ceased). Long says he never 
heard Vogel express an opinion 
about what caused the lights; he 
simply considered them a mys¬ 
tery which deserved investiga¬ 
tion. Examining Vogel's and 
Akers' detailed records. Long 
found lights that appeared at 
ground level, above ground level, 
and at high altitudes. Other wit¬ 
nesses clearly described craft-like 
objects, including a fire lookout 
who observed something resem¬ 
bling an "old dinner bell with the 
handle on top." Bigger than a 
small aircraft, it hovered for five 

or ten minutes, then drifted 
northward with a jerking motion. 
Twenty seconds later it streaked 
out of sight. One sighting com¬ 
bined both lights and craft. A 
federal police officer and his wife 
saw a "very bright star" 2000 feet 
above them. The light expanded 
in size, then exploded into what 
looked like a fireworks display. 
Two seconds later a wing-shaped 
object came out of the fireball 
and shot out of sight. As it was 
doing so, the lights disappeared. 

LIGHTS AND CRAFT 
Long and the other investiga¬ 

tors found that the distinction 
between "lights" and "craft" 
may have been artificial. In a 
number of cases, when two or 
three lights were observed, they 
gave every appearance of being 
attached to an object, which itself 
was sometimes slightly visible in 
the background. Long writes, 
"Akers observed round, orange 
lights. [Other witnesses] reported 
round, orange lights...on a fuse¬ 
lage." Two witnesses saw a 
"square arrangement of individ¬ 
ual, multicolored square lights. 
The square was about four feet 
wide and five feet high. The 
square was like a window with 
eight or 12 panes. The panes 
were only two-dimensional pos¬ 
sessing height and width but not 
depth. The squares were separat¬ 
ed by empty space." 
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"STAY BACK 
OR YOU'LL GET HURT!" 
Some of the strangest cases 

reported by fire lookouts in¬ 
volved apparent mental commu¬ 
nications. Although most of their 
sightings were of distant lights, 
on occasions lookouts saw the 
phenomena at no more than sev¬ 
eral hundred yards, yet weirdly 
were prevented from getting 
closer. Lookouts reported "hear¬ 
ing" a voice inside their heads 
saying, "Stay back, or you'll get 
hurt," and feeling restrained. 
One lookout reported seeing a 

shaft of bright, purple-colored 
light shining down around her 
cabin. When she tried to go out¬ 
side to investigate, she felt as if 
"two magnets [were] repelling 
each other" and blocking her 
exit. Puzzled but determined, 
she even ran at the entrance sev¬ 
eral times but could not get 
through. 

Observers often reported feel¬ 
ing as if they were seeing some¬ 
thing they were not meant to see, 
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and more often than not they 
removed themselves from the 
presences of the lights or objects 
they had come to investigate. 

Lights and craft were not all 
that people were encountering. A 
witness who observed the passing 
of a flying wheel with hub, spokes 
and flashing lights heard a sound 
that resembled "calliope music" 
emanating from it. Numerous per¬ 
sons heard strange underground 
sounds and several reported 
encountering alien beings. 

IT WAS SEVEN FEET TALL 
In this last category of reports, 

the most bizarre occur¬ 
red late on the evening 
of December 14,1975. A 
man to whom Long 
gives the pseudonym 
"Jim Miller" was driv¬ 
ing on a gravel road on 
Toppenish Ridge when 
he saw a cow and two 

calves running toward him as if 
fleeing from something. Moments 
later Miller saw three figures in 
the ditch. One bounded onto the 
road, covering 15 feet in a single 
slow-motion leap, its arms above 
its head. As it stood facing Miller, 
the unnerved young man could 
see it was a skinny, seven-foot-tall 
man with a long, pale face and 
long, pointed nose. According to 
Long's account, "The upper lip 
appeared to be pulled back in a 
permanent snarl, and fine teeth 

[The creature’s] upper lip 

appeared to be pulled back in 

a permanent snarl, and fine 

teeth were visible. 
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were visible. The lower lip was 
either missing or very small. The 
man's shoulder-length hair was 
brownish or reddish-blond, mat¬ 
ted and stringy. The fingers on 
both of the man's bare hands were 
long, and the creature grasped 
something purple in his left 
hand. The thing had a wire on it, 
which appeared to run down the 
creature's arm. Jim noticed that 
the other two individuals re¬ 
mained close together at the side 
of the road. They were wearing 
the same kind of clothing, com¬ 
plete with white markings." 
Miller accelerated, swerving 
around the figure, and a few 
moments later a bright, elongated 
UFO appeared behind him. The 
interior of the truck and a 10-foot 
area around it were flooded with 
light; apparently the UFO had 
shone a searchlight on the vehicle. 

Suddenly Miller became aware 
of a "shadow" in the passenger 
seat to his right. From the shape 
of the head and the coat. Miller 
"knew" it was a friend of his. The 
friend looked at Miller, then 
leaned forward and gazed up at 
the light coming into the wind¬ 
shield. He then fell back, wiped 
his eyes and vanished. At that 
moment the light disappeared. 
Miller became convinced at that 
moment that his friend had died. 
The next morning he learned that 
his friend had been killed in a 
shooting the previous night. 

That day Vogel and Akers inter¬ 
viewed Miller and his parents, 
whom he had awakened in a terri¬ 
ble fright as soon as he got home. 
He gave every appearance of 
being sincere and had no desire 
for publicity. Interestingly enough, 
three months later a ranch family 
on the reservation reported to tri¬ 
bal police that they had seen two, 
tall, humanoid creatures chasing 
their cattle. The beings were iden¬ 
tical to those Miller had described 
in his own then-unpublished 
sighting. The second incident took 
place about 10 miles from the site 
of Miller's experience. 

Three writers, Michael Persin- 
ger, John S. Derr and Paul Dever- 
eux, have attempted to explain 
the Yakima manifestations, at 
least the nocturnal lights, as geo¬ 
physical phenomena (some call 
them "earthlights") related to 
earthquake activity. In a long, 
thoughtful chapter toward the 
end of the book. Long considers, 
then rejects, this interpretation as 
entirely inadequate. Long comes 
to no conclusion about the nature 
of the Yakima events (which have 
tapered off since 1986) but does 
emphasize that many of the inci¬ 
dents suggest some sort of intelli¬ 
gence is responsible. 

I recommend Examining the 
Earthlight Theory. This an essential 
book for anyone with an interest 
in the continuing enigma of UFOs. 

OO 
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SOMETHING STINKS! 
Take a deep breath as you 

stroll along a beach—any beach 
will do—and your nostrils will 
be assaulted by what smells like 
a mermaid's armpit. The sewers 
of the world are spilling into our 
oceans, and every time the tides 
come in they bring with them our 
old orange peels, beer cans and 
discarded sweat socks. 
Periodically they also 
dump something else on 
our beaches—something 
that stinks even worse 
than we do. 

It usually takes the 
form of a huge lump of 
grayish meat, just form¬ 
less enough so that we 
can't quite recognize what it used 
to be. Holding our noses, we 
rush to summon the authorities 
and learned professors from the 
nearest university. The cry goes 
out: "A dead sea serpent has 
arrived on our beach!" Great 
mobs of curious people flock to 
the scene to get a good whiff of 
the decaying flesh while they 

gaze in wonder at the monster. 
Then the local authorities are 
confronted with the awesome 
and expensive problem of how to 
cart away the smelly mess. 

The college professors and 
ichthyologists who come to 
probe and poke at the carcass 
invariably pronounce it to be the 
remains of a whale or a shark. 

For example, when a 
hairy, thirty-feet long 
thing washed ashore at 
Girvan, Scotland in Sept¬ 
ember 1953, local wit¬ 
nesses described it as 
having a ten-foot giraffe¬ 
like neck, four short legs 
and a pointed tail about 
12 feet long. Scottish sci¬ 

entists, who never bothered to go 
look at it, declared it to be a whale. 

Forteans have another name 
for such things. We call them 
"Globsters." 

There have been hundreds of 
globster reports in the past centu¬ 
ry, from every part of the world. 
Some of these mounds of meat 
have been larger than any known 
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whale. Some have left behind fas¬ 
cinating skeletons bigger than 
any recognizable fish. A few sci¬ 
entists, such as Ivan T. Sanderson 
and Dr. Bernard Heuvelmans, 
have collected and cataloged 
globster reports in a series of 
unfortunately obscure books. 

Every few years a globster 
story manages to attract the 
attention of the mass media for 
about 30 seconds. You may recall 
how, in the mid-1980s, a Japanese 
fishing boat reported they had 
hauled a huge, smelly mass 
aboard but the stench was so bad 
they had to throw it back. They 
said it was unlike anything they 
had plucked from the ocean 
before. 

If you are a regular reader of 
FATE, you know that many glob¬ 
ster reports have appeared in 
these pages over the years. You 
are probably also willing to 
admit that our oceans are so vast 
and so deep that it is very possi¬ 
ble for them to harbor all kinds of 
still-unknown creatures. 

MAPPING THE UNKNOWN 
One of the world's greatest 

forteans is an engineer named 
William Corliss who has spent 
many years sifting through scien¬ 
tific journals and old newspapers 
for items about the strange and 
impossible things that happen all 
the time. He has come up with 
2,000 separate categories of 

fortean events. Globsters are just 
one. There are 1,999 others, such 
as the odd, manufactured objects 
that have been found deep in 
coal mines and rock quarries— 
things like steel nails, vases and 
finely crafted utensils. Because 
they are found in strata that can 
be dated, some of these objects 
are believed to be millions of 
years old. A modern-looking 
spark plug has even been found 
inside a rock! 

There are also many records of 
living things that have been 
found entombed in rocks. We've 
all heard tales of frogs that were 
discovered sealed within the 
stones of old buildings and how 
they came back to life and hopped 
away after being freed. But my 
personal favorite is the story of a 
creature that was trapped in a 
rock for nine million years before 
it was finally uncovered. Nine 
million years'. 

PTERODACTYLS— 
NOT EXTINCT? 

The story first appeared in the 
Illustrated London News, February 
9, 1856. We don't know much 
about this publication. It may 
have been a Victorian version of 
a supermarket tabloid. According 
to this authoritative journal, a 
group of workmen were digging 
a tunnel in France when they 
blew a laige block of stone apart 
with gunpowder and "a living 
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being of monstrous form" stag¬ 
gered out. It was the size of a 
large goose and had wings, but 
the resemblance ended there. 

"Its membranous wings, when 
spread out, measure from tip to 
tip three metres twenty-two cen¬ 
timeters [nearly ten, feet seven 
inches]," the article explained. 
"Its color is livid black; its skin is 
naked, thick and oily; its intestines 
only contained a colourless liq¬ 
uid like clear water. On reaching 
the light this monster gave some 
signs of life, by shaking its wings, 
but soon after expired, uttering a 
hoarse cry." 

The creature, with its long 
neck, sharp teeth and four sharp 
claws was identified as an an¬ 
cient pterodactyl, a gruesome 
relic from prehistoric times. A 
discovery of this kind should 
have elicited great excitement in 
the scientific journals of the peri¬ 
od. The carcass of the beast should 
have been carefully stuffed and 
mounted in some museum for all 
the world to see. It had to be one 
of the greatest finds of the 19th 
century. 

Instead, there was a stony 
silence. No further information 
appeared in British or French 
publications. Apparently it was 
just another of the journalistic 
hoaxes that were so common in 
that century. Nevertheless, the 
story has been repeated endlessly 
in all kinds of books and maga- 
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zine articles, always based on 
that one, single source. 

And people continue to see 
pterodactyls. There was a virtual 
epidemic of them in Texas in 
1975-76 in the Brownsville area. 
One was supposedly shot and 
then photographed by some 
hardy pioneers around the turn 
of the century. 

The photograph, showing a 
gigantic winged monster that 
looked something like a bat with 
a thyroid condition, turned up in 
a popular magazine in the early 
1960s. It was nailed or tied to the 
wall of a barn, its wings spread 
out so you could see that it had a 
wingspread of 20-30 feet, and a 
group of rugged-looking men 
dressed like cowboys stood in 
front of it. They all wore proud, 
smug expressions. A couple of 
them were wearing beat-up old 
top hats and the caption called 
them "college professors" who 
had identified the creature as an 
ancient pterodactyl. 

SEARCH FOR A 
PTERODACTYL 

I clearly remember studying 
this printed photo for a long time 
and being quite impressed by it. 
But later I could not remember 
what magazine had published it. 
Other forteans, including the late 
Ivan Sanderson, also remem¬ 
bered seeing it. We all recalled 
the exact same details. But none 
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of us could remember the name 
of the magazine. Eventually we 
launched a massive search to 
relocate the photo. Our appeals 
for help were widely published 
and we were rewarded with 
many letters from all parts of the 
country written by people who 
also clearly recalled seeing it. But 
absolutely no one could remem¬ 
ber where they saw it! It grew 
into a major mystery. Exper¬ 
ienced researchers plowed through 
all kinds of periodicals, especially 
the men's magazines (there were 
over 50 such magazines in the 
1950s and early 1960s). All the 
back issues of FATE and its 
numerous shabby imitators were 
closely scrutinized, to no avail. 

The search has been going on 
for over 20 years now. It is amaz¬ 
ing how many people clearly 
recall seeing that photo, and it is 
downright incredible that not 
one of them can remember where 
they saw it. Perhaps it was really 

on some television show, al¬ 
though that is very unlikely. 
Everyone remembers it being in a 
magazine and almost everyone 
remembers the caption about the 
rustic "college professors." 

For some reason, the name of 
the Tombstone Epitaph, the news¬ 
paper in Tombstone, Arizona, 
keeps cropping up. But all of the 
available back issues of that 
noble gazette have been carefully 
searched. Nothing. 

Do you remember seeing such 
a photograph? More importantly, 
do you remember where you saw 
it? If you do, I would certainly 
appreciate hearing from you. I'd 
send a generous award to anyone 
who can produce an actual copy 
of this long-lost picture. Well, 
maybe the award won't be so 
generous. Maybe it'll just be a 
piece of a globster and a WWII 
gas mask. 

Or maybe just my thanks. 
OO 

MR FORCE WITCH ^©= 
By Claire Metzger 

Airman Patricia Hutchins is a 

Witch. She has the permission of the 

Lackland Air Force Base in Texas to 

observe her faith's religious holi¬ 

days, including Halloween. 

She's really a Wiccan (the root 

word for Witch). One of her beliefs 

is that all life is divine. The Air Force 

does not consider Wicca to be a 

"hostile" faith. 

She says that she has not been 

shunned in any way and that "the 

chaplains in the Air Force are very 

open-minded." 

Wicca and other Earth-centered 

religions have become popular 

among feminists because they 

observe goddesses as well as gods. 

One book claims that there are 

many Wiccans in the armed forces. 
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In Zambia, mystic weapons are still used 
to bring death and despair to a sorcerer’s enemies 

By Daniel Simonda ZA^BfA is the hinter- wizards or sorcerers using myste- 
land of southern Africa, rious gadgets or crafts. 
Its vast copper desposits Last year the Livingstone 

make it the third richest copper Museum (which is also the coun¬ 
producer in the world try's national muse- 
aftcr Chile and Zaire. urn) displayed a tem- 
Zambia is also a vast porary exhibition of 
land of strange be- these weapons of 
liefs and mystic pow- death. The exhibit 
ers. was an amazing and 

In the countryside popular attraction 
and urban center, sor- for both the foreign 
eery still plays in the tourists and locals, 
minds of the people. Due to public de- 
It is a common belief Jta| mand, the museum 
that no one dies of exhibit of these mys- 
ordinary illnesses— terious weapons was 
rather, people are Danie| simonda, later shown at the 
"gunned down" by our Zambian correspondent Copperbelt Museum 
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MAGICAL WEAPONS OF DEATH 

and at the Zambia International 
Trade Fair in Ndola toward the 
end of 1989. 

At the same time as the direc¬ 
tors of the museum were packing 
the exhibits for the trip to their 
next place of exhibition, an un¬ 
usual incident took place. 

CHARGED WITH 
"POSSESSION" 

A man appeared in a Living¬ 
stone magistrate court charged 
with possession of a dangerous 
charm—a python skin decorated 
with beads, bush-baby skin and 
human hair. The charm, com¬ 
monly known by the locals as the 
ilomba (water-snake familiar) had 
been demobilized and reduced in 
size to a length of 30 centimeters 
by a "witch finder" after being 
discovered in a wardrobe of the 
accused person's house. In its full 
bloom the charm assumes the 
size of a human being. 

In the courtroom, the man, a 
56-year-old businessman from 
Zambezi Sawmills (a shanty sub¬ 
urb in Livingstone), confessed 
that he had bought the charm 
from Durban in South Africa 30 
years ago as a defensive weapon 
against sorcery. Later he realized 
that the charm could be used as 
an offensive weapon as well as for 
stealing money and food. At the 
time of his capture he had "sent" 
it to kill his neighbor's wife who 
had refused his sexual advances. 

Made of human bones, they are used 
in an attempt to kill people at night. 

The man pleaded guilty and 
was fined ten kwacha in the local 
currency (equal to one U.S. dol¬ 
lar). The court seized the charm. 
According to the laws of Zambia 
it is an offense for a person to 
possess, sell or collect charms if 
he intends to use it. 

In November 1988, the court 
handed over the charm to the 
Livingstone Museum where it 
was put on display. The museum 
added the new find to its collec¬ 
tion of mysterious treasures. 

The ilomba is the most talked 
about Zambian magical death 
weapon. Local musicians even 
compose songs about it. It is a 
creation of a sorcerer, either for 
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—L/Tf/S/I/ Doll— 
Allegedly kills people as it 

dances around a village at night, 

himself or for his client. The body 
of the creature is that of a snake. 
The head is in human form, 
closely resembling that of its 
owner. Ornaments worn by the 
owner are duplicated on the 
"snake." The destruction of the 
device is believed to result in the 
owner's death. This may be pos¬ 
sible, considering how a sorcerer 
creates the ilomba. 

HOW THE ILOMBA IS MADE 
Confessions from those con¬ 

victed of using the device reveal 
that the ilomba is made from the 
owner's blood. For several days, 
blood is taken from the back, 
forehead and chest of the poten- 
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tial owner. It is then mixed with 
medicines from forest roots in a 
container or dish. At the end of 
this period the snake begins to 
grow at first in "maggot" form. 

There are other ways in which 
it is made, but blood is always 
involved. Desperate young 
women seeking suitors or want¬ 
ing to be married are said to fre¬ 
quently fall prey to possessing 
ilombas. Blood from their bodies 
is mixed with medicine roots and 
submerged in a container. They 
bathe in this container for days. 
Soon a "maggot" forms which 
turns out to be an ilomba. This 
entire process is performed as a 
means of magically inducing 
suitors to come to them. Though 
such cases have not yet been 
recorded in courts, accusations of 
such possessions have occurred. 

Another ilomba case took place 
in 1983. In Kabwe, a zinc and 
lead mining town of Zambia, 
townsfolk flocked to a house 
because they suspected the 
owner had an ilomba. As a result 
of such commotion, the suspect 
had to be transferred to another 
town. Children are said to have 
told their friends that there was a 
snake which resembled a parent 
in the house. How true this is 
remains a mystery, as most peo¬ 
ple will not come forward to tes¬ 
tify for fear of libel in the absence 
of a confirmation from a licensed 
"witch finder." 



MAGICAL WEAPONS OF DEATH 

Because the ilomba is made out 
of blood, it is said to demand vic¬ 
tims. At infancy it is fed on eggs. 
If a person frequently buys a 
huge amount of eggs he is sus¬ 
pected of owning an ilomba. Soon 
the charm demands a fetus, then 
a child and finally an adult. The 
owner has no alternative but to 
send it to kill someone of his 
choice. Allegedly, once it has tast¬ 
ed blood it never stops demand¬ 
ing more. 

Enthnographer and art keeper 
at the Livingstone Museum, Mr. 
Mubiana Luhila describes a vari¬ 
ety of 24 mysterious weapons of 
death. These have been collected 
by his department, complete 
with their names as known by 
the owners and local population. 

Among those that Mr. Luhila 
describes is the kaliloze—the night 
gun. This mystic weapon of an 
assassin looks like a short-bar¬ 
reled home-made muzzle load¬ 
ers. The butt is made of a wood¬ 
en carving. The barrel is made of 
a human bone (fibula), or metal 
piping lashed to the wood carv¬ 
ing of the butt. Lucky beans and 
black wax are also incorporated 
into this weapon. 

NEEDLES 
BENEATH THE SKIN 

Kaliloze guns came to the at¬ 
tention of the Livingstone Muse¬ 
um in 1956 following a spate of 
deaths in the Barotseland. This 

—Chikwamu— 
Sexually weakens a man, 

causing his wife to look for other men. 
area is now a Western province of 
Zambia. The colonial district 
commisioner's office in Kalabo 
learned of the murder of two 
women. The victims had been 
shot at close range. The wounds 
were strange and not like usual 
bullet wounds. 

Several of the kaliloze night 
gunners were arrested in a raid 
following the two murders. X-ray 
photos taken at Livingstone hos¬ 
pital confirmed that some of 
them had inserted short lengths 
of needles beneath their skin. The 
presence of the needles was a tra¬ 
ditional sign that the gunner had 
killed. The needles were used for 
defensive as well as offensive 
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—Nyamakazi— 
This charm is placed on a road 

to magically cause car accidents. 

purposes. 
This event occurred three and 

a half decades ago. In spite of the 
trials and death sentences passed 
on some of those who were 
caught in the 1956 raid, the 
weapon is still common today, as 
evidenced in the Livingstone 
Museum's latest finds. 

HOW THE KALILOZE WORKS 
The unique mystery about the 

kaliloze gun is that it is charged 
with gunpowder, plus another 
powder that is made from the 
ground up roots of a local tree. 
The bullets are made from frag¬ 
ments of human bones, ashes or 
even food left behind by the 
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intended victim. The prey is then 
stalked, and his name is called 
out softly at night at the back 
door of his dwelling. The gun is 
fired by lighting a match and the 
victim dies, occasionally vomit¬ 
ing blood. 

Additional weapons on dis¬ 
play at the museum were the 
sompo and tumba. The sompo (fly 
switch) is actually composed of a 
fly switch itself, a motor and a 
basket. It is believed that its use 
causes thunderstorms with vio¬ 
lent lightning. The intended vic¬ 
tim is struck by a bolt of light¬ 
ning, killing him. 

The tumba is a small shell with 
a figurine inserted into its open 
end. It is decorated with beads, 
another shell and a lion's claw. It 
is believed that at night, when 
the tumba visits a village, an eagle 
owl will cry. Whoever hears the 
owl's cry will die. It is also be¬ 
lieved that the tumba can mimic 
people's voices, and that whoev¬ 
er answers will become ill and 
eventually die. Perhaps fear of 
the tumba is the reason why some 
villages do not encourage calling 
a child by name at night. 

OTHER MAGICAL WEAPONS 
There were other magical 

weapons of death on display, 
including the katotozyi, chipikwa, 
tambukiloto and the likishi doll. 
The likishi doll, borrowing its 
name from traditional mask 
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dancers is made of a coil of grass 
and bark cloth. It is said to kill 
people condemned by its owner 
as it dances around a village at 
night. It is said to be invisible, but 
anyone who sees it dies instantly. 

The tambukiloto is made out of a 
dog skull, beads, cloth and human 
hair. It is used in an attempt to kill 
a person in his sleep. The victim 
dreams of having been tortured or 
bitten by a dog. 

A zebra's hoof, fly switch, 
feather of a bateleur eagle, crim¬ 
son cloth, and white and red 
beads form the chipikwa weapon 
of death. This charm i§ believed, 
to hop up and down at night in 
search of its prey. It whips any 
living thing to death—man or 
animal. 

The katotozyi operates differ¬ 
ently from most weapons of 
death. The charm is a carved 
wooden figure with red and 
green beads. It is said to kill a 
person by collecting his shadow. 

WEAPONS OF SLOW DEATH 
Other than the instant killing 

weapons displayed by the muse¬ 
um and described above, there 
are others that cause death 
through illness. It is believed that 
typhus, pneumonia, stomach ail¬ 
ments, elephantiasis, asthma and 
miscarriages do not always hap¬ 
pen because Nature so pleases, 
but can occur as a result of cre¬ 
ations of an evil human mind. 

A zebra hoof which allegedly 
whips people to death at night. 

Charms such as cicila, chilandushi, 
katulo, nyalumaya, and musongo 
are used by sorcerers in an at¬ 
tempt to create these medical ail¬ 
ments which may, in a third- 
world country, lead to death. 

A good example of such evil 
creations by the human mind is 
the cicila. Made from a tortoise 
shell, a mirror, beads and monkey 
skin, one of these was said to be 
the cause of an outbreak of typhus 
in 1980 at Mansa National Service 
Camp in the Luapula province of 
Zambia. Leavers (girls) from five 
schools were training in compul¬ 
sory self-help schemes when the 
outbreak occurred. Several of the 
girls died. 
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—Cilola— 
This charm was used at the National 
Service Camp. Did it cause typhus 

among the students there? 
Whatever happened, no one 

has challenged the findings of the 
great "witch finder," Dr. Sansan- 
kuwa Kadansa, who discoverd 
the weapon after the camp had 
been closed because of the typhus 
outbreak. Dr. Kadansa is a major 
donor to the Livingstone Muse¬ 
um of the mysterious crafts from 
the world of sorcery, and an 
authority in this field. 

Many people in this area 
believe that road accidents don't 
always happen as a result of care¬ 
less driving. It is claimed that the 
nyamakazi, made out of a wooden 
carving and cloth, will cause 
death from an auto accident 
when placed on the road. 
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN? 
These weapons of death were 

displayed beside some of the 
unusual occult displays. Perhaps 
the idea behind these exhibitions, 
other than providing historical 
knowledge, is to present this 
information to a generation that 
believes more in test tube experi¬ 
ments than in roots and medita¬ 
tion. 

STILL A MYSTERY SUBJECT 
In its preamble to the tempo¬ 

rary exhibition, the museum 
observes that very little research 
has been undertaken in the field 
of sorcery. As a result, the subject 
has remained a mystery to many 
people. It proposes that if inten¬ 
sive research could be carried out 
in this field, modern society 
could benefit from healing appli¬ 
cations and communication. 

Are these crafts mere creations 
of the human mind as some 
might think? Museum board sec¬ 
retary Mr. Nawa Mataa is quoted 
in the Times of Zambia (a news¬ 
paper) on November 25, 1988, as 
having said that the exhibition 
had proved the existence of sor¬ 
cery. As for the locals, it was a 
confirmation of their fears and 
beliefs. Such are the beliefs and 
practices that go beyond scientific 
understanding. 

Daniel Simonda lives in Living¬ 
stone, Zambia. 

OO 



REINCARNATION 
THERAPY: 

DOES IT WORK? 
Numerous cases of cures of psychological problems 

as a result of reliving past lives have been reported. 

Does this method of therapy really work? 

By D. Scott Rogo Several years ago, I be¬ 
came interested in col¬ 
lecting reports from peo¬ 

ple who "remember" (purported) 
past lives. While I wasn't particu¬ 
larly interested or impressed by 
recollections emerging from hyp¬ 
notic regression, I found myself 
drawn to the reports of past life 
dreams. Oftentimes these sponta¬ 
neous reveries focus on the dream¬ 
er's death. 

The most interesting of these 
cases came to me from a lady in 
Texas. She had suffered from 
recurring nightmares involving a 
bridge before unraveling their 
meaning and curing herself. 

"There was a suspension bridge 
high above a wide expanse of 
water," she explained in her let¬ 
ter. "It was a narrow walkway, 
swaying in the wind, with noth¬ 
ing to hold on to and floor boards 

spaced so one could see the 
water below through the cracks. 
The bridge was reached by a lad¬ 
der. Here my dreams varied: 
sometimes I would mount the 
ladder and turn back as soon as I 
reached the top; other times I 
would creep out onto the bridge 
on hands and knees and a few 
other times I would go out onto it 
a short distance walking erect. 
Never did I reach the other side." 

Years later she chanced upon a 
copy of Life magazine and found 
a picture of the bridge. "It was 
taken from the same angle that I 
approached the bridge in my 
dream," she stated. "The article 
accompanying the picture identi¬ 
fied it as the first catwalk thrown 
across the East River preparatory 
to building the Brooklyn Bridge 
back in the 1870s. It also stated 
that a number of persons, both 
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men and women, had fallen to 
their deaths from the bridge. 

"I am convinced that I was one 
of those because I have never had 
that particular dream again." 

There was a second and unex¬ 
pected outcome from this discov¬ 
ery. Throughout her life, the cor¬ 
respondent had been frightened 
of high places. She was convinced 
she would eventually die from a 
fall. But when the past life basis 
of her dreams was discovered, 
her phobia suddenly vanished! 

This not unprecedented cure 
suggests that perhaps our pres¬ 
ent-life problems could be rooted 
in the distant past—not the past of 
our childhood, but in our previ¬ 
ous existences. While this sugges¬ 
tion might strike some people as 
bizarre, several reports in the sci¬ 
entific literature on reincarnation 
point to a past life basis for de¬ 
viant or unusual behavior. 

MATIN AUNG MYO 
One case that suggests this 

possibility was reported in 1977 
by Dr. Ian Stevenson of the 
University of Virginia. The report 
—published in the Journal of 
Nervous and Mental Disease—con¬ 
cerns a Burmese child named Ma 
Tin Aung Myo. Born in a rural 
village in the northern sector of 
the county, she began talking 
from early childhood of her pre¬ 
vious life as a Japanese soldier 
killed in Burma during World 
War II. She (or he) was killed by a 
spray of bullets from a passing 
plane. The result was that the 
child was terrified of plane and 
helicopter noises. These bizarre 
claims and behaviors escalated as 
she grew older. She developed a 
strong dislike for Burmese cook¬ 
ing and pleaded to be returned to 
Japan. When she eventually 
reached sexual maturity, Ma Tin 
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Aung Myo rejected her biological 
gender and chronically perceived 
herself to be male. Her gender 
dysphoria (commonly called 
transsexualism) was so great that 
she took to courting other fe¬ 
males in the village. She also 
dressed like a man and explained 
to Dr. Stevenson, who personally 
met with her several times, that 
she wished to marry a woman. 

Cases of this nature eventually 
led Dr. Stevenson to suggest that 
some forms of behavior could 
possibly be inherited from our 
past lives. He writes that reincar- 
nation-type cases "suggest that 
although personality is indeed 
being formed in childhood, its 
development actually begins 
much earlier in other terrestrial 
lives anterior to the child's life." 

If this line of speculation is 
correct, it stands to reason that 
some phobias and other forms of 
peculiar behavior could be cured 
by tracing their past life basis. 

THE FIRST MODERN CASE 
To the best of my knowledge, 

the first psychiatrist to formally 
promote reincarnation memory 
as a psychotherapeutic tool was 
Dr. Denys Kelsey, who practices 
in London. He began exploring 
the reincarnation issue in the 
1950s, spurred on by his wife 
(Joan Grant) who was a gifted 
sensitive. The beginning of the 
psychiatrist's metaphysical voy¬ 

age came when he began treating 
a gentleman plagued by irra¬ 
tional guilt. The patient was con¬ 
vinced that he was the cause of 
his father's arthritis. The delusion 
seemed to stem from the client's 
childhood when, because he 
resented his father, he fan a 
damp cloth over his parents' bed, 
hoping to make him sick. When 
his father became arthritic years 
later, the patient felt that he was 
responsible. Despite traditional 
treatment, the client made little 
progress in therapy. He re¬ 
mained guilt ridden over his 
father's illness after 80 psychi¬ 
atric sessions! 

Dr. Kelsey decided to try hyp¬ 
notic regression. The plan was to 
better trace the roots of the pa¬ 
tient's conflicts—not to experi¬ 
ence a previous incarnation. But 
upon being led into an hypnotic 
trance, the client reported seeing 
a lady dressed in Edwardian 
clothing loitering by a large home. 

The patient spun out an elabo¬ 
rate story concerning the woman. 
Orphaned by a cholera epidemic 
that had swept through British- 
occupied India, she had been 
sent back to England to live with 
a relative. This relative was 
charged with controlling the 
lady's inheritance and refused to 
release the funds when her niece 
decided to marry a local curate. 
The Edwardian woman revenged 
herself by dampening the elder 
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relative's bed, hoping to cause 
her to fall sick. The elderly wo¬ 
man became enraged when she 
discovered the plot, suffered a 
seizure and ended up bedridden. 
The perpetrator of the crime was 
stuck taking care of her for the 
rest of both their lives. 

"When I brought the patient 
slowly back to the present day 
and out of hypnosis," Dr. Kelsey 
reported in Many Lifetimes (writ¬ 
ten with his wife) he had a mem¬ 
ory of the story, felt sure it was a 
part of his own history and was 
satisfied that he had discovered 
the true source of his guilt—guilt 
that became transferred to his 
father. 

The patient reported himself 
cured and never suffered a recur¬ 
rence of his neurosis. 

This encouraged Dr. Kelsey to 
experiment further with past life 
regression. He discovered that 
even intractable psychiatric dis¬ 
orders sometimes rev.erse when 
their reincarnation roots are 
properly traced. Dr. Kelsey placed 
several such cases on record in 
1967 when he wrote his book. 

WITHOUT SUGGESTIONS 
FROM THE THERAPIST 

A fundamental phenomenon 
of hypnotic regression is that 
reliving past lives while in hyp¬ 
notic trance can take place with¬ 
out any formal suggestions from the 
psychiatrist or psychologist. This 
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phenomenon counters the com¬ 
mon charge that past life psy¬ 
chotherapists necessarily program 
their subjects to come up with 
past lives. Such cases have been 
reported even by clinicians who 
don't believe in reincarnation. 
Nor does it matter whether the 
patient believes in reincarnation. 

An excellent and complicated 
example of this sort was recently 
published by Dr. Brian L. Weiss, 
who kept the case secret for some 
years before publishing it. 

Dr. Weiss' background is in the 
biochemical treatment of psychi¬ 
atric disease. He is best known 
for his book on brain biochem¬ 
istry. I met him last year while 
taking part in a television show 
on reincarnation filmed in Can¬ 
ada. Dr. Weiss was promoting his 
book Many Lives, Many Masters, 
which describes the case. 

A PSYCHIATRIC WRECK 
Catherine, the protagonist in 

the case, was a psychiatric wreck 
when she first approached Dr. 
Weiss. Somebody had pushed 
her into a swimming pool when 
she was a child, which resulted 
in a life-long fear of water and 
choking. She also had severe 
nightmares of a collapsing bridge 
and eventually began suffering 
from panic episodes which final¬ 
ly prompted her to seek psychi¬ 
atric treatment. Dr. Weiss initially 
treated her with oral medication. 
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but Catherine refused to swallow 
the pills, fearing she would choke 
on them. She also suffered from 
overwhelming fears of death and 
dying, even refusing to fly since 
she was terrified the plane would 
crash. 

Dr. Weiss treated her with con¬ 
ventional psychotherapy. Eight¬ 
een months of exploring her fears 
and her childhood brought to 
light the probable causes of her 
problems, but this information 
failed to relieve her symptoms. 

In 1982, while visiting an 
Egyptian collection at a local 
museum, she realized that every¬ 
thing was familiar and that she 
knew more Egyptology than the 
museum guide. 

When she later reported this to 
Dr. Weiss, it struck him that they 
should explore Catherine's child¬ 
hood through hypnosis. The 
regression wasn't undertaken to 
explore a past life. He placed her 
in a hypnotic trance and instruct¬ 
ed her to return to her childhood. 
She relived being pushed into a 
swimming pool and choking on 
the water. She also recalled sexu¬ 
al molestations on the part of her 
drunken father. Dr. Weiss was 
encouraged, but forgot to explore 
why Catherine was so familiar 
with Egyptology. 

A week later, when his patient 
complained that her symptoms 
were still severe, he hypnotized 
her for a second time. The psy¬ 

chiatrist instructed her on this 
occasion to "Go back to the time 
from which your symptoms 
arise." Dr. Weiss explains in his 
book that "I was totally unpre¬ 
pared for what came next." 

1863 B.c. 
Catherine seemed to slip back 

into some sort of previous exis¬ 
tence. She perceived herself with 
long, braided, blond hair and 
standing before a building with 
white pillars She reported that 
the year was 1863 b.c. The loca¬ 
tion was barren, hot and sandy. 
Dr. Weiss was puzzled by the 
vividness of the scenes Catherine 
was describing. "I had examined 
thousands of psychiatric patients, 
many under hypnosis," he ex¬ 
plains in Many Lives, Many Mas¬ 
ters, "but I had never come across 
fantasies like this before—not 
even in dreams." 

In order to explore her past life 
further. Dr. Weiss proceeded to 
take Catherine forward in time to 
her death. She described being 
killed by a tidal wave that 
destroyed her village. Completely 
mesmerized by what the patient 
was recalling. Dr. Weiss pro¬ 
gressed her in time and she 
reported a second lifetime in 
18th-century Spain as a dancer 
and prostitute. She apparently 
died from drinking poisoned or 
contaminated water. She also 
briefly described a life in Greece 
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where Dr. Weiss had been some 
sort of teacher. 

You may be less impressed 
with these memories than Dr. 
Weiss originally was. He was 
unfamiliar with the phenomenon 
of past life regression when he 
began and couldn't have known 
that regression to childhood 
sometimes leads psychiatric pa¬ 
tients to slip into self-proclaimed 
"past" lives. This side effect has 
been reported in several text¬ 
books and represents psychologi¬ 
cally meaningful and therapeuti¬ 
cally beneficial fantasies. A 
second theory is that they are 
really screen memories, in which 
deeply disturbing events from 

childhood restructure themselves 
into less threatening recollec¬ 
tions. 

TREATING BATTLE FATIGUE 
During the Second World War, 

British psychiatrists were faced 
with treating cases of battle 
fatigue, known previously as 
"shell shock." This occurs when a 
soldier develops an hysterical 
neurosis in response to some hor¬ 
rible experience in battle. The stan¬ 
dard treatment is to take the sol¬ 
dier back (mentally) to the scene 
of the incident while drugged or 
hypnotized. Psychological sug¬ 
gestion is then used to force him 
to relive the catastrophe, which 
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often results in a powerful, psy¬ 
chological experience that cures 
the neurosis. 

While investigating treatments 
for battle fatigue, however, some 
British psychiatrists discovered 
that forcing the patient to relive 
fantasies concerning fictitious bat¬ 
tle disasters worked even better! 
This remarkable discovery may 
have a bearing on the stories told 
by hypnotically regressed psychi¬ 
atric patients. 

Whatever the case. Dr. Weiss 
was taken by complete surprise 
when Catherine showed up for 
her next session. She was beam¬ 
ing! She proceeded to explain 
that her life-long fear of drown¬ 
ing had evaporated, while her 
fear of choking was now man¬ 
ageable. She was sure that the 
roots of her problems rested in 
her past lives. Within a few weeks 
she reported herself completely 
cured of her symptoms and 
became a firm believer in reincar¬ 
nation. Dr. Weiss told me that the 
cure has remained permanent. 

A SURPRISING TANGENT 
Catherine's cure also resulted 

in some unexpected side effects. 
During subsequent hypnotic ses¬ 
sions, Dr. Weiss established con¬ 
tact with several discamate enti¬ 
ties through his former patient, 
who dictated a metaphysical phi¬ 
losophy by which Dr. Weiss cur¬ 
rently lives. These discarnates 

proved their bona fides by reveal¬ 
ing to him the proper Hebraic 
name of his grandfather and the 
obscure medical problem that 
resulted in the death of his son. 

NON-HYPNOTIC 
TECHNIQUES 

Psychologists and psychia¬ 
trists enamored with reincarna¬ 
tion can draw upon procedures 
other than hypnosis in their 
work. Some prefer to work with 
their subjects in the waking state. 
They report cures every bit as 
dramatic as those placed on 
record by psychiatrists such as 
Dr. Weiss and Dr. Kelsey. 

Dr. Morris K. Netherton, a psy¬ 
chologist in Los Angeles, guides 
his clients into their past lives by 
focusing on verbal clues—i.e., spe¬ 
cial phrases or focal points in their 
initial consultations to which the 
patients keep returning. He then 
instructs his clients to sit back, 
relax and concentrate on these 
phrases until they begin to notice 
pictures forming in their minds. 
Focusing on these mental pictures 
will often catapult the subject back 
into his or her past life. 

Dr. Netherton prefers this pro¬ 
cedure to hypnosis since "It must 
always be the patient, and not 
the therapist, who does the work. 
To do so, he [the patient] must be 
fully aware of what he is playing 
back and how it affects him. My 
object is to reach the unconscious 
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without destroying the presence 
of the conscious." 

In the 1970s, Dr. Netherton 
collaborated with Nancy Shiffrin, 
a writer specializing in psycholo¬ 
gy, to produce his book Past Lives 
Therapy. The following case is 
taken from that book: 

ANOTHER 
DOCUMENTED "CURE" 

The problems of a Los Angeles 
businessman called Ben Plummer 
in the book, began when he start¬ 
ed drinking uncontrollably when 
his career in management was 
peaking. The immediate cause 
was his conflicts with his dictato¬ 
rial female boss. Detoxification 
programs had been partially suc¬ 
cessful, but they left him chroni¬ 
cally depressed. 

While talking with the psy¬ 
chologist, Plummer kept insisting 
that his body was dead even 
though his mind remained work¬ 
ing. Such a peculiar remark is the 
sort of phrase that Dr. Netherton 
looks for, so he suggested that 
the client relax and focus on it. 

Soon, the client could "see" 
himself naked and incarcerated 
in an empty concrete room— 
locked up by his mother for his 
brother's murder, a charge he 
denied. The prisoner killed him¬ 
self by hitting his head against 
the wall. 

Dr. Netherton lost little time 
pointing out the connection of 
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this past life recollection to his 
client's present circumstance— 
i.e., the fact that a domineering 
woman had caused his ruin. The 
psychologist expected the patient 
to capitalize on the connection, 
but the businessman failed to fol¬ 
low the lead. Instead, his psyche 
moved forward to a life in the 
Orient where he was a prisoner 
executed after being forced to eat 
some fermented cereal. 

Mr. Plummer eventually re¬ 
lived a succession of lives in which 
drinking played key roles: 

• A carrousel operator in 
Germany who drank to relive his 
chronic boredom. 

• A life where his wife used 
his drinking to force his incarcer¬ 
ation, in order to stop his extra¬ 
marital liaisons. 

• An embarrassing incident 
from his present life childhood in 
which he got drunk during a 
family picnic. 

Dr. Netherton did not com¬ 
pletely cure his patient's drinking 
problem, but feels that the regres¬ 
sion sessions gave him enough 
insight to keep his disorder in 
check and to prevent him from 
further binges. The case is inter¬ 
esting, however, since it shows 
that reincarnation therapy can be 
used to make psychological gains 
without formally "curing" the 
patient—practical progress that 
few experienced psychothera¬ 
pists would eschew. 
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DOES IT REALLY WORK? 
There are two interrelated is¬ 

sues here: Do some people find 
themselves cured of their behav¬ 
ioral problems by reliving their 
past lives? Do these successes 
prove the reality of reincarnation? 

Whether or not people under¬ 
going past life therapy are really 
cured is difficult to evaluate. 
There are a number of books on 
past life therapy which report 
astonishing successes including 
Other Lives Other Selves by Dr. 
Roger Woolger. You Have Lived 
Before by Dr. Edith Fiore and 
Living Your Past Lives by Karl 
Schlotterbeck. 

I have been consistently disap¬ 
pointed in the above books for two 
reasons: 

1. Very few supporters of past 
life therapy conduct long-term 
(two years or more) follow-ups 
on their patients. Readers have 
no way of knowing whether 
these cures were permanent. 

2. I have never read any for¬ 
mal statistical studies showing 
that past life therapy cures peo¬ 
ple better than any other form of 
psychotherapy, including the 
placebo effect. (Several studies 
have been published in psychia¬ 
try showing that separate sys¬ 
tems of psychotherapy work 
equally well. The catch is that 
some of these studies show cure 
rates no better than the sponta¬ 
neous remission rate reported by 

people waiting for psychothera¬ 
py, but who never received it!) 

Even if such statistics were 
publicly available, there is a third 
problem. What exactly consti¬ 
tutes a cure in psychotherapy? 
Past life therapists report a cure 
merely when the patient claims 
symptom relief. But is this valid? 

Relying upon self-improve¬ 
ment reports offered by patients 
is unreliable. People with behav¬ 
ioral and psychiatric conditions 
often cannot properly judge 
whether they are cured or not. 

PSYCHIATRIC 
GRASSHOPPERS 

At a social event I struck up a 
conversation with a sad and 
dejected 25-year-old waiter I'll 
call Steven. When I mentioned to 
him that my professional work 
was linked to psychology, he 
became extremely excited. He 
explained that he had been diag¬ 
nosed with a personality disorder 
and also complained of impo¬ 
tence. An "inner voice" had told 
him that if he came to this party 
he would meet someone who 
could hypnotize him and cure 
him. He pleaded with me to hyp¬ 
notize him. I tried to refuse but 
Steve was insistent to the point of 
crying, so I finally agreed to sim¬ 
ply let him experience the state. I 
told him I was not a licensed psy¬ 
chologist and would not conduct 
therapeutic work with him. 
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When we met I guided him 
into hypnosis, where he relived 
the incident which presumably 
led to his impotence. He thanked 
me profusely and left the house. 

Two years later I again ran 
into Steven. His eyes sparkled 
when he saw me. Much to my 
embarrassment, he proceeded to 
tell everybody present that I was 
a "great" psychologist who in a 
single session cured him of impo¬ 
tence, latent homosexuality and 
borderline schizophrenia! 

The people present were im¬ 

pressed. But in talking with Steven 
further, it was clear that he was 
even more disturbed than when I 
originally met him and near a 
breakdown. 

I suspect that past life psy¬ 
chotherapists see these kinds of 
patients—people I call psychiatric 
grasshoppers. They enter therapy 
for a brief while, proclaim them¬ 
selves cured, then re-enter therapy 
with another clinician when the 
first psychotherapeutic "high" 
wears off. This cycle can repeat 
itself endlessly. It strikes me as 
suspicious when people seeking 
out past life therapy have a long 
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history of failed work with several 
clinicians. 

Not all cures reported by rein¬ 
carnation-oriented workers fall 
into this category. Some of the 
cures reported by Dr. Kelsey did 
include follow-ups, while Dr. 
Weiss is still studying Catherine. 

On the other hand, only the 
most unsophisticated psycholo¬ 
gist would suggest that curing a 
patient proves the theoretical 
basis upon which a particular 
form of psychotherapy is built. 
Some psychologists and psychia¬ 
trists seem to have naturally 

healing personalities. 
Many experts believe 
that the dynamics of the 
relationships these ther- 

cures aP*sts build with their 
clients is more important 

than the specific tools they use. 
It is difficult to say that psychi¬ 

atric cures wrought through re¬ 
gression prove reincarnation— 
nobody knows why psychothera¬ 
py works in the first place. 

Past life regression is a tool 
that can be put to excellent use by 
some psychotherapists, but we 
are a long way from understand¬ 
ing the dynamics of the process. 

Perhaps reincarnation is the 
reason clinicians such as Dr. Weiss 
see spontaneous cures in their 
practices. But there could be 
other reasons—reasons psycholo¬ 
gy is far from unraveling. 

OO 

Perhaps reincarnation is the 

reason clinicians such as Dr. 

Weiss see spontaneous 



The best astrological days to participate 
in the following activities during August 1990. 

Combines Sun, Moon and Planetary Aspects with Sign Positions. 

Apply for a job: 
9.13.14.22.27 

Ask for a raise or promotion: 
1.3.9.21.31 

Ask for credit or a loan: 
3.8.9.14.21 

Buy antiques or jewelry: 
8.9.21.22 

Buy a car or have repairs done: 
3.7.14.31 

Buy a permanent home: 
9.13.14.21.22 

Buy real estate for speculation: 
1,3,9, 22,31 

Consult a physician: 
9,17, 22 

Cut hair for added thickness: 
9.13.14.22 

Cut hair to increase growth: 
14.21.27 

Cut hair to retard growth: 
1,4,6,15 

Entertain: 
9.14.22.31 

Fishing: 
8, 9,21,26,28 

Gardening: 
3.9.13.14.21 

Hunting: 
14,22, 31 

Marry for happiness: 
1.3.9.14.21.22 

Meditation: 
3.7.9.21.31 

Mow lawn to retard growth: 
6.11.31 

Permanents, hair coloring: 
1.9.14.21 

Purchase electronic equipment: 
3.7.20.28 

Purchase major appliances: 
9.21.31 

See dentist for extractions: 
3.8.9.21.22 

See dentist for fillings: 
9.14.21.31 

Sell home, property, possessions: 
3,9, 21,22 

Sign important papers: 
1.9.22.28.31 

Speculation/Gambling: 
3.9.21.22.31 

Sports activities: 
3.22 

Start a weight loss program: 
9,13, 21, 22 

Stop a bad habit: 
3.8.9.21 

Travel by air: 
22.28.31 

Travel for business: 
3.9.21.22.28 

Travel for pleasure: 
9.13.14.21 
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LLS 

EYE 
One of the most amazing methods of countering 

the supposed influence of the Evil Eye 
makes a delightful centerpiece for your garden. 

By Louise Riotte The expression "if looks 
could kill..." contains an 
echo of a very primitive 

and ancient fear—the fear of 
being watched, perhaps unaware, 
by an enemy... 

It has been said that the angels 
most help those who actively 
help themselves. Somewhere, 
sometime, in a past century a 
courageous soul conceived the 
idea of a Witch Ball as a means of 
protecting their person and prop¬ 
erty against one of the world's 
most time-honored and wide¬ 
spread magical beliefs —the Evil 
Eye. 

To understand why the Witch 
Ball was believed to have the 
ability to avert the evil influence 
of the malicious glance, we must 

first understand the Evil Eye 
itself and why it was so greatly 
feared. Old John Aubrey (an 
English antiquarian who discov¬ 
ered the holes at Stonehenge), in 
his Miscellanies (London, 1696), 
summed it up well: "The glances 
of envy and malice do shoot sub- 
tilly; the eye of the malicious per¬ 
son does really infect and make 
sick the spirit of the other." 

To be able to put the Evil Eye 
on a person is one of the main 
powers attributed to black magic. 
People capable of this were 
called "eye-biting witches." Their 
victims, who pined away or suf¬ 
fered misfortune by means of this 
deadly glance, were said to be 
"overlooked," "fascinated," or 
"eye-blighted." One curious 
English term calls them "owl- 
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Artist’s sketch of detail of a mosaic in the Antioch Museum depicting the 
immediate effect of a blast from the Evil Eye. The unhappy sufferer was not 
only subject to every possible misfortune, but also to the worst diseases, 
often leading to death. 

blasted," perhaps in reference to 
the large, staring eyes the owl. 

ALLEGED EFFECTS 
OF THE EVIL EYE 

The effects of the Evil Eye 
might be felt in two ways: either 
by physical or nervous illness, or 
by a run of bad luck and unfortu¬ 
nate events. 

Today, many consider all this 
as mere superstition. Is it? 

In his book Natural Magic, 
Francoise Strachan says: "...the 
Evil Eye is very real. If you look 
at someone who has a lot of dark 
force, the entities and psychic 
bugs from that person can literal¬ 
ly be transmitted from their eyes 
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to you; and this could adversely 
affect your eyes or your aura. Or 
you might suddenly get a 
headache or feel just a little 'off 
colour'. A good exorcist—or 
should I say a wise one—does 
not look the possessed person in 
the eyes until he or she has 
cleared them of the obsessing 
spirit; this is just a natural safety 
measure taken by sensible 
people." 

The belief in the Evil Eye is as 
old as mankind itself, and as uni¬ 
versal. In ancient Egypt the amulet 
called the Eye of Horus, often 
depicted in emerald, was worn as 
a protection. Centuries later. Witch 
Balls were also amulets. 



ANCIENT EGYPTIANS 
UNDERSTOOD MAGIC 

Cosmetics were originally 
magical in nature. They were 
used to increase psychic powers 
and to prevent the soul from 
escaping. It may 
be that the eyes 
were the first part 
of the body thus 
guarded. Ancient 
Egyptians used 
kohl to outline 
and accentuate 
the eyes. Expertly 
applied, the pow¬ 
der formed a per¬ 
fect oval through 

oculus fascinus; the Greeks knew 
it as baskania. In Italian it is maloc- 
chio, or, la jettatura. In Germany 
it is bose blick; in Spain, mal ojo; 
and in France, mauvais oeil. In far- 
off India it is feared as drishti- 

dosham. Oldtime 
Gaelic-speaking 
Scotland called it 
chronachaidh, and 
to the Irish it was 
droch-shull. It is 
said that to this 
day the Jews, in¬ 
spired no doubt 
by the biblical 
proverb "Eat thou 
not the bread of 

which the Evil Amu|ets agajnst the Evi, Eye. him that hath the 
Eye, it was be- Figure gestures are the mano in evil eye (Pro- 
lieved, could not fica, or “the fig,” created by making verbs 26:3), re¬ 
pass. They also a w'^ the thumb between the main wary of the 

. .v'• first and second fingers. The mano „ 
painted their up- comuf3j or -horn h|nd- consists 0f ^hara. 
per lids blue and lifting up the first finger and little fin- Here 1S an old 
lower lids green ger while folding the other fingers Gaelic charm to be 
to strengthen their and thumb into the palm. spoken over one 
optic powers and to provide pro- who had been "overlooked": 
tection. 

Of course by now we've all 
outgrown that superstitious non¬ 
sense, haven't we? Look closely 
at the top of the pyramid on a 
one dollar bill. Isn't that a mod¬ 
ernized version of the brilliant 
Eye of Horns (sometimes called 
the "Eye of God") watching pro¬ 
tectively over the U.S. currency? 

The Evil Eye came to have dif¬ 
ferent names in different coun¬ 
tries. The Romans called it the 
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The eye that went over. 
And came back, 
That reached to the bone, 
And reached the marrow, 
I will lift off thee, 
And the King of the Elements 
Will aid me. 

Protective herbs such as sage 
and rosemary were also used in 
Spain and Portugal, garlic in 
Germany, and the shamrock in 
Ireland. Little bells were worn by 
children and placed on cattle as 
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protection against the Evil Eye. 

UNIVERSAL BELIEF IN THE 
POWERS OF THE EVIL EYE 
Belief in the Evil Eye is not 

confined to Europe. According to 
M.T. Ghosn in his book. Origin of 
Birthstones and Stone Legends, the 
sapphire has special healing 
powers for eye trouble. He also 
mentions turquoise as a protec¬ 
tion against the Evil Eye. The col¬ 
ors blue, blue-green and green 
appear everywhere as the pre¬ 
ferred colors of protection. "The 
deep blue star sapphire," says 
Ghosn, "is believed by the Cin¬ 
galese to serve as a protection 
against the mysterious and dan¬ 
gerous emanations set forth by 
the Evil Eye." 

In his book The Curious Lore of 
Precious Stones, George Frederick 
Kunz says: "In Palestine the Evil 
Eye is supposed to be the baleful 
gift of men who have light-blue 
eyes, more especially if they are 
beardless. As an antidote to the 
awful influence of these blue¬ 
eyed 'monsters/ the Syrian 
women decorated themselves 
with blue beads, on the principle 
of similia similibus curantur, (like 
cures like). A maiden with beau¬ 
tiful hair will tie a blue ribbon 
about it, or wear a blue bead in it, 
so as to ward off any evil spell 
cast by the blue eye that might 
rob her of her fair dower." 

The belief in the Evil Eye and 

the color blue as a protection was 
even widespread among the 
American Indians, particularly 
the Navajos, who wore turquoise 
rings to protect themselves 
against the Evil Eye. In his book. 
Crystal, Gem and Metal Magic, 
Scott Cunningham mentions that 
turquoise is a sacred stone to 
many American Indian tribes. 

It should come as no surprise, 
therefore, that in later centuries 
blue, particularly cobalt blue, 
was a favorite color for Witch 
Balls. Though they came in many 
colors, and even striped, the col¬ 
ors blue and green predominated 
(Encyclopedia Britannica). 

HOW WAS IT DONE? 
But how was the Evil Eye put 

on? Information is scanty, though 
remedies are numerous. One of 
the strangest aspects in the 
beliefs about the Evil Eye was 
that many people were simply 
bom with the power, frequently 
without any desire for it on their 
part. 

A number of famous people 
have been credited (or perhaps 
discredited) with possession of 
this malign power, such as Lord 
Byron the poet, the late King of 
Spain, Alfonso XIII, and Napoleon 
III, the Emperor of France. Even 
Pope Pius IX, and his successor. 
Pope Leo XIII, were believed to 
have the Evil Eye—not because 
they were wicked, but simply 
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because they had been bom with 
this fatal gift. This belief resulted 
in a certain ambiguity—people 
feared the Evil Eye, but did not 
necessarily hate its possessor! 

Very often the person who is 
different is the one we fear. The 
dark-eyed Palestinian women 
feared the blue-eyed blond. 
Among the generally fair-haired 
and blue-eyed English, it was the 
dark, flashing eye of the Gypsy, 
the Latin or the Oriental that 
raised fearful thoughts of fascina¬ 
tion and sorcery. But, again, 
among the Spaniards, blondes 
were feared. Las rubias son 
venenosas (Blondes are poison), 
runs the old Spanish proverb. 

The dark Moroccans thought 
that people with blue eyes were 
the ones to beware of. Occasion¬ 
ally, people are born with one 
blue eye and one brown eye— 
perfect candidates for the Evil 
Eye. 

It is said that "the eyes are the 
windows of the soul," and this 
can be interpreted for good or 
evil. The silent curse of the Evil 
Eye, which comes from the soul 
within, was more dreaded in 
times past than openly-spoken 
maledictions. Its very silence 
gave it the pent-up concentration 
of something formulated with 
one's whole being. 

It is no wonder that frightened 
and trembling humanity began to 
think up ways to turn this awful 
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supposed power away from both 
their persons and their posses¬ 
sions. 

THE ADVENT OF 

WITCH BALLS 

No one seems to really know 
for sure just how or when Witch 
Balls first came about, but they 
seem to have surfaced and 
become popular in the 1700s. 
Perhaps the forerunners were the 
magical glass globes used by the 
Turks. They suspended these 
spheres from their ceilings and 
smaller ones from the caparisons 
(trappings) of their horses. 

The name Witch Ball was pos¬ 
sibly a corruption of the 18th- 
century term "watch ball," a hol¬ 
low glass sphere, sometimes as 
large as seven inches in diameter. 
One such 19th-century English 
ball, resembling an over-sized 
Christmas ornament, is in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum in 
London. This one has a silvered 
interior, and a loop on top for 
hanging. 

Although most references to 
Witch Balls are found from the 
18th century onward, their origin 
is probably much older. In Eng¬ 
land many examples, striped and 
spattered with enamel colors, 
have been attributed to the 
Nailsea Glassworks near Bristol. 
They were also made elsewhere 
in England and, from the 18th 
century, in the United States. 
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The glassworks firm of Caspar 
Westar, a German emigrant, 
made Witch Balls, among other 
glassware, in southern New 
Jersey in 1738. They were 
also made in Canada from 
about 1820 to 1900. 

WITCH BALLS 
AND FISHING FLOATS 

Witch Balls are thought 
to have some kinship with 
the glass balls used by fish¬ 
ermen to float their nets. 
Witch Balls, therefore, 
have been associated 
with sea superstitions. 
Fishing floats, spheres of 
colored glass once used 
by fishermen to float 
nets, are also thought 
to be highly pro¬ 
tective if placed in 
the home or hung 
in nets outside. 

These floats 
are still being 
manufactured 
for decorative 
purposes, but 
many think the 
most effective 

Fishermen often painted eyes on the prows of their boats to 
avert the dangers of the Evil Eye and ensure a good catch. 
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ones are those collected on beach¬ 
es. Because they have been actu¬ 
ally used in the ocean, they are 
thought to have absorbed the 
ocean's allegedly limitless source 
of magical power. In centuries 
past, fishermen often painted 
eyes on the prows of their boats, 
to avert the dangers of the Evil 
Eye, and to ensure a good catch. 

WITCH BALLS 
AVERT EVIL EYE 

The main purpose of Witch 
Balls hung up in windows was to 
avert the Evil Eye. The window 
or "wind eye," originally a mere 
hole in the wall protected by 
branches or a curtain exposed to 
the wind, represents the idea of 
penetration. 

It might also be placed on a 
vase-shaped stand to reflect a 
whole room in the manner of a 
convex mirror. The ball was 
wiped off daily to remove all evil 
spirits. Older Witch Balls were 
often quite laige and heavy, and 
needed a chain to suspend them. 
According to the fancy of the 
owner, they might be placed 
either in a dark corner or where 
they would reflect the light. 

Some people place a huge 
Witch Ball or gazing globe in the 
garden. The gazing globe is a 
glass sphere silvered on the 
inside and usually placed on a 
stand. Not only does it reflect evil 
and absorb the supposed powers 
of the Sun, Moon and stars, but it 
is also beautiful. The entire gar- 

Artist’s sketch of a Witch Ball used as a cover, possibly for a container of milk. 
The original of both bowl and cover are of hand-blown, blue glass. 
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WITCH BALLS AND THE EVIL EYE 

den and sky are reflected in its 
surface. As a child I played in a 
garden having one of these love¬ 
ly globes. It was placed at the 
intersection of the garden paths. 

The shiny, reflecting globe, 
which might be made of metal or 
glass, was thought to cast back 
the influence of the malign 
glance of the Evil Eye upon the 
person who sent it forth. This 
explains the popularity of Witch 
Balls hung in windows. 

Perhaps their attractiveness as 
ornaments in themselves and 
their ability to lighten a dark cor¬ 
ner by reflecting a cheerful ray of 
sunlight has given Witch Balls 
continued popularity after their 
original use has been forgotten. 
Today they are a sought-after 

antiques. In the 10th edition of 
Edward G. Warman's Antiques, 
four types of Witch Balls are list¬ 
ed under "Nailsea Glass": 

3 Vi" Cobalt Blue $20.00 
4 V" Amethyst 24.00 
5 V" Striped 27.50 
Large, pink and white 55.00 
There are other kinds of Witch 

Balls, beside the mirror-bright 
reflecting ones. Those made of 
Nailsea glass consist of a ball of 
many colors, semi-transparent 
when the Sun shines through it, 
and presenting a swirl of differ¬ 
ent hues, somewhat like psy¬ 
chedelic patterns. 

These were probably a glass 
imitation of a still older type of 
Witch Ball. These consisted of a 
hollow sphere of thick glass, usu- 

Sit in a garden on a quiet day and gaze at a Witch Ball with your eyes half- 
closed. Relax and look into the sphere—you may catch a glimpse of your future. 
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ally slightly greenish in color. 
They had a small hole, plugged 
with a cork. Inside there was a 
mass of teased-out threads of dif¬ 
ferent colors. It must have taken 
someone much time and patience 
to introduce thread after thread 
through the little hole until the 
ball was filled. 

The Irish kept the clear glass 
Witch Bowl filled with bits of 
yarn, with a piece left dangling 
from the small hole. This was 
done purposely on the theory 
that the person casting the Evil 
Eye would pull out bits of yarn 
and forget to harm the family. 
Sometimes the deeply religious 
Irish filled the balls with holy 
water, or they might use dill seed 
or pins. 

The object of the bright swirl 
of colors from the threads in 
glass, like many other forms of 
decoration which involve a pat¬ 
tern of twisting lines, was to 
counteract the glance of the Evil 
Eye. The idea was that instead of 
falling directly upon some per¬ 
son, the dangerous glance would 
be diverted to follow the twisting 
pattern, and thus its power 
would be dissipated. 

The effect of the many threads 
(originally brightly colored, 
though now faded with age in 
those originals that still exist) was 
that of an intertwining, maze pat¬ 
tern. In all probability, when the 
Nailsea glass makers started their 
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famous manufacture in 1788, this 
is the pattern they copied in mak¬ 
ing Witch Balls of colored glass. 

At another glassworks. Witch 
Balls were made in sizes ranging 
from that of a marble, which 
could have covered the mouth of 
a creamer, to as much as a foot in 
diameter for bowls. Some people 
say they were made as covers for 
milk dishes in particular, as it was 
believed that those who used the 
Evil Eye could also cause milk to 
curdle. It was also thought most 
protective if both bowl and Witch 
Ball were of blue glass. 

DIFFERENT TYPES 
OF GLOBES APPEAR 

From late in the 17th century 
glassmakers had been producing 
hollow, glass globes, or globular 
bottles, for people to hang up in 
their houses as a protection 
against evil influences. It was 
believed that the glass ball would 
attract to itself all the influences 
of ill luck and ill wishing that 
would otherwise have fallen on 
the household. To work effective¬ 
ly, the ball must be kept scrupu¬ 
lously clean. 

The Nailsea glassmakers pro¬ 
duced all kinds of fancy articles, 
including glass walking sticks, 
some made with a swirl of bright 
colors, others hollow and filled 
with tiny, colored glass beads. 
These "witches' sticks" were also 
protective. 
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People bought the Witch Balls 
and the walking sticks for them¬ 
selves and to give to their friends 
and relatives as presents. They 
were regarded as both amulets 
and luck bringers. Some people 
called them "wish balls" because 
they were given to a person with 
a wish for good luck and pros¬ 
perity. 

The bright mirror globes were 
also sometimes called "watch 
balls." It was believed that if you 
watched long enough, the mir¬ 
rored scene in them would grad¬ 
ually fade out and change into a 
visionary picture. 

The brighter mirror globes 
were originally imported from 
the Europe. They are often seen 
in old Dutch paintings. However, 
the English glassmakers began 
producing them in about 1690. 
Their products were sturdier 
than the Continental ones, and 
many are still in existence. 

The early silvered balls were 
coated inside with an amalgam 
containing bismuth, lead, tin and 
mercury. These were not very 
durable because the reflection 
was apt to be damaged by damp¬ 
ness and the reflections them¬ 
selves were not very clear. 
(Dampness is still a threat to the 
brightness of any reflecting Witch 
Ball if moisture gets inside the 
glass. Anyone owning an antique 
of this kind should carefully 
wipe it clean, not wash it.) 

In the early 19th century, 
improved methods of manufac¬ 
ture were evolved, including one 
of coating the glass inside with 
real silver. In this period very 
fine reflecting globes were made 
of mirror-like perfection. Colored 
Witch Balls of this type also were 
made. Some were of both dark 
and pale green, others of gold 
color as well as silver, and a very 
beautiful blue is sometimes seen. 

In the latter part of the 19th 
century the Witch Ball began to 
be more of a decoration; its old 
magical significance began fad¬ 
ing into the background. Witch 
Balls were made with everything 
on them from Scriptural texts to 
hunting scenes. 

However, their original signif¬ 
icance was not to be entirely for¬ 
gotten. In 1930 The London 
Times had some interesting corre¬ 
spondence on the survival of 
belief in Witchcraft; so much, in 
fact, that on September 20, 1930, 
it published a leading article on 
the subject, saying it was obvi¬ 
ous that this belief had by no 
means died out. In the course of 
this correspondence, one writer 
mentioned that she had seen 
Witch Balls for sale in a shop 
near the British Museum, and 
had been told that there was a 
ready sale for them, because peo¬ 
ple still believed that they would 
turn aside the effects of the Evil 
Eye. 
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This Witch Ball, described as “colorless glass with slight green cast: blown, 
diam: 21.7 cm., c. 1840-1860,” is one of three on display at the Corning 
Museum of Glass, Corning Glass Center, Corning, N.Y. 14831. Note the tiny 
bubbles in the glass. (Courtesy of the Corning Museum of Glass.) 

WITCH BALLS TODAY 
The beautiful, silvery gazing 

globes that I remembered from 
my childhood are still being 
made. I was delighted to find that 
they can be found at many gar¬ 
dening or nursery centers. Ap¬ 
parently they are still being 
placed in gardens for their beauty, 
though their traditional value as 
protectors from the Evil Eye may 
have long since been forgotten. 

When I talked to the Curator 
of the Corning Glass Company 
Museum in Corning, New York, 
I was told that they had three 
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Witch Balls on display and that 
they were of blue and green 
glass. One of them was oval 
rather than round. 

I have been told that the small¬ 
er Witch Balls are still being 
made but I have been unable to 
find a source of supply. 

Until you are lucky enough to 
find a Witch Ball, you can use a 
Christmas tree ornament of sil¬ 
vered glass. The silver ones are 
indeed miniature Witch Balls 
though this significance has long 
since been forgotten! 

OO 



TRUE MYSTIC 
EXPERIENCES 

by the Readers 

DEATH FORETOLD 
By Rosalind M. Tate 

In 1965,1 was an assistant reg¬ 
istrar at the University of Cin¬ 
cinnati. At certain times of the 
year we needed extra help, so my 
dear friend, Loretta Beier, came 
to work part-time. I came to 
work at 8 A.M., and Loretta usual¬ 
ly arrived around 10 A.M., but I 
always drove us home at 5 P.M. 

Loretta was a lively, bubbly 
person. One morning she came in 
bursting with excitement. "I've 
got to tell you about the dream I 
had. I dreamed I was at your car 
in the parking lot but you 
weren't there. I kept searching 
and calling out 'Roz, Roz, where 
are you?' and then a huge num¬ 
ber six came up over your car." 

We all discussed the dream for 
a short while and then I forgot 
about it. 

Several months later I invited 
Loretta as a substitute at my din¬ 

ner-bridge club. Driving home 
about 11 P.M., a drunk driver, 
going the other way, crossed the 
center line and rammed into the 
passenger side of my car. Loretta 
was killed instantly, and I was in 
the hospital over a month. 

When I finally returned to 
work someone said, "Remember 
Loretta's dream?" 

The accident happened on 
October 6th.—Cincinnati, OH 

TUNED IN 
By Ellen M. Tillery 

While most mystic experiences 
are awe inspiring, occasionally a 
little humor creeps in. After my 
late husband, Robert Tillery, and 
I were married, we discovered 
we were—as he put it—tuned in 
on the same wavelength. 

Usually when he arrived home 
from his work as night manager 
of a local service station in Thon- 
otosassa, Florida, we enjoyed a 
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late night snack and discussed 
the day's events. 

On the night of July 20, 1980, 
however, I experienced a sense of 
uneasiness that grew into a fore¬ 
boding which increased with 
each tick of the clock. The thought 
of a possible holdup, even injury, 
plagued me. I could not dispel 
the thought that my husband 
needed me. 

Ellen M. Tillery 

Finally, unable to stand the 
suspense any longer, I went to 
investigate. I found him in a 
wide-open, barren space, sitting 
on the hood of his car and swing¬ 
ing his legs like a schoolboy. 
When I ran to him, he was grin¬ 
ning. 

"What's so funny?" I asked, 
puzzled and a little irritated. 

"I ran out of gas," he ex¬ 
plained sheepishly, "but that's 
not all." 

"Not all...? Then what...?" 
"A man stopped and offered 

to help me," my husband ex- 
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plained, "but I told him that 
everything was all right—you'd 
be here soon. He looked around, 
then asked how I knew, or had 
someone gone after you? I said 
no, no one had stopped, but 
you'd just know I had a problem 
and would come along soon." 

Laughing, Robert said,"I wish 
you could've seen his expression. 
He backed away toward his car, 
scratching his head, trying to fig¬ 
ure it out. He was still staring at 
me as he drove off. I'm sure he 
thought I was crazy and was 
maybe even a little afraid of me." 

We laughed, but also felt a lit¬ 
tle sorry for one who neither 
understood nor enjoyed psychic 
attunement.—Thonotosassa, FL 

THE STATUE 
By David C. Wickers 

My father, Ardie Wickers, was a 
U.S. Infantry soldier during World 
Warn. 

One day he was walking 
through the bombed out, deserted 
German town of Bridel east of the 
Mosel River. He was alone, sepa¬ 
rated from his platoon, and dusk 
was upon the tiny, mountain-sur¬ 
rounded village. Soon it would be 
dark, and he needed a place to 
spend the night, so he entered a 
very old, abandoned house. 

He went up the stairs to the sec¬ 
ond floor to where the bedroom 
was. There was a bed with linen 
on it against a wall, and across the 
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room was a window with a large 
tree outside. Next to the window 
in a comer was a life-sized statue 
of a saint with his hand out¬ 
stretched, beckoning. 

My father was exhausted and 
flopped down on the soft bed and 
fell asleep immediately. 

Ardie Wickers 

Sometime during the night he 
was suddenly awakened. He 
looked around the room, and his 
eyes froze on the statue. The out¬ 
stretched arm was slowly moving 
back and forth. It looked as if the 
statue was summoning him out of 
bed. My father got to his feet to 
investigate. When he reached the 
statue, he was shocked by a loud 
crash behind him. He spun around 
to find that the ceiling above the 
bed had collapsed, crushing the 
bed completely. 

When he got over his shock, he 
looked back to the statue. He 

found that the movement of the 
arm was an illusion. It was the 
shadow of a tree branch in the full 
Moon, outside the window, being 
blown by the wind. 

That easily explained the mys¬ 
terious movement of the statue's 
arm, but what woke him up? 
—Astoria, NY 

HELP FROM A CHILD 
By Linda Neukrug 

One day over 15 years ago in 
Brooklyn, New York, I was 
babysitting for four-year-old Tara 
Norman while her mother, Tilly, 
worked. We were sitting on the 

•wooden porch, where she was 
playing quietly with a doll. 
Suddenly she spotted an orange 
cat in the middle of the road. 
Before I could even spring up 
from my chair, she was running 
out into the road calling, "Kitty, 
kitty!" 

I had been told many times 
that it was an extremely danger¬ 
ous street, for there was no stop 
sign on the comer. Many injuries 
had occurred there, and though 
people had tried to get a sign 
installed there, nothing had ever 
happened. 

Over the course of weeks of 
babysitting, I kept hearing about 
one especially sad story. A little 
girl had been killed by a speed¬ 
ing, hit-and-run driver on that 
very street. The girl's name was 
Beth, an extremely pretty girl, 
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everyone said, with big, blue 
eyes and long blonde hair. She 
was always dressed in a very 
old-fashioned way by her grand¬ 
mother, who also curled Beth's 
hair into long ringlets every 
morning. 

Linda Neukrug 

But this was the last thing on 
my mind now, when I leaped up 
to race after the girl I was 
babysitting, for suddenly I heard 
the roar of an engine, and a red 
car came racing down the street. 
My heart was pounding, because 
there was no way, at the speed 
the car was going, that it could 
see her in time to stop. 

I was terrified as I ran toward 
her, and the car continued to 
speed in her direction. Uncon¬ 
cerned, Tara played with the kit¬ 
ten. I wanted to scream, "Stop! 
Stop!" at the car but my vocal 
cords seemed to be frozen. 

To my amazement, the car 
slammed to a screeching halt 
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about ten feet in front of the girl 
and the kitten. 

Dripping with sweat, I raced 
over to the driver, who looked as 
shaken as I was. He had his head 
buried in his hands as she kept 
saying over and over, "I almost 
hit that little girl..." 

When both of us had calmed 
down a little, and I had my arms 
wrapped firmly around my 
charge (the cat had run off), I 
asked him, "Why did you stop?" 

He replied, "It was that huge 
stop sign in the middle of the 
road. I always thought they had 
to be a standard size, but that one 
was enormous. And that little 
girl with the big, blue eyes and 
blonde ringlets was standing 
next to it." 

He looked around, suddenly, 
"Where did she go?" 

We both turned and looked at 
the spot he was pointing to—the 
spot where no stop sign had 
existed, except for a brief mo¬ 
ment in time, when perhaps one 
little girl came back to help 
another one.—Walnut Creek, CA 

RETURN OF THE RING 
By William Drake 

Sometime during the late 
afternoon of January 21, 1990, a 
Sunday, I lost a sterling silver 
ring which had a special meaning 
to me. I had bought it for my 
wife, Elizabeth, while on a vaca¬ 
tion to Canada in 1977, less than 
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a year before her unexpected 
death from cancer. I later had the 
ring enlarged to fit my finger 
(although it was a little too 
loose), and had worn it almost 
daily for years. 

I had gone to visit friends in 
Berkeley, across the Bay from my 
home in San Francisco. About 20 
minutes after returning home, I 
realized that the ring had slipped 
off my finger during the past two 
hours as I rushed to catch trains 
and buses, shifting heavy plastic 
bags from hand to hand. 

I searched all through my 
apartment, anywhere the ring 
might have rolled. My friends 
then seached their house and car, 
and later I checked with the lost 
and found offices of the train and 
bus lines. With deep regret and 
sadness, I gave the ring up for lost. 

Nine days later, on January 30, 

William Drake 

after eating lunch in my kitchen, 
I walked to the rear of the apart¬ 
ment where a large window 
looks over the yard, to put a 
placemat away in a drawer. 
There on the rug in front of the 
chest of drawers lay the missing 
ring! It was in the center of an 
area I walk across daily. It is 
brightly lit there, and the ring is 
heavy and somewhat thick; easi¬ 
ly spotted. There was no possible 
way it could have lain there for 
over a week without my noticing 
it. The chest of drawers stands 
flat on the floor with no space 
underneath it where the ring 
could have rolled. 

In any case, I had vacuumed 
the rug over that precise spot a 
few days earlier. Furthermore, 
during the brief time on that 
Sunday afternoon before I real¬ 
ized the ring was missing, I had 
not gone into that part of the 
room. It was as though the ring 
had been deliberately placed in 
anticipation of my going to the 
chest of drawers, where I couldn't 
miss it, and also where its reap¬ 
pearance could not be explained 
by any ordinary means. 

The shock of realizing what 
had happened, how some kind of 
spiritual power had surprised me 
with an act of love and remem¬ 
brance, was exhilarating and has 
stayed with me ever since.—San 
Francisco, CA 

CO 
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CHANNELING 
PROPHECY 

Is it possible to predict your own future or the future of others? 
Author, psychic and channeler Alan Vaughan gives 

examples of channeled predictions that have come true 
(and some that have not come true). 

He also shows how you can 
make predictions that can improve your life. 

By Alan Vaughan Can channelers predict the 
future? What kind of 
yardsticks can we devel¬ 

op to assess the many prophecies 
made by mediums, mystics, psy¬ 
chics and channelers? And can we 
use prophecy for our own growth? 

These are some of the ques¬ 
tions that I have been researching 
for more than 20 years. Here are 
some of my answers. 

MY SEARCH BEGINS 
IN ENGLAND 

In 1967 I began consulting 
mediums and psychics in Eng¬ 
land to see if they could predict 
the future. I wanted to know 
about world events, but mostly 
they said they could only foresee 
events in my own future, so I 
became a sort of precognitive 

guinea pig. The psychics predict¬ 
ed that I would write a book, and 
then more books—and so I have. 
Two psychics predicted details of 
my second book. Dream Telepathy, 
by saying that it would be co¬ 
authored with two others, one a 
psychologist (this proved to be 
Stanley Krippner) and the other 
an M.D. (Montague Ullman)— 
four years before the book project 
was even thought of. Five psy¬ 
chics correctly predicted that I 
would be moving to California 
and would work on a magazine. 
One psychic predicted the singu¬ 
larly accurate informatidn that I 
would have three children, a girl 
and two boys, in that order. The 
children began to arrive ten years 
after the prediction. 

Many of the psychics saw me 
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lecturing and doing radio pro¬ 
grams (I've done over 300 so far). 
Five mediums predicted that I 
would be developing psychic 
abilities and work as a medium 
myself to channel a Chinese enti¬ 
ty named Li Sung. That indeed 
happened. 

PSYCHIC MISSES AND 
ALTERNATE FUTURES 

The psychics also made many 
predictions which did not come 
true. I reckoned a 50 per cent 
success rate in predictive accura¬ 
cy as excellent. I believe that 
most of those unfulfilled predic¬ 
tions point to alternate futures 
which do not happen because of 
free will. Our choices—and the 
actions of others—determine 
which of the possible futures will 
happen. 

To account for the accurate 
predictions, and also the predic¬ 
tions that were almost fulfilled, I 
postulated a theory that we have 
an unconscious blueprint of life 
which contains future possibili¬ 
ties—that we are born pregnant 
with the seeds of our own des¬ 
tiny. This blueprint is created by 
our higher self and is contained in 
our consciousness energy field, 
which both we and psychics can 
tune into. 

BEGINNING PREDICTIONS 
After ten years of study, prac¬ 

tice and experiments at a number 

of parapsychology labs, I began 
to do professional psychic work. 
Making predictions for private 
clients and for research groups, 
and getting feedback later, I 
could clearly see that the future 
was by no means fixed. 

Many clients fulfilled my pre¬ 
dictions for them, and usually 
that happened through a lot of 
ambition, talent, high energy, and 
hard work. They were fulfilling 
their destined blueprint. 

A few clients seemed to act as 
if they were in a fog; they made 
little attempt to realize their 
potentials by fulfilling the predic¬ 
tions. I wonder if some were like 
a case cited by the late Dr. Helen 
Wambach, a past life researcher 
and psychiatrist. It dealt with the 
woman who had plunged into 
life without first going through a 
planning session. Perhaps their 
futures were not properly blue¬ 
printed. 

The problem of possible fu¬ 
tures may well be a personal one. 
Highly successful people come 
closer than others to fulfilling 
their blueprint, and therefore are 
easier to predict for. In my esti¬ 
mation, one such person is Cali¬ 
fornia-based Dick Sutphen, who 
is a seminar trainer, author of 
many books, author-publisher of 
audio and video tapes, and for¬ 
merly the publisher of Reincarna¬ 
tion Report, which ceased pub¬ 
lication in 1983. In the April 1983 
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issue editorial, Sutphen com¬ 
mented on predictions of his 
meeting his wife, Tara. 

"[A couple of months ago] 
friend and reincarnation author 
Jess Stearn introduced me to .a 
beautiful young woman named 
Tara, who was visiting from out 
of state. We both took one look at 
each other and immediately felt 
the bond between us; neither of 
us has been the same since. As 
she and I have discussed, 'we 
both knew...instantly.' 

"Three years ago, Jess had pre¬ 
dicted to Tara that she would 
eventually meet the most impor¬ 
tant man in her life through him. 
He also foresaw her, dressed in 
white, embracing this man on the 
patio of Jess' Malibu beach home. 
Unaware, I recently actualized 
the prophecy with Tara on Jess' 
patio. She was dressed in white... 

"Relationships and the con¬ 
cept of destiny manipulating us 
on the chessboard of life have 
always been my primary interest 
in regard to metaphysical investi¬ 
gation. I know that shared past 
lives are the prerequisite for an 
important relationship in this life, 
and people appear to come to¬ 
gether and part by an unseen 
plan. Their union is a reward, or 
it is structured for them to learn 
or teach together. Sometimes it is 
to support each other in the 
accomplishment of a shared pur¬ 
pose or mission. 
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"The questions of predestina¬ 
tion, probable futures and prima¬ 
ry destinies continue to come up 
for me. Last November editor 
Alan Vaughan gave me a psychic 
reading describing a "beautiful, 
lean, black-haired lady" who 
would come into my life after 
Christmas. This description fits 
Tara exactly." 

LI SUNG APPEARS 
Soon after Dick and Tara's 

wedding, also held on Jess Steam's 
patio, Li Sung began to channel 
through me and told them about 
five past lives they had shared, 
and how those past lives shaped 
their future together. Li Sung 
made a number of predictions for 
them, which they mostly ful¬ 
filled. 

The process of channeling the 
future is called "prophesying" in 
the Bible and is recommended by 
St. Paul as an important part of 
spiritual development: 

"Make love your aim, and 
earnestly desire the spiritual 
gifts, especially that you may 
prophesy...he who prophesies 
speaks to men for their upbuild¬ 
ing and encouragement and con¬ 
solation. 

"For you can all prophesy one 
by one, so that all may learn and 
all be encouraged." (Cor. 1:14). 

In my channeling classes, I 
encourage students to prophesy 
by getting in touch first with 
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their own higher self and then 
with the higher self of other 
members of the group. I then ask 
them to let their higher self speak 
through them about another per¬ 
son's future, often responding to 
specific questions. Usually both 
images and words come. On a 
practical level this often provides 
excellent suggestions for future 
development. 

DREAM CHANNELING 
Channeling one's own future 

can be difficult in the waking 
state because the ego has a habit 
of horning in. In 
the dream state, 
however, the high¬ 
er self, I believe, 
has less competi¬ 
tion from the ego 
and can provide 
dreams of guid¬ 
ance and give you 
pictures of your 
best future. 

A friend told 
me how such a 
dream changed his 
life. My friend, 
divorced for two 
years, had been 
frustrated in his search for a 
meaningful relationship. He 
dreamed of a pretty young 
woman who was wearing a secu¬ 
rity guard's uniform. A loud 
ringing in the dream woke him 
up. Her face remained etched in 

his memory though he knew he 
had never met her. 

The very next day he attended 
a party and was stunned to see 
the woman of his dream. He was 
compelled to talk to her and 
finally told her the dream. She 
laughed: "I used to work as a 
security guard for conventions in 
Chicago. But I haven't told a soul 
in Los Angeles about that." 

Their intense initial attraction, 
foretold in his dream, quickly led 
to their engagement to be married. 

The most useful dreams from 

the higher self address present 
problems with an answer. In 1969 
I was living in Brooklyn and had 
aspirations of becoming a writer, 
but I had not yet published any¬ 
thing. A dream of February 7 
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How should you approach such 

dreams of promise? 

Do not assume that the foreseen 

events will unfold by them¬ 

selves. It is up to you to project 

energy to the desired event... 

and let the inspiration of your 

higher self guide you... 



cheered me up: 
I felt I had to interview both 

Jeane Dixon and Ruth Mont¬ 
gomery that afternoon. I called 
up Jeane who very nicely said 
I could come over that after¬ 
noon for a reading. She lived 
on East 40th Street, and gave 
me directions for reaching 
her...[At a bank] I picked up a 
sack of gold. 

I was going to see Jeane not 
to investigate her but for a 
reading on some writing I was 
doing. I was genuinely anx¬ 
ious to find out what was 
going to happen. I had decid¬ 
ed not to see Ruth Montgom¬ 
ery after all that day since 
there just wasn't enough time. 
Jeane was very nice and gave 
me the reading without asking 
any questions of me. I believe 
it was favorable. 

I commented: "Perhaps pre- 
cognitive in a distorted way. 
Jeane Dixon lives in Washington, 
so perhaps she represents some¬ 
one else in life. The bag of gold 
suggests my coming into some¬ 
thing valuable." 

THE DREAM FULFILLED 
A month later, on March 11, I 

received a telephone call from 
Martin Ebon, an editor and writ¬ 
er on parapsychology. He wanted 
me to write an article on psychic 
Joan Grant as a chapter for an 
anthology he was preparing on 
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reincarnation. Ebon sent me 
some material on Grant, and I 
read several of her novels about 
past lives. Within a few days I 
was able to complete the book 
chapter. I telephoned Ebon to ask 
for directions to his office: It was 
on East 40th Street. 

When I arrived at Ebon's 
office, he showed me a photo of 
Jeane Dixon and we discussed 
her and Ruth Montgomery as 
well. Ebon's evaluation of my 
writing was favorable and he 
gave me a check. He also asked 
me to write a chapter for another 
book, thus starting me out on my 
writing career. The dream "sack 
of gold" turned out to be an 
appropriate symbol. 

In my classes, I ask students to 
request dreams from their higher 
self to show them the answer to 
their questions about life. The 
dreams often bring prophetic 
gold to the dreamers. 

How should you approach 
such dreams of promise? Do not 
assume that the foreseen events 
will unfold by themselves. It is 
up to you to project energy to 
the desired event—to establish 
contact with that blueprinted 
possibility—and let the inspira¬ 
tion of your higher self guide 
you into the hard work neces¬ 
sary to make it come true. You 
may dream of future opportuni¬ 
ties, but making the dream come 
true requires full commitment 
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from both the higher and the ego 
self. The more you work to har¬ 
monize the ego with the higher 
self, the more likely you will 
realize your dream. 

WORLD PROPHECIES 
Many people assume that 

channeled entitles, because they 
are in another dimension, must 
necessarily excel at predicting 
future events. A talk-show host 
asks a channeled entity, "Should 
we ask questions about the 
future?" The entity answers: 
"That would be appropriate." 
But is it? 

My answer is, "It all depends 
on who is channeling the predic¬ 
tions." If you want to know 
whether you should give any cre¬ 
dence to channeled predictions, 
you must first know the track 
record of the channeler. Have 
they participated in any experi¬ 
ments? Have they published pre¬ 
dictions which can now be evalu¬ 
ated? Have friends reported that 
certain psychics or channelers 
made accurate predictions for 
them? It takes years to build up 
the necessary track record on pre¬ 
dictions before credence can be 
given. A confounding factor is 
that channeled entities, being 
totally in another dimension, 
may not predict timing of materi¬ 
al events accurately. 

Fortunately, channeled proph¬ 
ecies of disasters, given with 

details of timing, seem rarely, if 
ever, to come true. 

Here are some widely publi¬ 
cized channeled predictions for 
my geographic area of Southern 
California: 

[1986] "The San Andreas Fault 
will begin to split within the next 
few years and will wreak havoc... 
It will begin to divide and parts 
of California will topple into the 
sea...[I would have noticed. This 
prediction was made before 1963 
by a Sacramento clergyman. Dr. 
E. R. Lindsay. He claimed it 
would happen in 1969. This has 
been repeated by many psychics 
and channelers who keep push¬ 
ing the date forward. The prophe¬ 
cy was never made by Edgar 
Cayce, as many seem to think.] 

[1987] "Between the close of 
November...December 1987, you 
shall see some earthquake activi¬ 
ty reaching 3 to 4 on the Richter 
scale in the center of the city of 
Los Angeles in the early morning 
hours." [No earthquakes at all 
have been centered in Los Ange¬ 
les, but interestingly an unknown 
fault was discovered about that 
time which runs through down¬ 
town Los Angeles.] 

[1987] "A terrible earthquake 
will hit Los Angeles on August 
17,1987." [The so-called Harmonic 
Convergence happened with no 
physical earthquake.] 

[1988] "According to Nostra- 
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damus, a great earthquake will 
level Los Angeles around May 
20, 1988." [Actually Nostradamus 
never said that. He makes no 
mention of the year 1988 nor Los 
Angeles. Interpreters who say 
that the "New City" means Los 
Angeles should know that the 
"New City" is Naples, short for 
Nea Polis, "New City" in Greek.] 

Predictions for a great earth¬ 
quake in Los Angeles seem to be 
crop up every few months. 
Scientists estimate that indeed 
such a quake could happen with¬ 
in 30 years—but cannot offer 
even general dates. People who 
interpret old prophecies of earth¬ 
quakes or channel new prophe¬ 
cies from entities all begin with 
the question of when. Our time 
sense, however, is in our logical, 
left brain, while channeling oper¬ 
ates mostly through the intuitive, 
right brain. It takes a great deal 
of practice to be able to access 
information about time in predic¬ 
tions. 

I have been honing my predic¬ 
tive time sense for 20 years. 
When I was asked in December 
1987 when and where the next 
major earthquake would occur in 
Southern California, I was able to 
make a reasonably accurate pre¬ 
diction (registered with the 
Central Premonitions Registry in 
New York City and a Los Angeles 
reporter): 

"[Dec. 18,1987] In June 1988, a 
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major earthquake will occur near 
Bakersfield, California, and will 
be felt for 90 miles." 

On June 11, the headline of the 
Los Angeles Herald-Examiner 
was: "A Major Jolt, Only Minor 
Damage." On June 10 a 5.2 quake 
hit on a fault 33 miles south- 
southeast of Bakersfield. It was 
felt more than 90 miles away. It 
was the largest earthquake in 
Southern California since the 
time of the prediction—and was 
termed "major." 

[Editor's note: A signed state¬ 
ment by the Los Angeles reporter 
verifying the above prediction is on 
file with FATE.] 

Since people always ask me 
about my prediction of the time 
when a Big Quake (8 points or 
more on the Richter Scale) will 
affect Los Angeles, my answer is: 
not before the year 1999. 

EDGAR CAYCE AND 
MELTING POLAR ICE CAPS 
Edgar Cayce's famous prophe¬ 

cies of a pole shift, possibly 
caused by the melting of the 
polar ice caps, has been repeated 
by countless psychics and chan¬ 
neled (John White's 1980 book 
Pole Shift lists some of them). I 
first learned of Cayce's pole shift 
prophecies in 1966 and searched 
the periodical literature to see if 
scientists were recording any rise 
in the ocean temperatures that 
might melt the polar ice caps. I 
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could not find much then. But 
now, 20 years later, the news is 
full of reports of scientific predic¬ 
tions of the wanning of the plan¬ 
et through the greenhouse effect 
—which could melt polar ice and 
raise the oceans. 

A 1982 scientific report (Los 
Angeles Times, Jan. 8, 1982) says 
the oceans could rise 18 feet if the 
Antarctic ice sheet melts. One 
expert says, "No one knows how 
rapidly that can happen. It could 
be fifty to two 
hundred years." 

Other scien¬ 
tific estimates 
make it as little 
as a 
rise 
levels during 
the next centu¬ 

ry- 
I believe that 

Cayce's predic¬ 
tion refers to a 
gradual geolog¬ 
ical process, and 
that Cayce's 
date for this—around the year 
2001—should not be taken literally. 
His predictions of earth changes 
for earlier years have not been ful¬ 
filled in those time periods. 

In October 1988, I had a tele¬ 
phone call from a group who 
channeled the prediction that the 
pole shift would be in March, 
1989. What did I think? Relax, 
pole shifting is a long, process. If 

it begins to happen, we will have 
a very long time to adjust to it. 

Present-day channelers who 
are predicting a cataclysm may 
be reading out-of-date Akashic 
records. 

HOW TO SEE 
YOUR OWN FUTURE 

You may request from your 
higher self a dream at night to 

show you the direction to go, or 
sometimes the direction to go 
away from. You may be able to 
hear from time to time the words 
of your higher self that will give 
you simple directions and in¬ 
structions. It may not tell you the 
final outcome but it will certainly 
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Project yourself into the future 

where you are being acclaimed for 
four-foot your accomplishments in your cho¬ 

sen field. If as you watch this pic¬ 

ture you have emotions that say, 

“Yes, this is absolutely possible. I 

have seen it. I feel it,” then you 

know that is the correct direction. 



tell you the direction to go. You 
may be able to experience inner 
visions of desired events in the 
future if you ask for them. This 
would be like daydreams but 
would consist of more refined 
symbolic pictures that would 
give you some hints of that direc¬ 
tion. 

There is a simple technique 
that you might be able to use: 
imagine yourself in the future 
doing a certain thing. Suppose 
you want to be a composer or a 
writer. Project yourself into the 
future where you are being 
acclaimed for your accomplish¬ 
ments in your chosen field. If as 
you watch this picture you have 
emotions that say, "Yes, this is 
absolutely possible. I have seen 
it. I feel it," then you know that is 
the correct direction. 

If, on the other hand, the 
whole picture seems ridiculous 
and there is no emotional contact 
with that future, it is more likely 
a pipe dream—a fantasy inspired 
by the ego. If it is your ego that is 
being gratified but nothing has 
been accomplished, then you 
know for sure it is a pipe dream. 

For every 24 hours you spend 
in your daily activities, you 
should spend about ten minutes 
considering the future. If you 
understand that the future is cre¬ 
ated in part because of what you 
see, then you will understand 
how important that can be. The 
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future is not like a train which 
comes at a steady pace, and 
which will arrive with or without 
your being there. Each person 
has a separate vehicle of trans¬ 
portation, so each person must 
pay attention to his soul's jour¬ 
ney through life with foresight 
from time to time. 

EXERCISE IN PROPHECY 
1. Select a specific time in the 

future, say, October 15,1990. 
2. Relax, free your mind from 

distractions, and say, "I want to 
see a picture of what I will be 
doing on October 15,1990." 

3. Sit quietly for five minutes 
and let impressions come to 
mind. 

4. Draw what you see and 
describe what you feel. Do not 
attempt to guess what it means; 
just make a record of what you 
see. After you have finished 
recording your imagery, you may 
then interpret the meaning. 

5. Make notes and put them 
away for comparison with events 
around the target time. Ask your¬ 
self: "Does the future event give 
me an idea for some present 
action?" 

If so, get busy! 

Editor's note: This article was 
excerpted from the book Doorway 
to Higher Consciousness, Copy¬ 
right 1989. 

oo 



MY PROOF OF 
SURVIVAL 

by the Readers 

MOTHER REMEMBERS 
By Mary Miller 

My mother, Mary Wellington 
lived with me at Mt. Effort, 
Pennsylvania, for 14 years after 
she became ill following a stroke. 
She became completely dependent 
on me. She also suffered from 
dementia and was incontinent. 

One day while I was cleaning 
her room, she suddenly looked 
up at me and in a clear voice 
said, "Don't forget I love you and 
appreciate what you do for me." 

I was surprised as she seldom 
said anything. 

She passed away on April 23, 
1984, at the age of 84. 

A year after her death I came 
down with pneumonia and was 
very sick. My husband went to the 
drugstore to get me medication. 

I had a high fever and fell 
asleep. When I woke up there 
was a damp cloth on my head. 
However, there was no one in the 
house to put it on my head. 

because my husband was still at 
the drugstore. 

I did not mention the incident 
to him when he returned. That 

Mary Miller and grandson Shane 

night he woke up about 2 A.M. 

and saw my mother standing by 
the table checking on my medica¬ 
tion. She was standing! This was 
odd because my mother had 
been confined to a wheel chair. 

I know now that she is watch¬ 
ing over me like I watched over 
her for 14 years. 

FATE will pay $25.00 for each story published in this department. Stories must deal with an 
actual experience proving spirit survival. They should be less than 300 words and typed dou¬ 
ble-spaced on one side of the paper (dot-matrix draft mode or script not accepted). They may 
be mailed to FATE Survival Editor, P.O. Box 64383-F9008 St. Paul, MN 55164-0383. Manuscripts 
must show author's name and address and include a stamped, self-addressed return envelope. 
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I miss her. I still feel her pres¬ 
ence when I am ill or depressed. 
—Mt. Effort, PA 

MY FRIEND’S LAST VISIT 
By Marilyn Broad 

My husband Gary and I were 
friends with two older ladies 
named Emily and Ruth Newby. 
Emily never married. Instead, 
she devoted herself to her par¬ 
ents and later to her borderline 
retarded sister, Ruth. 

The night Ruth died in the 
spring of 1982, I had a feeling 
that I should call Emily. She was 
in the hospital for tests. Her sis¬ 
ter-in-law Wanda Newby an¬ 
swered the phone. I heard Emily 
shrieking in the background as 
Wanda told me quietly, "Ruthie 
died tonight. We've just told 
Emily. Call back later." 

I told my husband. We both 
cried. A few hours later our dog 
Muffett and I went to bed. Gary, 
who was by now asleep, did not 
awaken. 

Later that evening Muffett 
and I were awakened by a cold 
gust of wind. Muffett jumped up 
off her bed and onto ours shak¬ 
ing. The next thing I saw was our 
friend Ruth surrounded by a 
white light. Her hair was styled 
much differently from her nor¬ 
mal hairdo, and she had on a 
blue gown. She spoke telpathi- 
cally to me and said, "Tell Emily 
it's all right and to not worry 
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about me." Then she suddenly 
disappeared. Muffett settled 
back down and we both fell 
asleep. 

We took Emily to the viewing 
as we didn't want her to be 
alone. Emily commented on how 
much she disliked how they had 
styled Ruth's hair. It didn't look 
like a style Ruth would wear. 
She was glad it had been decided 
that Ruth would be buried in her 
blue gown because her sister had 
loved it so. 

Marilyn Broad 

I told Emily about my visit 
from Ruth. We both believed in 
life after death, so it wasn't any 
surprise. Somehow it comforted 
her just as it was intended to do. 
I was happy about that. 

We never saw Ruth again, but 
I'm sure she's at peace and I was 
glad to help her.—Wharton, NJ 
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COUSIN ROSS’ FAREWELL 
By H. Straud Britt 

My cousin Ross Britt and I had 
always been close. He was not 
only my cousin but my best 
friend. When he died suddenly in 
1959 from a freak accident, I felt a 
great loss. 

As young boys we used to sit at 
my mother's table in Berkeley and 
talk about life and death. I was 
afraid of dying, but Ross had a dif¬ 
ferent opinion. 

"Straud, we're going to a better 
place when we die. Heaven's 
going to be wonderful!" My 
cousin's face would light up with 
delight. Since we'd had no reli¬ 
gious training, I wondered how he 
knew about "a better place." 

"I don't believe you, Ross," I 
said, unhappy to be talking about 
death. "Once you quit breathing, 
you're dead." 

My cousin laughed. "Tell you 
what. When I die. I'll come back 
and bid farewell to you. Matter of 
fact, I think I'll meet you at the 
Claremont Hotel and say good¬ 
bye." 

He always loved to visit that 
grand old hotel. We'd sometimes 
sneak into the lobby and watch 
the people come and go. Ross 
especially liked the elevator, and 
would sit for hours watching peo¬ 
ple get in and out of it. 

"Sure, Ross, I'll be looking for 
you." We both laughed, secure in 
the belief that our deaths were 

many years away. 
Ross died shortly thereafter. 

He'd been out riding his bike 
when a small girl crossed the side¬ 
walk pulling her wagon. To avoid 
hitting her, he swerved and ran 
into a parked car, hitting his head 
on the bumper. He was hospital¬ 
ized and died in February 1959 
without ever regaining conscious¬ 
ness. 

H. Straud Britt 

I suffered through the funeral, 
trying to adjust without my best 
friend. Some mornings I'd get up 
and reach for the phone to call my 
cousin, only to remember that 
there weren't any phones where 
he was. 

Six months after Ross' funeral, 
my Aunt Pearl Richardson asked 
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me to lunch. By coincidence, she 
took me to eat at the Claremont. I 
was excited over being invited to 
such an extravagant place to eat. 
More importantly, I knew I'd feel 
close to Ross there. It was just the 
thing to lift my sagging spirits. 

During lunch. Aunt Pearl asked 
me about Ross. She knew I missed 
him terribly. 

"He said he'd come back to 
haunt me. Aunt Pearl. And right 
here in the hotel." I felt tears sting¬ 
ing in my eyes. 

"Who knows, Straud, maybe 
you will see him one day." Aunt 
Pearl was a very religious woman 
and believed in the afterlife. 

I shook my head. "It would be 
nice, but I doubt it." 

We finished our meal and Aunt 
Pearl excused herself and headed 
to the ladies' room. I wandered 
into the lobby where Ross and I 
had so often sat and watched peo¬ 
ple. As I walked down the hall, I 
saw the elevator doors open for a 
young boy who was waiting for it. 
The boy stepped in and turned to 
face me, smiled broadly, and 
waved. Then the door closed and 
the elevator made its ascent. I 
stood still, terrified but somehow 
happy. The boy in the elevator was 
my cousin Ross. 

To this day, I believe it was Ross 
and that he came back to say 
farewell from the place he loved 
so much, the Claremont Hotel. 
—McCloud, CA 
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A SIGN FROM BEYOND 
By Joanne L Kuci 

It was a hot summer day in 
June 1966 in Chicago. I was 
house cleaning and thought I 
would take a break. I opened a 
can of soda and walked over to 
the sofa. I sat down to listen to 
some "oldies but goodies" music. 
Suddenly I was startled because I 
could feel the presence of some¬ 
one near me. I could smell the 
scent of Balboa, a lotion that my 
grandfather, Alex Rash, had used 
to color his hair. I had not 
smelled that scent since he 
passed away in May of 1965. 

Joanne L. Kuci 

I felt a presence close to me, 
and I could feel the movement of 
someone sitting down next to me. 

Startled, I ran to a neighbor 
and called my mother, Agnes 
Kohler, who was very ill. She told 
me that she dreamed my grand¬ 
father came to her and told her to 
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eat a chocolate bar that he had. 
He said it would make her better. 
She said that she did not take it, 
but that if Pa came back she 
would because she was tired. 

I went down the street to 
where my husband Feta was 
working. I begged him to come 
home because I didn't want to be 
alone. He laughed at me. I re¬ 
turned home because it was get¬ 
ting late. I finished my work and 
went to bed. It was 10:30 P.M. 
Feta, who was now home, was 
still laughing at my being silly. 

It was a hot night, but sudden¬ 
ly I was cold as ice. I turned to 
my husband who was trying to 
watch the news. I begged him to 
take me home to see my mother. I 
told him that I felt that if I didn't 
go, I would never see her again. 

He tried to calm me by prom¬ 

ising to take me to see her in the 
morning so I could stay with her 
all day. I told him that tomorrow 
would be too late. 

Just then the doorbell rang. 
Feta went to answer it. The room, 
once cold, had now become 
warm again. He returned to the 
bedroom. He had tears in his 
eyes and his face was ashen. He 
wouldn't look at me. He told me 
to remain calm and get dressed 
because he was taking me to see 
my mother. 

The visitor at the door was his 
cousin Rubin with news that my 
mother had just passed away. 

My only thought was that she 
had eaten the candy bar, and my 
grandfather had visited with me 
earlier to let me know that she 
would be with him.—Katy, TX 

oo 

THC SP1DCR THAT SAVGD SCOTLAND 
By Sam Ewing 

Robert the Bruce was crowned 
King of Scotland in 1306. He had 
hardly taken the crown when his 
military forces were attacked and 
overrun by the English. He was 
driven from the country into 
Ireland. Six times he and his army 
were routed. 

One day a year later, as the dis¬ 
couraged Scottish monarch lay on 
his bed in a secret refuge on Ratlin 
Island between Ireland and Scot¬ 
land, he watched, fascinated, as a 
spider persistently tried to fix its 
web to a beam in the ceiling. The 
spider failed six times in succession. 

"Now the spider shall teach me 
what to do," said King Bruce, "for I 
also have failed six times." 

The spider made a seventh 
effort, and succeeded. 

Fired with a new determination, 
he left his hiding place, gathered 
300 fighting men, and in a surprise 
midnight raid captured the English 
garrison in Turnberry Castle. He 
then built up an army and spent 
two years fighting until he made 
himself master of all Scotland. 

And all thanks to a spider that 
wouldn't give up. 

OO 
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WHPOW* 
FROM THE READERS 

LETTER OF THE MONTH 

Each month, FATE editors choose an 
especially noteworthy letter to share with 

our readers. The writer of the letter 
receives $10.00 for his/her fine efforts. 

This is my response to the opin¬ 
ion letter by Russel Fidler (Report 
From the Readers, FATE, May 1990). 
I have resisted responding to let¬ 
ters of similar ilk in past issues, 
but cannot any longer. 

The Supreme Court decision 
that Mr. Fidler quotes is just 
enough to justify his view. The 
entire quote from the Holy Trinity 
Church vs. U.S. that sums up the 
decision of the then six justices is: 

"...these and many other mat¬ 
ters which might be noticed, add 
a volume of unofficial declarations 
to the mass of organic utterances 
that this is a Christian nation." 

Notice, the justices had noth¬ 
ing more substantial than "unoffi¬ 
cial declarations" and "organic 
utterances" to support their deci¬ 
sion. There was no concrete foun¬ 
dations having been founded on 

by the Readers 

Christian principles. Further, it is 
not within the powers granted to 
the Supreme Court to change the 
Constitution and declare this 
nation, as being a Christian nation. 

There is today, as then, a plu¬ 
rality of religions in this country 
and our Founding Fathers, in 
their wisdom, could not in fair¬ 
ness to all others single out a par¬ 
ticular belief and declare that this 
nation was founded on those 
principles.—Lonnie D. Mason, 
Chicago, IL 

Editor's note: It is not the inten¬ 
tion of this magazine to criticize the 
belief in any -particular religion, 
although at times we may disagree 
with the opinions stated by a mem¬ 
ber of a religion. VJe do not want 
this section to become a diatribe 
against any religion. Mr. Mason's 
letter was actually much longer and 
included numerous quotes from peo¬ 
ple such as Thomas Paine, Thomas 
Jefferson, George Washington, 
James Madison and Benjamin 
Franklin that support his contention 

These columns of FATE are set aside each month for your comments. Send your neatly typed 
opinion of articles, columns, and stories of unusual occurrences to REPORT FROM THE 
READERS, FATE Magazine, P.O. Box 64383-F9008, St. Paul, MN 55164-0383. 
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that the United States was not 
founded on Christianity. 

This should not, however, be seen 
as a critique of Christianity, nor 
should it be seen as lessening the 
import that Christianity has played 
throughout our history. 

A LETTER FROM 

LINDA MOULTON HOWE 

In the May 1990 FATE column 
by Jerome Clark (UFO Reporter) 
subtitled "Spying on the Kooks, 
Part III," I am one of the subjects. 
As a graduate of Stanford Uni¬ 
versity with a Master's Degree in 
Communication (documentary 
films) and as a TV journalist 
since 1970,1 expect that responsi¬ 
ble media will interview all sub¬ 
jects discussed in a story and will 
cross-check facts with the sub¬ 
jects and other sources as much 
as possible. However, in this case 
Mr. Clark never talked to me at 
all about this article. 

But I appreciate his reinforce¬ 
ment of one important fact when 
he wrote, "Doty was not telling 
the truth when he disputed 
Howe's version of their meeting. 
Bound by a security oath, Doty 
could not speak freely." This 
means Doty lied in 1989 corre¬ 
spondence to UFO researchers 
when he denied showing me a 
briefing paper. The reference is to 
the April 9, 1983 meeting I had 
with Air Force Office of Special 
Investigations Agent Richard C. 

Doty in the AFOSI office at 
Kirtland AFB in Albuquerque, 
New Mexico. I detail that meet¬ 
ing in my 1989 book. An Alien 
Harvest—Further Evidence Linking 
Animal Mutilations and Human 
Abductions to Alien Life Forms. 

At that meeting, Richard Doty 
showed me a "Briefing Paper for 
the President of the United States 
of America" which described the 
government's retrieval of crashed 
extraterrestrial disks and alien 
life forms since the 1940s. 
Richard Doty did show me such a 
briefing paper and some of the 
content was similar to the "Eisen¬ 
hower document" released by TV 
producer Jaime Shandera and 
writer/ufologist William L. Moore 
in 1987. 

So Mr. Clark helps set the 
record straight. But also in his 
column are distortions of fact 
which could have been checked 
and weren't. 

Mr. Clark quotes a statement 
from Albuquerque ufologist 
Robert Hastings which is not 
true. "...Linda Moulton Howe 
told me that when Sgt. Doty 
invited her to his office at 
Kirtland AFB in early 1983 and 
showed her a purportedly authen¬ 
tic U.S. Government document 
on UFOs, he identified himself as 
code-name 'Falcon' and stated it 
was Bill Moore who had given 
him that name." 

The truth is that at the conclu- 
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sion of the meeting at AFOSI 
with Richard Doty, he told me to 
expect phone calls from certain 
named people who would ar¬ 
range for me to screen the his¬ 
toric footage of disks and ex¬ 
traterrestrial biological creatures 
(EBEs). He said, "If you get a call 
from a 'Falcon/ that's me." Ri¬ 
chard Doty never said Bill Moore 
had given him the "Falcon" 
name or any other name. In 1989, 
I was disturbed that Mr. Hastings 
had written and distributed such 
a complete falsehood without 
checking its accuracy with me 
first. I talked to him and he con¬ 
ceded he might have heard such 
a tale from another source and 
mixed it with my Kirtland expe¬ 
rience. Aside from Mr. Hastings' 
original error, why didn't Mr. 
Clark check this second hand 
story with me for confirmation or 
correction? 

Mr. Clark's article is oddly 
skewed when he writes about 
Paul Bennewitz and me. Mr. 
Bennewitz photographed objects 
in the Albuquerque skies which 
he thought were extraterrestrial 
craft. Mr. Clark and William 
Moore assert that Paul Bennewitz 
was the target of disinformation 
created by Doty and Moore after 
Mr. Bennewitz reported his UFO 
findings to Kirtland AFB in 1980. 

That Mr. Bennewitz was the 
target of a government intelli¬ 
gence disinformation scheme, I 
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have no doubt. When I met Paul 
Bennewitz for the first and only 
time in the last week of April 
1983, he was a frightened and bit¬ 
ter man who was convinced that 
he had been purposefully hurt by 
shadowy forces because he knew 
too much. He told me he had 
decided to write a book about his 
research and would not partici¬ 
pate in the documentary I was 
contracted to develop for Home 
Box Office. 

Therefore, the documentary 
script outline that I submitted to 
Home Box Office did not include 
any segment with Paul Benne¬ 
witz. And yet Mr. Clark reports 
that William Moore and Richard 
Doty were involved in a counter¬ 
intelligence sting operation 
"against a prominent UFO re¬ 
searcher [Howe] to "confuse" the 
Bennewitz issue and to "call his 
credibility into question." Thus, 
if I, too, was the focus of a gov¬ 
ernment intelligence sting opera¬ 
tion because MJ-12 wanted to 
prevent me from discussing Paul 
Bennewitz and his theories, MJ- 
12 didn't have the facts straight 
about my documentary project. 

It would appear that there is a 
concerted effort by Mr. Moore, 
aided by Mr. Clark, to tie my 
research of the animal mutilation 
phenomenon to Paul Bennewitz. 
Mr. Clark writes, "Howe, in fact, 
was inclined to accept Bennewitz's 
lurid ideas about cattle-and- 
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human-mutilating ETs and the 
U.S. government's complicity in 
these activities." 

The fact is that my documen¬ 
tary film, A Strange Harvest, was 
produced from 1979 to 1980—a 
full three years before I ever 
talked to Paul Bennewitz. And 
the strange, bloodless worldwide 
animal mutilations had been 
occurring since 1967, long before 
Mr. Doty and Mr. Moore began 
working on government counter¬ 
intelligence sting operations 
together. 

The truths about alien life 
forms intruding on this planet 
mutilating animals and abduct¬ 
ing human beings are not changed 
because Jerome Clark, William 
Moore, Richard Doty and gov¬ 
ernment forces want us to look 
the other way.—Linda Moulton 
Howe, Atlanta, GA 

JEROME CLARK RESPONDS 

Linda Howe's remarks make 
much of very little. 

If she says Richard Doty did 
not explicitly link Bill Moore 
with the code name "Falcon," I'll 
be happy to take her word for it 
and to apologize for my error. 
Beyond that, the errors are hers. 

Nowhere do I state that "Paul 
Bennewitz was the target of dis¬ 
information created by Doty and 
Moore." Moore claims not to 
have been a participant, only a 
passive observer of the operation 

against Bennewitz. Likewise I do 
not charge that Moore was 
involved with Doty "in a coun¬ 
terintelligence sting operation" 
against Howe. There is no "con¬ 
certed effort by Mr. Moore, aided 
by Mr. Clark, to also tie my 
research of the animal mutilation 
phenomenon to Paul Bennewitz." 
Nowhere do I indicate that 
Strange Harvest was influenced 
by Bennewitz or that there were 
no reported cattle mutilations 
before Bennewitz appeared on 
the scene. (In fact, I may have 
written the first article on the 
subject in a national magazine. 
See my "Strange Case of the 
Cattle Killings" in the August 
1974 issue of FATE. Since then I 
have grown more skeptical of the 
phenomenon, but that is another 
story.) 

Even as she complains about 
it, Howe does not dispute my 
observation that she is "inclined 
to accept Bennewitz's lurid ideas 
about cattle-and-human-mutilat- 
ing ETs and the U.S. govern¬ 
ment's complicity in these activi¬ 
ties." Her Alien Harvest is an 
interesting but woefully uncriti¬ 
cal treatment of paranoia-laced 
stories and rumors on ufology's 
fringes. 

I hope that Howe's last sen¬ 
tence 'is not meant to be an accu¬ 
sation that I am in league with 
"government forces [who] want 
us to look the other way." I like 
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to look wherever the evidence 
points, and I am less sure than 
Howe is that it points in the sinis¬ 
ter directions indicated by Mr. 
Bennewitz.—Jerome Clark, Canby, 
MN 

PROJECT MOHOLE 

There was never any intention 
in Project Mohole (FATE, Sep¬ 
tember 1989, Beyond the Known) 
to drill a hole to the Earth's cen¬ 
ter, but only to drill through the 
oceanic crust, some three miles 
thick, beneath the ocean floor. 
The idea was to drill to, and, if 
possible, through the Mohorovic 
Discontinuity which some seis¬ 
mologists consider to be the 
boundary between the Earth's 
crust and mantle. Others believe 
that it represents only a phase 
transition: a change in the crys¬ 
talline structure of the minerals 
in the rocks at that depth. 

This was a perfectly valid sci¬ 
entific objective to pursue. 
"Neither side managed to build a 
single piece of hardware." No, 
only the drilling ship, Glomar 
Challenger and 11 of the sophisti¬ 
cated drilling machinery needed 
to drill the ocean floor at depths 
of thousands of feet! Numerous 
test drillings were made, though 
none to the level desired. The 
project was dropped owing to 
irresolvable disagreements be¬ 
tween the scientists, the drillers 
and the U.S. Navy. 
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Concerning the Earth's mag¬ 
netic field, heat does not destroy 
magnetism. It destroys the mag¬ 
netic properties of matter. 

A coil of completely non-mag- 
netic copper wire will generate a 
magnetic field (at any tempera¬ 
ture below its melting point) if an 
electric current is passed through 
it. This is how many physicists 
think that the Earth's magnetic 
field is produced: it is generated 
by electric currents circulating in 
the Earth's liquid metallic core. 

Finally, if the Earth were to be 
disrupted in some way, nothing 
would happen to the "gravita¬ 
tional mechanism of the entire 
solar system." The mass of the 
Earth, which cannot be destroyed, 
would still be in orbit about the 
Sun at the same distance and 
would eventually coalesce into a 
plant again. This seems to have 
happened several times to 
Uranus' moon, Miranda.—Martin 
H. Francis, Assistant Profesor of 
Physics and Earth Sciences, 
Emeritus, South Glastonbury, CT 

JOHN KEEL REPLIES 

You seem grossly misinformed 
about some of the basic material 
in my column. Perhaps you do 
not remember how Project Mo¬ 
hole became a national disgrace 
and was ruthlessly lampooned 
by Johnny Carson, Bob Hope and 
other comedians. It began almost 
as a practical joke by a group of 
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government engineers who had 
nothing better to do and it ended 
only after $50,000,000 in tax dol¬ 
lars had been thrown away on 
typical bureaucratic boondog¬ 
gling. I wrote a number of news¬ 
paper features and magazine 
articles about Mohole in the 
1960s and interviewed some of 
the embarrassed participants. 
You are clearly confusing later 
projects with Mohole. Core sam¬ 
ples were later taken from the 
ocean's depths in the 1970s and, 
in fact, such projects are still con¬ 
tinuing. Most of these are stored in 
New York state. A few years ago I 
examined them and talked with 
some of the scientists involved. 

You mention the Glomar 
Challenger, the center of another 
media scandal in the 1970s. It 
was developed by the late 
Howard Hughes in collaboration 
with the C.I.A. and was original¬ 
ly designed to raise sunken sub¬ 
marines from great depths. It was 
neither financed by nor affiliated 
with Project Mohole (See A 
Matter of Risk by Roy Varner and 
Wayne Collier, Random House, 
1978). 

As for the other aspects of my 
column and my tongue-in-cheek 
foray into the Never-Never Land 
of astrophysics, since we don't 
really know anything about the 
Earth's core, we know absolutely 
nothing about the true origin of 
its rather delicate magnetic field. 

The multitudinous scientific the¬ 
ories change with each new gen¬ 
eration and are all pure conjec¬ 
ture. Extreme heat is hardly a 
logical solution to the mystery 
and, as you yourself point out, 
heat tends to destroy the magnet¬ 
ic properties of matter rather 
than augment it. 

Lastly, we know that the uni¬ 
verse runs like a clock and can be 
disrupted. The displacement or 
loss of a key component could set 
off a domino effect that would 
eventually affect the entire gal¬ 
axy. But we won't really know 
until it happens, will we? 

You really should try to read 
my columns in the spirit in which 
they are written. I do not pretend 
to be a scientist, nor do I pretend 
that I can solve all the problems 
of the universe in a series of very 
brief columns. 

I hope you will continue to 
read FATE magazine and dili¬ 
gently underline all the phrases 
you disagree with.—John Keel, 
New York, NY 

CAN YOU HELP? 

I am collecting accounts of 
spontaneous paranormal and 
transpersonal experiences that 
cover a broad spectrum. The 
experiences could be traditional 
(ESP, precognition, telepath, heal¬ 
ing, NDE, etc.) or synchronistic 
experiences, mystical experi¬ 
ences, shared hallucinations or 
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peak performances. 
The quality I am looking for is 

that they must have occurred 
spontaneously and that they 
seemed to be experiences of an 
intangible transcendent reality 
with which one is not ordinarily 
in touch.—Rhea A. White, Para¬ 
psychology Sources of Information 
Center, 2 Plane Tree Lane, Dix 
Hills, NY 11746 

In the Occult circles I move in 
there has been much talk about 
Hebrew mysteries in general and 
the Ark of the Covenant in par¬ 
ticular. I'm wondering if FATE 
readers can help me obtain infor¬ 
mation on the Ark.—J. Grimes, 
P.O.B. 4553, Zanesville, OH 
43702-4553 

VANISHING AIRPLANE 

The Beyond the Known column 
(FATE, May 1990) in which John 
Keel discussed mysterious disap¬ 
pearances rang a bell. I refer to 
his mention of the airplane that 
flew into a tiny cloud and never 
reappeared. 

In 1944 I was an Air Force offi¬ 
cer (Army Air Corps) flying in 
the right seat of a B-25, the lead 
ship in a vee formation of three 
planes. We were on our way to a 
bombing target in northern 
Burma from our base in Assam, 
India. We had to cross the Naga 
Hills bordering India and Burma. 

We were safely clearing the 
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jungle below by 4000 feet when 
we began to encounter small, 
cumulus clouds that suddenly 
appeared at our altitude. Other¬ 
wise, the air above and below us 
was clear with unlimited visibili¬ 
ty. In my position I had the right 
wing-man in sight constantly, 
except for the brief instant he 
was in one or another of those 
small clouds, which, let me 
emphasize, were hardly big 
enough to conceal a B-25. 

Suddenly, the right wing-man 
entered one of those clouds and 
did not reappear. There just wasn't 
time for him to maneuver out of 
my sight. He simply vanished. 

I grabbed my pilot's sleeve 
and said "Reynard's gone," refer¬ 
ring to the pilot of the plane that 
vanished. Immediately, we turned 
and began searching, looking up, 
down and all around. Nothing. 
We were not yet within the range 
of enemy fighters. 

We broke radio silence to com¬ 
pare notes with the remaining 
wing-man about what we had 
observed. It was surmised the 
Reynard had somehow made a 
sudden turn and managed to get 
out of sight—planes don't vanish 
in mid-air. 

When we returned to base, 
mission completed, Reynard's 
plane and crew had not turned 
up and had not been heard from. 
Regardless of thorough searches 
by jungle rescue units—which 
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included the first operational 
helicopters—that B-25 was never 
seen again—Stuart C. Burdick, 
Coos Bay, OR 

MORE ON 

THE COCKROACH CURE 

All creatures communicate by 
telepathy. This means that they 
do not understand the words, but 
they do understand the meaning 
of the words. 

Yes, Dorthea (Report From the 
Readers, FATE, March 1990) the 
cockroaches did sense that you 
meant what you said. That is 
why they left. 

Telepathy operates at all levels 
including on plants, pets, and 
probably microorganisms. 

Perhaps animals are fright¬ 
ened just before an earthquake 
because they sense the panic 
experienced by "entities" deep 
down in the Earth where the ini¬ 
tial stages of the "future" earth¬ 
quake have already occurred.— 
Ralph W. Strong, Las Vegas, NV 

GULF BREEZE QUESTIONS 

I read the Gulf Breeze UFO 
article (FATE, February 1990) and 
felt that the sightings and close 
encounters of the third kind 
seemed legitimate, even if they 
were spooky and downright 
unfriendly. 

Then skepticism started gnaw¬ 
ing at me. First, "Ed quietly 
slipped out of bed to avoid dis- 
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turbing his wife." Get real! Aliens 
travel across the universe to Ed's 
back yard and he doesn't bother 
to wake up his wife. Nice guy! 
I'll bet if the neighbors couldn't 
sleep and stopped by for a visit 
at 3:30 a.m. Ed would have his 
wife up and perking coffee pron¬ 
to. Second, these visitors, assum¬ 
ing they exist, could probably 
incinerate New York City or Los 
Angeles by pushing a button. It 
bugs me just a little that Ed 
would stand there, representing 
me and mankind, with a wimpy 
little pistol. What a reception for 
those who came so far to see us. 

Am I skeptical or just irritat¬ 
ed?—Greg Smith, Morton, WA 

PROOF OF REINCARNATION? 

Hans Holzer's article. Proof of 
Reincarnation (FATE, April 1990), 
offers evidence of past life mem¬ 
ories, but not necessarily of rein¬ 
carnation. It depends on how 
you interpret the evidence in the 
light of current metaphyscial the¬ 
ories. 

Since all consciousness is 
interconnected, it is difficult to 
ascertain where your individual 
consciousness leaves off and 
where group consciousness 
begins. You do not even know if 
"your/' thoughts are yours or 
those of God. 

Reincarnation also denies the 
uniqueness of every birth result¬ 
ing in a new soul. The universe 
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is eventuated from moment to 
moment as an eternal creation of 
God. The only way to reincar¬ 
nate individually is by "posses¬ 
sion."—Richard L. Weinstein, 
Jacksonville, FL 

INFORMATION PLEASE 

I am looking for any news arti¬ 
cles on the death of Randall N. 
Baer. Baer was an advocate of the 
the New Age Movement and 
wrote several books on crystals. 
He later denounced the New Age 
after converting to Fundamen¬ 
talism. Several days before an 
anti-New Age book he wrote was 
ready for distribution, his car 
went off a 350 ft. precipice near 
Del Norte, Colorado. 

I need to know full informa¬ 
tion on this before those who 
seek to silence the New Age 
make this a rallying point.—Rev. 
Steven F. Scharff, Box 5004, 
Hillside, NJ 07205 

the S.I.- 

A COMPANION TO FATE? 

I am perturbed with the con¬ 
tinuous banter exhibited by FATE 
and the Skeptical Inquirer. Does it 
really serve any purpose to con¬ 
tinuously deride each other's 
publication? The field of the 
paranormal is a difficult one in 
itself without experts bickering 
back and forth. I write this letter 
to you and not the Skeptical 
Inquirer because it seems your 
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readers are bashing the magazine 
unmercifully without ever giving 
it a chance. 

While SI does contain articles 
by hardened skeptics, there is 
still a lot of material that can be 
of interest to the FATE reader 
such as exposing frauds, hoaxes 
and offering scientific explana¬ 
tions for extraordinary problems. 
The magazine serves as a com¬ 
panion piece to FATE. While I 
admire your open minds to para¬ 
normal activities, I also value the 
hard-edged skepticism of SI. 
Both magazines present their 
material professionally, and by 
reading both I can make up my 
own mind.—Joseph Olszewski Jr., 
Philadelphia, PA 

The nature of philosophical 
and scientific discussion is that 
people with opposite opinions 
make them known and support 
them as forcefully as possible. 
The "continuous banter" be¬ 
tween FATE and SI is good for 
free dissemination of information 
and ideas. • 

FATE has no desire to deride 
the Skeptical Inquirer, but we will 
point out when individual writ¬ 
ers in the magazine distort or 
misinterpret reality to suit pre¬ 
conceived concepts rather than 
changing their view in order to 
explain the data. 

Time and time again, FATE 
has exposed frauds, hoaxes and 
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fakes, but we have also presented 
things which cannot be explained 
by standard methods. 

We suggest that you send a 
letter to SI, telling them to advise 
people to read FATE along with 
SI, as they make good compan¬ 
ion magazines. Experience has 
shown that CSICOP and its de 
facto subordinate bodies, as well 
as its voice, the Skeptical Inquirer, 
do not want alternate opinions 
heard, at least not without their 
commentary. 

There is no other strong, 
national voice standing up to 
these people. That is why we 
have taken a hard line. FATE, 
however, is produced for the 
pleasure of our readers. So let us 
know: do you want us to contin¬ 
ue pointing out errors among the 
so-called skeptics or would you 
rather we ignore them? Please 
write in and let me know person¬ 
ally.—Donald Michael Kraig, 
FATE, P.O. Box 64383, St. Paul, 
MN 55101-0856 

A CHANGED SKEPTIC 

Until the summer of 1964 I did 
not believe in any form of psy¬ 
chic phenomena. However, that 
year I had a near-drowning inci¬ 
dent which caused my mother 
and I to share an ESP experience. 

I would like to know how to 
go about checking on deaths 
which have occurred in a particu¬ 
lar house and information about 
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those departed. Also, how can 
one tell when one is seeing a 
ghost or experiencing a precogni- 
tive manifestation? I need help. 
—Mary P. Burruss, 3510 Silver 
Park Dr. #6, Suitland, MD 20746 

OPINIONS ON FATE 

I am responding to your 
request for opinions on the 
March 1990 issue of FATE. I 
approve of the new cover and 
spine format. It is a good point to 
have the lead article title on the 
spine for easy reference. Also, 
pay increases for submissions are 
overdue and welcome. 

I don't know where John Keel 
(Beyond the Known) got the idea 
that the fugo balloons were some 
great national secret during the 
war years. My wife, born and 
raised on a farm in central 
Oregon, knew all about them. She 
even says one crashed to Earth. 
The small fire that ensued was 
handled by the locals and was of 
such insignificance it probably 
didn't even warrant a mention in 
the local paper. As a youth in 
Chicago, I remember knowing 
about them at the time as well. 

I do not appreciate Mr. Keel's 
attempts to confuse the fugo bal¬ 
loons with UFO artifacts as 
described in Mr. Streiber's book. 

I can't wait for the continua¬ 
tion of Jerome Clark's series 
(UFO Reporter). Why is it so hard 
to believe that all reports of UFO 

THEOSOPHY 
Free literature. Study courses 

MARCHETA HENRY 
P.O. Box 5. Weaubleau, MO 65774 

World’s Largest Occult Catalogs I 
7000 Fascinating curios, books, herbs, I 

complete supplies, 3 catalogs $1.00 I 
1990 issues TYRAD CO. by airmail $2 I 

BOX 17006-B, MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55417 ■ 

THE COMPLETE- PPOPHECfES OF 
P0STPA0AMUS 

More than 1,000 prophecies dating to the year 
3797 a.d. Translated, edited and Interpreted by 
Henry C. Roberts, foremost authority on 
Nostradamus. 

The secret ot Nostradamus' power to foresee 
the future has never been explained. His 
forecasts of past events have come true with 
uncanny accuracy. He predicts: End of the 
world—date and circumstances • Atomic warfare 
• Date of the next world war • Actual time when 
Hitler returns alive • ET Landings • and more! 
Hardcover. 360 pp. Send 12.95 plus $2.00 s/h 
to Venture Bookshop, P.O. Box 64383-2093, 
St. Paul, MN 55164. Minn. res. please include 
6% sales tax. 
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activities, alien contacts, etc. are 
real and not the work of kooks? 

I have held the belief that a lot 
of valuable information was 
sequestered behind the "closed 
doors" of mental institutions 
(On the Psychic Frontier). More of 
this information should be made 
known to the public. 

I like the way Mark suggests 
the possibilities of where strange 
creatures might hide (Our 
Strange World). 'Way to go, Mark! 
Hang in there!—Charles V. Blaine, 
Euguene, OR 

MORE ON THE FUGOS 

John Keel's article on the fugo 
balloons was interesting to me 
because I lived through this 
event. 

I began school in Nanaimo, 
BC, Canada, and we were taught 
to watch out for bombs, incendi¬ 
aries or whatever that were 
known to have been dropped by 
balloons from Japan. We were 
taught not to touch anything we 
found in the forests and what 
floated up on the beaches (fish¬ 
net floats from Japan also had 
other "stuff" that would kill and 
maim). 

Some forest fires were attribut¬ 
ed to these balloon-born fire 
bombs, but the information was 
never withheld from us. We were 
told up front that these balloons 
were coming over from Japan by 
the hundreds and to be aware of 

their existence. 
It was interesting to hear that 

some of these things lasted so 
long and were found so far 
afield.—Barry Cave, Houston, TX 

POW-WOWS 

Years ago, in our section of 
S.E. Pennsylvania, there were 
gifted people who were called 
"Pow-wow doctors" and had the 
gift of healing. This practice 
seems to have gone out of style, 
and I am anxious to find some¬ 
one in our area who still practices 
"Pow-wow."—Elizabeth A. Long, 
Denver, PA 

CLOSING A WINDOW 

I read with interest the article 
Closing a Window in Charlesgate 
Hall by Tracey Libby (FATE, 
February 1990). It seems fitting 
that Emerson College should 
have a mysterious dormitory 
since I assume the college was 
named for Ralph Waldo Emerson. 

Emerson is quoted in Richard 
M. Bucke's classic book. Cosmic 
Consciousness, and in Oversoul 
Emerson wrote of transcendence. 

With reference to the use of 
the Ouija board, please dispel 
the idea that its messages are evil 
and threatening. Most messages 
are not, however they may 
reflect the beliefs of those using 
it. It is a slow and cumbersome 
tool, but not to be feared unless 
used improperly. The same can 
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be said of a powered hand 
saw.—Esther VM Hamel, St. 
Ignatius, MT 

MORE ON COCKROACHES 

Tell Dorthea Streeter (Report 
From the Readers, FATE, March 
1990) that she is not alone. 

I simply will not live with a 
cockroach or any kind of bug. 
When I moved into an apartment 
over four years ago it was over¬ 
run with the filthy little crea¬ 
tures! 

I remembered from the Bible 
that God gave us dominion 
over all creatures, so I thought 
I'd try it. I yelled at the roaches 
that they were not welcome 
there for it was my home, and if 
I saw any of them around my 
apartment I would kill them on 
sight. 

They left and I didn't see any 
more in my apartment, but I did 
see them in the neighbors' apart¬ 
ments. I still didn't see any when 
I moved out three years later. 

I don't understand it, but it 
worked.—Doris Pfeffer, Belleville, 
IL 

PROOF OF UFOS? 

The most convincing evidence, 
to me, for the existence of UFOs 
is the research done by an ele¬ 
mentary school teacher and 
MENS A member. Miss Marjorie 
Fish. 

continued on page 114 
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ties really surprise you. Send 
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SECRETS OF THE SOIL 
By Peter Tompkins & 

Christopher Bird 
Harper & Row, New York, 

Hardcover, 1989,470 pgs., $24.95 
Malnutrition begins with the 

soil and our soil is, according to 
Tompkins and Bird, is danger- 
ouly malnourished as seen by the 
crop yields that have doubled 
and tripled in past decades while 
their nutritive quality has pro¬ 
gressively diminished. The cul¬ 
prit is the alleged overuse of fer¬ 
tilizers which are now so wide¬ 
spread that the authors claim 
there is vitually no clean soil or 
water whatsoever left anywhere 
on the planet. 

There are many remarkable 
facts and theories in Secrets of the 
Soil that will surprise you. For 
example, plants naturally have a 
resistance to infection, and dis¬ 
eases are a symptom of a weak 
plant—not the cause. Weeds are 
also an index of the soil's quality 
and grow in response to what is 
lacking in the soil. Insects are 
viewed as disposal crews sum¬ 
moned by sick plants and soil. 

and naturally repelled by healthy 
soil and vegetation. Poisoning 
the weeds or the pests is "Killing 
the messenger." Bird and Tomp¬ 
kins demonstrate conclusively 
that industrial wastes (a.k.a. pes¬ 
ticides and fertilizers) used to kill 
weeds and insects deplete the 
soil of its natural abilities, result¬ 
ing in nutritionally poor food 
with high chemical pesticide con¬ 
tent. 

Secrets, of the Soil introduces a 
crew of agriculturalists who pro¬ 
vide alternative ways to grow 
nutritious, healthy food. Among 
them are Charles Walter, Jr., with 
his newspaper. Acres U.S.A—A 
Voice for Eco-Agriculture; Alex 
Podilinsky, founder of the Bio¬ 
dynamic Farming Association in 
Australia; Dan Carlson and 
Gabriel Howearth with their use 
of "Sonic Boom" growing 10- 
pound beets; John Hamaker with 
his use of gravel dust to reminer¬ 
alize the soil; Dr. Philip Callahan 
with his discovery that round 
stone towers collect and store 
"paramagnetic" energy which 
can increase the size and quality 
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of crop yields; and T. Galen and 
Sarah Hieronymus with their use 
of radionics to rid gardens of 
pests and rejuvenate the soil. 

Secrets of the Soil is an encyclo¬ 
pedia of hope for those who 
want practical methods to return 
our planet to the paradise it once 
was.—Dr. Robert R. Hieronimus, 
Ph.D. 

OTHER BOOKS 
OF INTEREST 

OUT OF BODY ADVENTURES 

By Robert Stack 
Audio Renaissance Tapes, Inc., 

Los Angeles, CA 
Audio cassette (1 hr.) and 32-pg. 

booklet, 1989, $9.95 

For years I've attempted to 
have an out-of-body experience 
at will, but have always had trou¬ 
ble. Despite all my reading on the 
subject, I still have some unre¬ 
solved fears about the "unknown." 
Stack's program forced me to ex¬ 
amine my fears and go past them. 

The "Astral Adventure Guide¬ 
book" is a workbooklet in which 
you can explore fears and pre¬ 
conceived beliefs, formulate your 
own affirmations and visualiza¬ 
tions, and begin to create the 
proper mental climate for induc¬ 
ing out-of-body experiences. 

The tape does not repeat what 
is in the booklet. Stack talks 
about his own OBEs, the benefits 

of the OBE, and provides five dif¬ 
ferent techniques for practicing 
Astral Projection in your sleep. 
Many sources claim this is the 
easiest way to begin. He also dis¬ 
cusses lucid dreaming, and em¬ 
phasizes the importance of 
dream work. 

Stack admits that it may take 
you a few days or a few months 
of working with the techniques 
to gain proficiency. Too much of 
the current New Age literature 
promises instant gratification but 
seldom delivers. I appreciate 
Stack's honesty. —Tracy Whartman 

THE SEARCH FOR EXTRA¬ 
TERRESTRIAL INTELLIGENCE 

By Edward Ashpole 
Sterling Publishing, New York, 

Hardcover, 1989,170 pgs., $24.95 
After the flood of contactee and 

government cover-up books that 
appeared at the end of the last 
decade, many in the UFO commu¬ 
nity felt that the subject had been 
beaten to death. These books, 
however, linked many people 
worldwide who believed they had 
experienced a similar occurrence. 
The books also drew the critics out 
of the skeptical quagmires, finally 
forcing them to examine the 
issue more closely. Now the direc¬ 
tor of the SETI (Search for Extra- 
Terrestrial Intelligence) Observa¬ 
tory at Ohio State takes a step in a 
new direction with a scientific 

continued on page 112 
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Edward Ashpole 

THE SEARCH FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL 

INTELLIGENCE 
Imagination-grabbing look at the biological, astronomical 
and philosophical background to the searches by radio 
astronomers for evidence of life and intelligence beyond the 
Earth—known as SETI. From NASA to Harvard to around 
the world, the search is on, growing rapidly in its scope and 
power. Hardcover, 170 pp., color photos, $24.95. 

Charles Neilson Gattey 

VISIONARIES AND SEERS 
Stranger-than-fiction life stories of the most astounding 
seers and sorcerers of all time: Nostradamus, Jeane Dixon 
(who predicted exactly the assassination of President 
Kennedy), Dr. Dee, Cheiro, Ernst Krafft (Hitler's personal 
astrologer?), The Premonitions Bureau and many others. 
All are here in their brilliant and bizarre detail. Softcover, 
288 pp., photos, $10.95. 

Ophiel 

THE ART & PRACTICE OF ASTRAL 

PROJECTION 
First published in 1961, this classic presents all the neces¬ 
sary information about the the art of leaving the body, as 
well as simple and concise directions on how to practice the 
Art in a safe and sane manner. Ophiel gives you four meth¬ 
ods, ranging from very easy to very hard with various 
degrees of intensity. Softcover 118 pp., $7.95. 

Rick Stack 

OUT OF BODY ADVENTURES 
This lecture and workbook set is well-worth the pur¬ 
chase price! Here are the tools that you need to explore 
the mysteries of the universe from a totally new vantage 
point—and do it at will. The simple exercises, dream 
work and induction techniques are proven how-to meth¬ 
ods to start you on your way. 60-min. audio cassette and 
32-page booklet, $9.95. 
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Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird 

SECRETS OF THE SOIL 
Ever talk to your philodendron? Then this book will 
speak to you. By now we are all aware that the earth is in 
crisis, and that includes our poisoned soil. Yet this 
"groundbreaking" book gives hope through recent break¬ 
throughs—scientific and spiritual—that can save your 
garden, farm, and the planet! Get 10 years of growth in 
one year with these natural methods. Unbelievable ... but 
proven! Hardcover; 444 pp., photos, $24.95. 

Wallace Black Elk and William S. Lyon 

Black Elk 
The Sacred Ways of a Lakota 

A rare opportunity! The fascinating record of the real 
and pure shamanic worlds of Wallace Black Elk, 
"grandson” of the famous Black Elk of the book Black 
Elk Speaks. Learn about a real shaman’s early training 
and spell-binding experiences with the Spirit Beings, 
and Black Elk's amazing applications of the sacred mys¬ 
tery powers. Hardcover; 193 pp., $16.95. 

Title Qty Total Price 
The Art & Practice of Astral Projection • 0-87728-246-3 • $7.95 
Black Elk: The Sacred Ways of a Lakota • 0-06-250523-8 • $16.95 
Out of Body Adventures • 0-940687-87-9 • $9.95 
The Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence • 07137-1963X • $24.95 
Secrets of the Soil • 0-06-015817-4 • $24.95 
Visionaries and Seers ■1-85327-020-2 *$10.95 

Clip and 
Subtotal 

MN res. add 6% tax 

mail today 
Shipping and handling: $2 for first book, 50c for each 

additional book. Orders shipped UPS when possible 
Total Enclosed 

Mail Today To: 
VENTURE 

BOOKSHOP . 
P.O. Box 64383-2093 ■ 

St. Paul, MN 
55164-0383 

Name_ 

Street Address_ 

City_ 
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continued from page 109 
look at new evidence suggesting 
life on other planets. 

Today's superpowers are armed 
with radio telescopes and com¬ 
puters that make ET studies of 
previous decades look pallid at 
best. Their research points to the 
possibility of such things as life 
on Europa (a moon of Jupiter), 
space colonization, indefinite 
longevity and other factors that 
could either turn us into ETs or 
bring ETs to us. Ashpole de¬ 
scribes these findings in this 
book, disproving or exploring 
many theories for the possibility 
of intergalactic communion. 
Although it borders on science 
fiction in some spots, this book at 
least lets us examine both the 
viable and ridiculous ideas we 
have to explore if we hope to find 
life "out there."—Steve Deger 

VISIONARIES AND SEERS 
They Saw Tomorrow 

By Charles Neibon Gattey 
Prism Press, Dorset, England 

Softcover, 1988, 290 pgs., $12.95 
Here is an inside look at 

famous seers such as the Delphic 
Pythias of ancient Greece, Nos¬ 
tradamus, Dr. Dee, Cagliostro, 
Cheiro, Mile. Lenormand (the 
psychic who advised the Empress 
Josephine), Ernst Krafft (alleged 
to have been Hitler's personal 
astrologer), and others. 

Many biographies have been 
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written about these famous 
visionaries, and the facts of their 
lives and predictions are com¬ 
monly known. This book was 
interesting because it presented 
so many behind-the-scenes de¬ 
tails about their personal lives, 
including some of their predic¬ 
tions that have not come true. 

Many of the earlier seers had 
difficult lives and existed in try¬ 
ing times for psychics. They were 
ridiculed, imprisoned and often 
lived in poverty, with the excep¬ 
tion of Cheiro who had a more 
glamorous life. Dr. Dee's assis¬ 
tant, Kelly, bullied him into wife 
swapping. 

I felt that Gatte/s earlier chap¬ 
ters on seers were better docu¬ 
mented, more complete and 
interesting than his 20th century 
accounts. I thought the case for 
Hitler's alleged astrologer Krafft 
was weak and could have been 
omitted. 

The juicy gossip was fun, and 
held my interest throughout. 
—Phyllis Galde 

BLACK ELK 
The Sacred Ways of Lakota 

By Wallace Black Elk & 
William S. Lyon, Ph.D. 

Harper & Row, San Francisco, CA 
Hardcover, 1990,193 pgs., $16.95 

With few exceptions. Native 
American shamans have kept a 
low profile throughout the past 
three centuries. They were known 
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only to their own people and 
served them as links to spirituali¬ 
ty and the preservation of their 
heritage. One of the few who 
risked public recognition was 
Nicholas Black Elk, whose life 
and philosophy is explored in 
Black Elk Speaks (1932) and The 
Sacred Pipe (1953). 

This book is the story of Wal¬ 
lace Black Elk, who, although not 
a blood descendant of Nicholas 
Black Elk, was his spiritual 
descendant. Nicholas was one of 
the 11 "grandfathers" who taught 
Wallace the ways of a shaman. 

From his first vision at the age 
of five, Wallace Black Elk spent 
all his time among the old ones, 
his own grandparents and the 
other elders of the Lakota, whom 
he calls the Earth People. 

Co-author Lyons has preserved 
the flow and rhythm of the spo¬ 
ken language of these people of 
the prairies. Unlike the many 
books that preach death and 
destruction, there is a sense of 
peace and hope flowing through 
this narrative that gives hope for 
the future.—C.C. Helgeson 

THE ART AND PRACTICE OF 
ASTRAL PROJECTION 

By Ophiel 
Samuel Weiser, York Beach, ME. 
Softcover, 1986, 130 pgs., $7.95 

The main point that Ophiel 
presents here, and drives home 
again and again—is that there are 

many ways to reach the astral. To 
master occult arts one must be¬ 
come an artist, perfecting an art 
technique and then letting the 
inner being out to work within 
that technique. I don't accept the 
validity of any occult book that 
does not at least acknowledge this 
at some point. Whether you are 
talking about astral projection, 
telepathy, clairvoyance or some 
other psychic faculty, you are 
dealing with perception, and your 
perception is completely unique. 

Here Ophiel presents various 
means of projection; the reader 
is encouraged to experiment 
with each to discover which 
works best for him or her. He 
begins with the "little method," 
a fully-conscious technique great 
for those with little AP back¬ 
ground or whose fear of letting 
go inhibits their success on this 
plane. 

Next he explains the dream 
method, great for those who can 
have wonderful dream journeys 
but have trouble believing that it 
can be done consciously. The 
Body of Light method, used com¬ 
monly among ceremonial magi¬ 
cians, is explained for those who 
begin their astral work from this 
background. Finally, he explains 
the "symbol method" known 
also as the method of Tattwa 
symbols. I liked this book's open 
approach.—Steve Deger 
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continued from page 107 
Miss Fish made colored-bead¬ 

ed, three-dimensional models of 
Betty Hill's star map, taken from 
The Interrupted Journey. These 
models indicate Betty Hill's map 
could not have been drawn from 
Earthly astronomical knowledge 
of that time. 

Does any reader have further 
information on Miss Fish's work? 
—Georgia Hardisty, Dana Point, 
CA 

OOBE 

I would like all FATE readers 
to write to me if they have had an 
out-of-body experience. Was it 
frightening or enjoyable? Tell me 
as much as you can remember. If 
you enclose a business-sized 
SASE, I will send you some infor¬ 
mation on how to induce them if 
you request it. —Eric Moeser, 251 
W. Ash Ave. Burbank, CA 91502 

SEVENTH SON 

I am writing to request your 
help in locating books on the 
Seventh Son. If there aren't any 
books on the subject, I would like 
to know that, too. Also, is there 
any place that I may purchase or 
borrow these books?—Manzer 
Belanger, Jr., P.O. Box 117, St. 
Francis, ME 04774-0117 

UFO HUNTING 

Your March 1990 issue of 
FATE really grabbed me when I 
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read the article UFO Hunting 
with Betty Hill. 

In January I had a similar 
experience near our little town of 
St. Maries, Idaho. I had just left 
my office to drive home to my 
place in the mountains ten miles 
from town. 

The night was rainy and ex¬ 
tremely dark. I had just thought 
to myself how alone I felt and 
how quiet it was along the road. 
There were no lights of any kind. 

Suddenly, I saw two head¬ 
lights in my rear window. They 
were so close that they could 
have touched my car. Startled, I 
veered to my right and dimmed 
my high beams to allow whoever 
was behind me to pass. The 
lights, however, had disap¬ 
peared. I looked around, and I 
was alone. 

Your article opened my eyes to 
the fact that I had probably expe¬ 
rienced a UFO sighting. Whether 
this is related or not, ever since 
that night I have had mild daily 
headaches, whereas before they 
were uncommon to me.—Arlene 
Grose, St. Maries, ID 

PREDICTIONS 

ON THE RADIO 

Last December 17,1 was listen¬ 
ing to the radio. On the news there 
was a special report from the Erie 
County Sheriff's Department. 

"A fireball was sighted in the 
continued on page 127 



CLASSIFIED ADVEKITSNG 
ANCIENT TEACHINGS 

JESUS TAUGHT A SECRET DOCT¬ 
RINE! Esoteric Christianity is still 
alive. We have free weekly group 
meetings in Indianapolis, Dayton, 
Chicago and Louisville. The P.D. 
Ouspensky Society, PO Box 1932, 
Marion, IN 46952 

PERSONAL POWER FREE!!! The 
key to tremendous personal power is 
right under your feet! Use common 
objects that nature provides free of 
charge. Obtain wealth, health, and 
confidence! Send $3.95 (plus 500 
p&h) to: KBM, Dept. A, Box 1411, 
Columbia, MO 65205-1411_ 

THE CHURCH OF LIGHT Hermetic 
Correspondence Course in Astrol¬ 
ogy, Alchemy, Magic, Tarot, Num¬ 
erology. Free literature.Dept. F, PO 
Box 76862, Los Angeles, CA 90076 

JESUS NEVER EXISTED! Scholarly 
booklet proves Flavius Josephus 
created fictional Jesus, Gospels. 
$5.00 - Abelard, Box 5652-M, Kent, 
WA 98064 (SASE) 

ANGELS 

GUARDIAN ANGELS-Discover amazing 
facts concerning their existence! Free 
details!- Mamre, 1301-A Sherwood, 
Oxfoid.AL 36203_ 

SPIRIT GUIDE'S IMPRESSION 
drawn with pastels on velour paper. 
$25.00. Mel Melancon, 1120 Central 
Avenue, Westwego, LA 70094 

ANGELS OF LIGHT/America's 
fastest growing religion. S.A.S.E. to 
PO Box 629-A, New York, NY 10268 

ANTI-AGING 

FAMOUS ANTI-AGING FORMULA 
now available! Called "Fountain of 
Youth" by 60 Minutes. Overcome 
stress, fatigue, depression. Revitalize! 
Free details: PHS, 5575 Baltimore, 
#10512-F, La Mesa, CA 92042 

ASTROLOGY 

ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST MONTHS 
forecast, your sign. Send name, address, 
birthdate and $3.25. Rudy Stubbs, PO 
Box 11895, Chicago, IL 60611_ 

ASTROLOGY- PERSONALIZED, 
COMPREHENSIVE Natal Chart ($9). 
Progressed Chart for current year ($9). 
Both ($12). Send name, birthdate, 
birthtime, birthplace. CYCLES, Dept. 
FMA, 2251 Berkeley Ave, Schenectady, 
NY 12309 

ASTROLOGY FOR PETS - Know a 
Pet's abilities, traits, needs, and learn 
how to work with them. Will he be 
friendly, loving, quite, obedient, do tricks, 
talk, train easily? For chart and 
interpretation send $14.95, birthdate and 
place to: Astrological Profile Center, Ste. 
181,1845-D, CR-951, Naples, FL 33999 

PERSONALIZED NATAL CHART 
($1.00 special). Send birthdate, birthtime, 
birthplace. Boundries “Unlimited, PO 
Box 396, Gotha ,FL 34734 

ASTROLOGICAL SERVICES -NATAL 
interpretation (with chart), $15.00. 
Charts Unlimited, RR1, Box 7140, 
Stowe, VT 05672 

EGYPTIAN ESOTERIC ASTROL¬ 
OGY, book, $5 money order only. 
Personal instructions and horoscope 
interpretations also available using the 
guidance of the ancients. Send SASE 
for details to Priscilla Schwei, 935 W. 
Maple St., Milwaukee, Wl 53204 

INCREDIBLE ANCIENT BIRTH 
control method. Increases virility, 
longevity, Natural. Overindulge safely. 
No drugs, rhythms, gadgets, pills. 
Guaranteed. $5.00 + sase Naturalife, 
HC65-Box 101, Alpine, TX 79830 

ASTROLOGY CLASSIC: Revised 
printing of Astrology For the 
Millions, by Grant Lewi. Draw up your 
chart in 15 minutes easy. 408 pages 
for $12.95 plus $2 P&H. P.O. Box 
64383-2093, St. Paul, MN 55164 
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MIND EXPANSION VIDEOS: 
brochure. Over 100 titles $1.00. 
Improves memory, sexual pleasure, 
confidence, healing, stress, energy, 
meditation, psychic, attract money, 
live longer, mind travel, past lives, 
100s more! "Hypnovision", Box 
2192F, Halesite, NY 11743 

AZTEC TONALLI 

DISCOVER YOUR AZTEC birthdate 
with gold foiled certificate, laminated 
color icon, and comprehensive 
information pamphlet. Includes date, 
year, and month. $15.00 Send name, 
birthdate, and time: Tonal Inquiry, PO 
Box 53473, San Jose, CA 95153 

BIORHYTHM 

BIORHYTHMS- YOUR PHYSICAL, 
emotional, intellectual cycles charted 
in color. Interpretation guide. Six 
months ($9). Twelve months ($12). 
Send name, birthdate. CYCLES, 
Dept FMB, 2251 Berkeley Avenue, 
Schenectady, NY 12309 

BOOKS 

TALK WITH SPIRITS. Use ordinary 
yardstick (Ju-Ju Stick). Information, 
$30.00 Dr. M.D. Michaelson, 4035 
Blaisdell, Minneapolis, MN 55409- 
1510 

HEALING HANDBOOK, $2.50. 
Tuning-In, $2.50- Tao Books, 
Guaranteed, PO Box 40, Station S, 
Toronto, Canada M5M 4L6 

OUT OF PRINT BOOKFINDER.- 
2035-F Everding, Eureka, CA 95501. 
Send wants or stamps for catalog. 

BOOKS ABOUT CONSCIOUS¬ 
NESS, metaphysics, all facets of 
standard occult. Free catalog of 
Weiser publications if you send $1.00 
to cover postage to: Samuel Weiser. 
Inc., Box 612, York Beach, ME 
03910 
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FREE CATALOG. OCCULT books/ 
jeweljy.-Abyss, 34 Cottage St., Box 
69F, Easthampton, MA 01027. 

MAGI SOUL LESSONS: Astral trips, 
meetings with High Mystic Masters. 
Lessons can effectively change your 
life. Learn these lost truths and laws. 
Send for free lesson, enclose $1.00 
postage.-Magi Center, Box 1166, 
Paradise, CA 95969 

WITCHCRAFT SPELLS-Revealing 
ancient power secrets show how to 
cast spells to get whatever you want. 
Box 9133-BW, Greensboro, NC 27429 

SWEDENBORG’S HEAVEN AND 
HELL, $6.25, Bowman Brackin, 
4919 18th Ave. South, Minneapolis, 
MN 55417 

WIN! LEARN WHY you are here on 
earth! Discover who you really are! 
Know exactly where you are going! 
Practical booklet, "Help from God-50 
Ways" reveals secrets. Send $1. 
Thousands helped. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Send $1.Newlife, 700-AK 
Wyoming, Boulder City, NV 89005 

LEAH’S RETURN; PROPHETIC novel to 
1999. Love Story. Adventure. Steps to 
healing. $10.95 Postage & Handling 
$1.50. Gary Carlson 4484 North St., 
Granville, OH 43023 

PSYCHIC PERCEPTION Its Deve¬ 
lopment and Use, Dr. Sebastian X. 
king’s critically-acclaimed book, $10.95 
from Opus One, 3430 Balmoral, 
Sacramento, CA 95821 

FIRST ENGLISH TRANSLATION! 
Virtues Of Stones, circa 200BC! 
Leather, cloth, paper bookbindings. 
Traditional esoteric Art Prints. Catalog 
$2.00. Ars Obscura PO Box 2069$, 
Seattle, WA 98102-1695 

METAPHYSICAL MARRIAGE: What 
the Masters say. Scholarly and practical 
report fl 8 pages). $5.00 to: Rev. William 
Hart, PO Box 151334, San Diego, CA 
92115 



BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES CREDIT 

ATTENTION-EARN MONEY Reading 
Books! $32,000/year income potential. 
Details./ (1) 602-838-8885 Ext Bkl 4697 

ATTENTION: EASY WORK Excellent Bay! Assemble products at home, 
etails. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext W14697 

ERASE BAD CREDIT: Improve your 
credit rating: remove Bankrupticies, 
Liens, Late Payments from your 
credit reports: Easy step by step 
legal credit repair report: Mail 
$20.00. Clarke Inc. 4 West Palisade 
Ave #310, Englewood, NJ 07631 

HIRING! Government jobs your area. 
$17,840 - $69,485. ball 1-602-838- 
8885. Ext R 14697 

BUMPER STICKER PRINTER. 
Cheap, simple, portable. Free details. 
Bumper, PO Box 22791, Tampa, FL 
33622 

ATTENTION HIRING! GOVERN¬ 
MENT jobs in your area. Many 
immediate openings without waiting 
list or test. $17,840-69,485. Call 1- 
602-838-8885 Ext R15625 

CRYSTALS 

NATURAL ARKANSAS QUARTZ 
crystals $1.00 each. SASE to: 
Crystals, Box 896, Benton, AR 
72015 

CLEAR QUARTZ CRYSTALS 
hand dug in Arkansas; points, 
clusters, jewelry, and leather 
pouches. Free crystal with every 
price list(P+H $2). Crystal Power 
& Light, PO Box 29263, Memphis, 
TN 38127. 

ATTENTION GOVERNMENT HOMES 
from $1 (u-repair). Delinquent tax 
property. Repossessions. Call 1-602- 
838-8885 Ext GH15625 

CABALAH 

ALL ABOUT PRACTICAL CABALAH. 
Secrets of the Royal Road and 
magical practices. Free information, 
kindly enclose SASE: Quantal 
Publishing, Box 1598-S, Goleta, CA 
93117 

CANDLE 

MONEY, LOVE, PROTECTION oil 
candles with prayer and directions. 
Send $7.00 to Crizma, 5130 E. 
Charleston Blvd, Box 174, Las 
Vegas, NV 98122-1003 

CHANNELING 

I CHANNEL SPITZALOD. Send your 
specific question or problem with 
$20. (postal money order please) to: 
Harry Martin, Box 4813, Shreveport, 
LA 71134-0813. 

INCREASE PERSONAL POWER 
with programmed clear quartz 
crystal. Crystal, pouch, instructions 
$19.95 pp. Check or M.O. to: The 
Cosmic Crystal Connection, PO Box 
1198, Morrisville, PA 19067. Price 
list $2. 

ARROWHEAD "SEER" CRYSTAL 
Reach unlimited potentials easily. 
Quickly! Details free! Anderson, 
2053-6000, Roy, UT 84067 

QUARTZ WAND APPROXIMATELY 
seventeen inches long. Guaranteed. 
$20.00. Custom wands also 
available. Information for stamped 
envelope. Andromeda, Box 7872, 
Metairie, LA 70010-7872 

CRYSTAL SKULL 

PSYCHIC EXPERIENCES OCCUR 
when you meditate on photo of 
famous crystal skull. Send $9.95 for 
stunning color photo. Clarion Gems 
PO Box 65611-F2, St. Paul, MN 
55165 
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DOWSING 

DOWSING FOR EVERYONE:$1.00 
brings complete catalog for pen¬ 
dulums. Original Cameron Aura- 
meter, swing rods, instructional video 
tape and books.- Life Understanding 
Foundation, PO Box 729, Stanwood, 
WA 98292 1-206-387-5433 

BOOK, DOWSING MADE easy you 
can do it. Complete course on 
Dowsing $19.95. SASE brochure: 
Ernie Andrews, POB 82103, 
Hapeville, GA 30354 

RADIONICS, DOWSING, CORRE¬ 
SPONDENCE course, equipment, 
plans, treatments. Catalog $3.00. 
Radionics Institute, 411F-75 
Eastdale, Toronto, Canada M4C 5N3 

DRAGONS 

GREAT SELECTION OF DRAG¬ 
ONS! Sculptures, T-Shirts, stat¬ 
ionery, rubber stamps and more. 
Holo-graphic sticker and 24 page 
catalog. $2.00. Dancing Dragon 
Designs, F4, 1881 Fieldbrook, 
Areata, CA 95521 

ENERGY 

ONE FORCE CATALOG( $1) Geocos- 
mic products plans ($20 ea) Starpod 
Mayamid, Manifestor. Retail/Whole¬ 
sale. One Force, PO Box 1074, Alief, 
TX 77411 

ORGONE ENERGY BLANKETS. A 
Life Energy charging device invented 
by Wilhelm Reich, MD; experimental 
use only. Multi-Wave Oscillator: A 
high voltage Tesla coil device 
invented by Georges Lakhovsky. ELF 
Generator: An electronic psychic 
amplification device. UFO Detector: 
A magnetic field distortion detector. 
Info pack, $5.00 (refund with order).- 
Super Science, Dept. F, P.O. Box 
392, Dayton, OH 45409. 513-298- 
7116 
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GIFTS 

SAME DAY DELIVERY anywhere in 
the U.S. Flowers, fruit baskets, 
plants. Major credit cards accepted. 
1-800-252-7560 

HEALTH 

THOUSANDS WORLDWIDE USE 
Vita Florum flower essence. Helps 
direct consciousness into calm, 
unitive, constructive states of being 
and awareness.Vita Florum, Box 85, 
Station A, Toronto, M5W 1A2 
Canada 

SUFFERING FROM CONSTIPATION, 
Pain, Energy Loss? TCC a new 
complex carbohydrate food works 
wonders where drugs fail. Sample & 
monograph $2.00. Fyber, Ste 110, 15 
East Putnam Ave., Grenwich ,CT 
06830 

BE HEALED WITH channeled tapes. 
FREE information. PO Box 1231 
Lewistown, ME 04240_ 

BY PHONE- FREE session. Hypnosis 
Therapy, supportive counseling. 
Metaphysical practitioner 40 years. 
Josephine Harvey 805-985-6502 

HYPNOSIS 

SECRET SELF HYPNOSIS method 
revealed! Guaranteed to work! Free 
information. Wagley, Box 43029- 
114F, Las Vegas, NV 89122 

INSTRUCTION 

DEVELOP SUPERNATURAL POW¬ 
ERS! Free experiments - Publisher, 
Box 3483, New York, NY 10008 

SING BEAUTIFULLY, EASILY! Free 
proof.- Publisher, Box 3483, New 
York, NY 10008 

METAPHYSICS, PSYCHOLOGY 
CORRESPONDENCE courses. Earn 
certificates, degrees. Free brochure. 
Metaphysics College, PO Box 728 
Dept FA, Glendora, CA 91740 



INSTRUCTION 

HELP YOURSELF TO SUCCESS. 
Learn Tarot, Numerology, Astrology, 
Palmistry at home with your teacher s 
attention. Free information -Louix 
Astro Center, 117 Wesley, Capitola, 
CA 95010. 408-475-1952 

"ACCREDITED DEGREES" by home 
study: Parapsychology, Psychology, 
Hypnotherapy, many others. $4.00 
Catalog: ST JOHN’S UNIVERSITY, 
31916(F) Pat’s Lane, Springfield, LA 
70462_• 

UNUSUAL, COMPELLING TRUTHS of 
better living, learning, laughing and loving. 
GROWTH, Box 812. Tarzana, CA 91357 

BECOME A PARALEGAL. Work with 
attorneys. Lawyer instructed home 
study. America's finest paralegal 
program. Free catalogue. 800-223- 
4542 Dept. LLG07_ 

PLAY GUITAR IMMEDIATELY. 
Amazing new method. Write, Guitar, 
Box 350-E, Elwood, NJ 08217 

CERTIFIED TAROT COURSE taught 
by masters. Free information: School 
of Creative Thought PO Box 193, 
Franklin, NH 03235_ 

PERSONAL MAGNETISM HOME 
course. All Human powers. Magro, 2870 
Pinetree, #F2, Miami Beach, FL 33140 

DEVELOPE PSYCHIC POWERS learn 
to LEAVE YOUR BODY! You canl afford 
to put off your spiritual growth any longer. 
You can learn the art of ASTRAL 
PROJECTION. For a 56 page tutorial 
guide send $9.95 to: Fineline Publishing 
PO Box 2211, Sandusky, OH 44871 -221 f 

MAGAZINES 

PSYCHIC NEWS from England. Weekly 
Spiritualist newspaper-world’s largest 
circulation. One dollar note brings three 
get acquainted copies, reduced price 
subscription, F, 20 Earlham St., London 
WC2H 9LW England 

SUPERNATURAL DIGEST. Latest 
information: "Unexplained" hauntings, 
$5: Foreign: $7. Check/MO United 
States funds: Florence Trouche 
Enterprises, Box 4123, Santa Barbara, 
CA 93140 

EXTRAORDINARY SCIENCE! TESLA 
Technology, UFO'S and other sup¬ 
pressed information! Quarterly Journal: 
$20.00 annually; $25.00 in Canada. 
Info Pak with sample: $5.00. Write: 
High Energy Enterprises, PO Box 
5636, Security, CO 80931 

FLYING SAUCER DIGEST. Sample, 
$1.00, Box 347032, Cleveland, OH 
44134 

312 OLD FATES from 1955 thru 1982. 
$350.00 or B.O. Send SASE to: Old 
Fates, 18 Arlington R.D., Wareham, 
MA 02571 For free list. 

FREE SAMPLE NEWSLETTER. 
Sharing practical metaphysical ideas 
for expanding daily life experiences. 
Upward Search 4620 Wieuca Rd. #39, 
Atlanta, GA 30342 

TOTAL ECLIPSE - ILLUSTRATED. 
Bizarre, occult, unusual. $2.00 sample, 
$12.00 year. Box 1055, Suisun, CA 
94585 

INTERESTED IN OAHSPE? UFO’S? 
The Occult? Subscribe Faithist Journal. 
$12.00/yr. 2785 Northern Ave., Suite 
#223A, Kingman, AZ 86401_ 

SELLING MY FATE collection. 1962 
through 1988. For details 304-727- 
3195 

MISCELLANEOUS 

DO YOU LONG FOR PEACE? Find it 
within yourself through Christian 
meditation. For free information write: 
Universal Life, The Inner Religion, PO 
Box 5053, New Haven, CT 06525 

"REVELATIONS OF AWARENESS." 
Cosmic newsletter. Astonishing 
channelings! Trial copy free! - 
Cosmic Awareness, Box 115-H 
Olympia, WA 98507 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

WANTED. RESEARCHERS. FULL, 
part time. No experience necessaiy. 
Free brochure. Wagley, Box 43029- 
114, Las Vegas, NV 89116_ 
GIANT ILLUSTRATED UFO catalog. 
$1.00. Box 347032, Cleveland, OH 
44134_ 
TERMPAPER ASSISTANCE. 16,278 
papers available! 306-page catalog- 
rush $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, 
#206FQ, Los Angeles CA 90025. Toll 
Free Hotline: 800-351-0222 
(California: 213-477-82261_ 
END YOUR CASH WORRIES 
FOREVER! Proven system of 
positive principles guaranteed to 
create financial abundance. $18. 
Russ Durocher, Box 118F, Rindqe, 
N.H. 03461 Money-back guarantee! 
TIME TRAVEL, levitation, invisibility, 
Incredible Inquiry catalog $1. Box 7b- 
2207, Garden Valley, ID 83622 
WHY PRAYER IS not answered, by 
Marion Zimmer Bradley. A thought- 
provoking article looking at prayer 
from an occult view. $1.50. MZB 
Enterprises, Box 72, Berkeley, CA 
94701 

NUMEROLOGY 

FREE LUCKY NUMBERS. Win often! 
Send birth date, SASE.- Mystic, Box 
2009-F, Jamestown, NC 27282 
LOTTO LOGIC PLUS free numbers. 
Send stamped envelope.-Craig, Box 
51943-F, San Jose, CA 95121 
YOUR PERSONAL NUMBER YEAR 
calculated and explained. Practical, 
useful information about your life 
cycles. Send birthdate and $8 to 
Numerologist, Box 8073, Palm 
Springs, CA 92263_ 

NUMEROLOGY READING. Send 
complete name at birth and birthdate. 
Photo helpful (returned) with hand 
written letter. $5. Charles Julian, PO 
Box 26299, Tucson, AZ 85726 
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LOVE, MONEY, HEALTH Problems? 
Numerology with Mary! Send DOB, 
$20.00 to: 777 S Temescal #78, 
Corona CA 91719 Specify cassette, 
letter, phone. 

OCCULT 

WISHING DOLL GRANTS one 
wish. Please use wisely. Abso¬ 
lutely guaranteed $7 Doll Box 
8348 Dept FC-65 Albuquerque, 
NM 87198  

HAWAIIAN LOVE RITUAL - ancient 
formula enhances romance. $3.00 
SASE: Hana Aloha-F, PO Box 62210 
Honolulu, HI 96839 

POWERFUL HAND-CARVED JADE 
TALISMENS of Om or pentagram. 
Your choice. Excellent pocket pieces 
or pendent. Authentic & truly special. 
Instructions included. $20 Postpaid 
to: The Stonecutter, PO Box 177, 
San Simeon, CA 93452 

PARASCIENCE 

catalog. $2.00.- BRUCE COPEN 
LABORATORY, PO Box 291F, 
Wadsworth, IL 60083 

PERSONAL 

KARMIC LIFE READINGS. Only 
$20.00. Individualized 20-page 
minimum reading. Professionally 
certified. Include birth data. Make 
check payable to Richard Dailey, PO 
Box 2581 -F, Kalamazoo, Ml 49003 

SIXTY BEST PSYCHICS. List, $1.00.- 
Jones, Box 14428-MA, Britton, OK 
73113 

EXTRAORDINARY PSYCHIC COUN¬ 
SELOR. Problem solver. Phone 
readings. Visa/MC/AMX Randal Clayton 
Bradford, call 213-820-5281 or 213- 
REALITY  

GYPSY LOVE SPELL Powerful magic 
makes you irresistible. $2.00. Younts, 
Box 9133-BY, Greensboro, NC 27429 



PERSONAL 

MONEY, LOVE SPELLS are my 
specialty. $5.00, Gbrianna all kinds! Box 
14228-M, Oklahoma City, OK 73113 

SPELLS PERFORMED immediately! 
Tell me what you want and I will cast 
a spell in your favor. Free details. 
Send self-addressed, stamped 
envelope.- Florentine, Box 5387-F, 
High Point, NC 27262 

FREE! 1990 LIFE CYCLE report. 
Reveals more than Astrology. Send 
birth date with large self-acfaressed 
stamped envelope - Koenig, Box 
1166, Paradise, CA 95969 

PERSONALIZED FOR YOUR 
specific needs. Deep level, guided 
meditation tape. State your need in 
writing and send with payment of 
$7.95 plus $1.50 P.H. To: E.C.B. Box 
40108-F, Cincinnati, OH 45240-0108 

FREE ANSWER to one question. 
Send to Omar Panchadasi, Box 9832 
K, Ft. Worth, TX 76147 

TAROT READINGS BY mail. One 
question, $5.00 Three questions, $10.00. 
Full reading, $25.00. Write M. Escalet, 13 
Fletcher St. Kennebunk, ME 04043 

LURKING WITHIN YOU, is there a 
stranger? A person you don't 
understand? A voice you can't hear? 
The subconscious who knows secrets 
of wealth, success and happiness, the 
Other You might never discover? 
Discover life can be richer than you 
ever dreamed! Send for free book! 
Write Rose Dawn, Box 2710, Dept FC- 
90, San Antonio, TX 78299 

JOHN ALEXANDER RITUAL worker, 
will perform a Holy Ritual to free you 
from Jinxes, Hexes, Voodoo, Witchcraft. 
Reunites bve fast. He succeeds where 
others fail. One free question 512 - 
927-9440 

OCCULT AND PSYCHIC help for 
genuine problems & difficulties. 
Contact: G. Ramzi,4, Balanada 
Avenue, Chipping-Norton, NSW 
2170, Sydney, Australia. Please 
include $18 donation. _ 

FREE FAITH HANDKERCHIEF. 
Prayer requests - Universal Prayer 
Group, Box 42, Mira Loma, CA 91752 

HOW TO ATTRACT more money than G)u need. For true peace of mina write: 
niversal Ideas, Box 131-K, Plainfield, 

IL 60544 

YOU! WE'LL REMEMBER for great 
achievements-power, honor, money. 
Find out why. Order free literature now! 
Mys-Star, 593 East 164 Street, Bronx, 
NY 10456 

PAPA JOE AUTHENTIC southern 
hpodoo/voodoo man can help with 
money, love, business, and hexes. 
Mojo bags also prepared. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Details $1.00: Papa Joe 
PO Box 629-B, New York, NY 10268 

LEARN THE ROMANCE of the gods 
& goddess: Depressed or unlucky:A 
repressed Witcn cause disharmony, 
Zoltar grants wishes-send birthdate if 
possible send photo. Lucky 7 day 
candle $10.00, PO Box 12781, 
Philadelphia, PA 19134_ 

SYLVIA THE WITCH. Tell me what 
you want. I will cast a spell for you. 
$15.00 guaranteed. Special Witch's 
burr for power in spells $3.50 ea. Box 
30581, Portland, OR 97230 

BE PREPARED FOR the changes 
coming! Astonishing channelings! 
Free sample. Cosmic Awareness, 
Box 115-H, Olympia, WA 98507 

CHANNELED READING FROM your 
personal guardian spirit. Life chang¬ 
ing! $15.00 Karen, Box 942, 
Bellflower, CA 90706 

ALBERT POLIGNONE PREDICTS 
your future. $25.00-Box 1622-F 
Altoona, PA 16602 

RUNIC TALISMAN FOR protection, 
prosperity. Suitable for framing. $5. 
Omega, Box 745, Iowa City, IA 52244 
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PERSONAL 

SOLUTIONS TO YOUR problems 
from highest possible perspective. 
Send clearly worded question and 
$10 donation to Grace Care of Bindu. 
Box 306, Jamesville, NY 13078 

DREAMS ANALYZED PROFES¬ 
SIONALLY. Send dream with $6 to 
Dream Research Institute, Box 8073, 
Palm Springs, CA 92263 

LOVE! MONEY! SUCCESS! Spells 
cast for you $10. Lady Ginny 1034 
West I St. #153, Ontario, CA 91762 

SPEAK TO THE DEAD hear & now. 
My time is short. I will pass your 
printed message on to them agfter I 
am dead. Send your name 20 word 
message & $20.00 for my services. 
No check, no refund, mail to Harold 
Hicj^ins, PO Box 43851, Las Vegas, 

MAGICIAN WILL WORK on your 
behalf, state your need. $5. Jason 
North, PO Box 213, Wausau, Wl 
54402-0213 

ATTAIN RICHES. LOVE Health, 
Creativity, Sprirtual Growth! Proven 
technique. Send self-addressed 
stamped envelope for brochure. JLS 
Enterprises, 3150 Aurora, El Paso, 
TX 79930 

YOUR SPIRIT GUIDES revealed in 
cloud photographs taken by gifted 
photographer Glenda L Berry $10.00 
each. PO Box 5056, San Marcos, CA 
92069 

KNOW THE CONDITIONS of your 
Karmic life cycles, plus your next 
major turning point. Send DOB and 
$10 to PO Box 1498, Mena, AR 
71953 

NEW AGERS, UFO and Forteana 
buffs! Correspond with others who 
share your interests! Free inform¬ 
ation! LSASE to: The Network, PO 
Box 55783, Sherman Oaks, CA 
91403 

TAROT READING $5.00 Write letter 
with question to lllia, 201 Wilcrest Dr 
#1901, Houston, TX 77042 

PROFESSIONAL PSYCHIC FOR 
taped Readings, Healings and guided 
meditations send: letter, photo and 
$30.00 to Melissa, 14570 E. 14th St., 
San Leandro, CA 94578 

PRODUCTS 

PSYCHIC CHANNELING! BREAK¬ 
THROUGH makes Ouija board a toy. 
Send $1.00 for details, photos. 
Compu-Psi, Box 2604-F, Van Nuys, 
CA 91404 

MOONSTAR CATALOG FOR books, 
tapes, cards, candles, incense, 
herbs, oils, jewelry. $2.00- 38422 
Lake Shore Blvd., Willoughby, OH 
44094 

FREE OCCULT CATALOG- for all 
your spiritual & occult needs. Herbs, 
oils, incense, powders, books, etc. 
Large, informative. Joan Teresa 
Power Products, PO Box 442-L, Mars 
Hill, NC 28754 

FREE THE FAMOUS PAPA JIM AND 
the house of Avalon catalogs both for 
free. For people into Witcncraft and 
Voodoo, New Age, herbs, oils, 
powders, incenses, and books. 4000 
items, fast service write to: Papa Jim 
Box 14128, San Antonio, TX 78214 
(512-922-6665) 

ALL ORGANIC, HAND- made 
western traditional incenses, oils, 
bath products, herbs, and more! 
Catalogue $5. (refund 1st. order). 
Coven Gardens, P.O. Box 1064F, 
Boulder, CO 80306 

NATIVE SPIRIT DRUMS, pjpes, 
shields, etc.. Write 1935 S. Plum 
Grove, 125F, Palatine, IL 60067 
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PRODUCT 

ABITHA'S HERBARY OILS, incenses 
(Laveau-Crowley-Wicca-others). 
SASE. 4515 Central NE, 
Albuquerque, NM 87108 

PSYCHIC AWARENESS GOOD luck 
charm faith, luck and love. Your 
personal link to these treasures of life. 
A real shamrock and mustard seed 
set inside a beautiful heart. $5.00 to 
Sunnydays, PO Box 112, 5427 
Atlantic Ave. Long Beach, CA 90805 

MIRACLE-ALL-PURPOSE-polishing 
cloth cleans, waxes, polishes anything 
made of metal wood or tile. 1 for $3, 2 
for $5.50, 3 for $7.00 please add 750 
for shipping . E.D. distributor, 351 
Broad St., 1508, Newark, NJ 07104 

PYRAMIDS 

ALL ABOUT PYRAMIDS. Products, 
books, newsletter. $1.00 brings you 
fully illustrated catalog.- Pyramids, 
PO Box 729, Stanwood, WA 98292. 
Phone: 206-387-5433 

READINGS 

ANSWERLINE -213-667-0796. 
Andy Reiss psychic insight 
telephone/mail business/personal- 
213-248-8903. Predictions, 50% 
savings. 2314 Glendale, Los 
Angeles, CA 90039_ 

TELEPHONE READINGS-Susan 
Ford psychic. 24 hours everyday, 
halfprice introductory offer. VISA/MC 
213- 387-1845, Meet your spirit 
guides 

TELEPHONE READINGS, $20.00 per 
half hour- 217-222-9082. Ethical. 
Experienced, Confidential.- Gloria 
Reiser, Box 561, Quincy, IL 62306-0561 

TELEPHONE READINGS:Cindy 
Hayes, Psychic: relationships, 
finances, health, problems.608-586- 
4531 Visa/MC 

EXTRAORDINARY PSYCHIC COUN¬ 
SELOR problem solver. Phone read¬ 
ings.Visa/MC/.AMX Randal Clayton 
Bradford Call 213-820-5281 or 213- 
REALITY 

IMMEDIATE HELPLINE® 818-997- 
3755 Visa/MC, personal/ business/ 
reading 1/2 price. Judy Hevenly, 
14411 Kittridge, Van Nuys, CA 91405 ' 

TELEPHONE READINGS. 24 hours 
psychic counseling. Visa/MC. 815- 
939-2498-^Jennie Easterling 

REMARKABLE READER TWENTY 
YEARS experience, Palm Reading. 
Xerox palms, birthdate, hair, and eye 
coloring. Twenty dollars. SASE. cash 
or money order: Jo, 3013 Mason, 
Texarkana, TX 75501 

$10.00 FOR THREE QUESTIONS. 
Send birthdate, hair color, stamped 
envelope. Additional questions, 
$3.00 each.- Barrett, 3049 Lydius St, 
Schenectady, NY 12303_ 

TELEPHONE AND/OR mail. Psychic 
readings. Call or write Dr. Tish, gifted 
clairvoyant minister-healer to assist you 
in solving any problem. Send photo and 
name on birth certificate plus, birthdate 
and money order to PO Box 3483, 
Palm Desert, CA 92261 or phone (619- 
328-3529.) 1/2 hr. $30. or 1 hr. $50. 
(phone or tape). 

PROBLEMS SEEM INSURMOUNT- 
ABLE? Panicked? Suicidal? Hope¬ 
less relationships? Out of control? 
Change your destiny. Call Vann's 
Counseling for Appt. 818-765-8049 
INSTANT PSYCHIC HELP. Dr. Smith 
1-800-729-4113 Visa/MC accepted. 
IMMEDIATE HELP CALL Louise 
Andre, Psychic. Personal/business 
readings -1/2 price introductory offer. 
Visa/MC. 918-664-7502, tape included. 
REV. GRACE - CLAIRVOYANT - 
Healer-X Ray- 60 years experience. 
Prayer kerchief $10. PO Box 96, 
Monroe, LA 71201 
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READINGS 

READINGS-3 QUESTIONS $10.00, 
Birthdate, Photo, SASE Betty 
Hammond 307 Westmoreland Drive 
Dunbar, WV 25064_ 

TELEPHONE READINGS PER¬ 
SONAL, in-depth psychic. Special¬ 
izing in love matters, business, 
health. $25. cash or MO. 314-769- 
2745, 24 hours. PO Box 483, 
Palmyra, MO 63461 (Lois) Free 
crystal each reading._ 

READ YOUR OWN future in regular 
cards. Send $9.95, Name + address 
to Talking Cards, Box 2422, 
Whitehouse, OH 43571 

GIFTED PSYCHIC - METAPHYS¬ 
ICAL consultant solves problems, 
relationships, personal readings send 
SASE for free details. Meta, 1836 NW 
15th St., Oaklahoma City, OK 73106 

SPRITUAL CONSULTANT SPEC¬ 
IALIZING in marriage, depression, 
financial problems, spiritual 
guidance and sickness.Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Details $1.00 Papa Joe, 
PO Box 629-C, New York, NY10268 

INTRODUCTORY TAROT READ¬ 
ING. Send SASE, $5. and birthdate 
to "Andreika, 4364 N. High St., Box 
14169 Beechwold Station Cols., OH 
43214_ 

E.S.P. PSYCHIC WILL help you in all 
matters such as Love, Marriage, 
Money, Business, and Happiness. 
Hair Loss? Overweight? Lonely? call 
Tina. One call solves your problems. 
312-237-0331 

THE GUIDES CAN help. Answer 3 
questions $10. Cash or MO. This 
may be just what you need. Try us 
SASE PO Box 41212, St. Petersburg, 
FL 33743 

IVAN PSYCHIC CONSULTANT 
answers questions personally thru 
deep tarot readings on tape. Send 
birthdate and $20.00. IPC, Box 3285, 
Fredericton,NB, Canada E3A 5H1 

SPIRITUAL CLAIRVOYANT READ- 
INGS. Grace has talents to do mail 
and telephone readings reasonable 
fee-317-783-0349 

I CHING, 3 QUESTIONS or general 
future reading. $25.00. C Bianchi, 29 
North Essex, Orange, NJ 07050 

DISCOVER UNIQUE ASPECTS of 
your personality. Send full page 
handwriting to: Karen Eppley, PO 
Box 444, Wabash, IN 46992 Detailed 
profile $35.00 

TELEPHONE READINGS, 24 Hours 
psychic channeling. Visa/MC. 815- 
939-2498- Jennie Easterling 

I WILL SEND you Black Master Herb 
$99.00. Medicine Man of the Native 
American People. Are you facing 
problems in Love, Money, Marriage, 
Business, Happiness and Law? 
Medicine Man can and will help you no 
matter what your problem may be. write 
or call Rt. 2, Box 108, Maxton, NC 
28364,24 hours a day call 919-844-3827 

ASTROLOGICAL TAROT READING. 
28 years experience, full year reading 
- Send $20. Peter A. Jonnsen, 6054 
N. Hermitage, Chicago, IL 60660 

RELIGION 

FREE ST. MARTHA'S MIRAC¬ 
ULOUS Prayer. Send 25c stamp- 
Peyton's, Box 5756, Virginia Beach, 
VA 23455 

TODAY'S TRUTH BY revelations. 
Large SASE C.H., PO Box 29882, 
Louisville, KY 40229 

TAROT READINGS. TWO questions 
$5. Full reading $20. Send birthdate. 
Lady Ginny 1o34 West I St. #153, 
Ontario,CA 91762 

HELL IS NOT a Christian doctrine. 
For cassette tape send 20 dollars to: 
Rev. Shaw, PO Box 1573 Station B, 
London, Ontario N6A 5M3, Canada 
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RELIGION TREE SEER 

SIXTEEN RIGHT ANSWERS from 
Scriptures for today's problems, 
$1.00. Xvira, Box 51943, F, San 
Jose, CA 95121 

CHRIST’S NAME IS YASU why was 
it changed? (Acts 4:12) K.M. B., PO 
Box 16105, Columbus, OH 43216 

NEW AGE PROPHECY. Reincarn¬ 
ation. 666 & The True Teaching of 
Jesus Christ. Send 5012 SASE & 
$3.00. Ken Williams Box 283, R.R.2, 
Cold Spring, NY 10516 

RUNES 

OUR GOAL: CERTIFIED Rune Reader, 
Rune Yoga Teacher, Rune Master! 
Correspondence course taught by Karl 
Hans Welz, German Rune Master. Free 
information from: The Knights of Runes, 
Box 2070, Decatur, GA 30031 

GIVER OF ORACLES, composer of 
Songs of Power for services send 
$10.00 and request to: Taliesin, PO 
Box 55033, Atlanta, GA 30308- 
5033 

UNUSUAL ITEMS 

TURN ON YOUR mind through your 
mouth! Does lowering weight help 
raise consciousness? Try it! Rush 
$5: "Fat-Melting Recipe," 203 E. 
Washita F-7, Springfield^ MO 65807 

MYSTICAL, MYTHICAL, MAGICAL 
medallions. Symbolic jewelry from 
the archives of the ancients. 
Meticulously hand-crafted in 14k 
and sterling silver by master 
goldsmith. Fascinating, illustrated 
brochure, $1.00-Bayshore Jewelers, 
POB 364-F5 Waterford, Ml 48095- 
0364 

SANTERIA 

SANTERIA: AMERICA'S FASTEST 
growing religion. For information on 
now to aet started, write CHURCH 
OF THE 7 AFRICAN POWERS, PO 
Box 453336, Miami, FL 33245-3336 

TAPES 

CUSTOM SUBLIMINAL TAPES. 
Free brochure.- IAMCO, Box 5146, 
Dept. 61, Ormond Beach, FL32175 

ELLA’S CASSETTES 2 NEW releases. 
"The Healing Pool" (Constance Deuel) 
"Common Sense and The Soul" ( Jan 
Field). Catalog, 200 Classic titles, famous 
authors: Leadbetter, Besant, Higgins, 
Hotema, Bernard etc. $1.00 Audio Book 
Co., Box 748, Fruitland, D 83619 

TREASURE 

PENTAGRAM BUTTONS $4.00 
PPD. Send To: J. Grimes: PO Box 
4553, Zanesville, OH 43702 

VIDEOTAPES 

INTELLIGENT VIDEOTAPES. Based 
on Public Television series. Free 
catalog. Sprituality, parapsychology. 
Charles Tart, Shakti Gawaitr Joseph 
Campbell, 100+others. Thinking 
Allowed, 2560 Ninth, #123K, 
Berkeley, CA 94710. 415-548-4415 

VOODOO 

PSYCHIC’S FAILED YOU? We 
teach/preform powerful holy Voodoo 
/Love/Luck/Money/Protection spells. 
Satisfaction guaranteed! Details/ 
sample lesson: $2.00 Eleggua, Box 
374, Corona, NY 11368 

TREASURE Locate quarter-mile 
away with ultra-sensitive locator. 
Brochure free.- Research Products, 
Box 270270-AZC, Tampa, FL 33688 

VOODOO WITCH DOCTOR. Reput¬ 
able, experienced, succeeds where 
others fail! Call Professor DeHaven, 
502-266-6123 
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VOODOO BE SEEN BY 250,000 
READERS — PLACE YOUR 

CLASSIFIED TODAY! 
Classified Rates Per Word: $1.55/one 

month, $1.50/three months, $1.45/six months, 
$1.40/nine months, $1.35/12 months. Bold 
face is $3.00 per word, per insertion. 

Payment must accompany order and may 
be made monthly, prior to closing, on series 
insertions. You can even call in your ad with 
major credit card up to the closing date at 
1-800-THE MOON. Classified ads are non- 
commissionable. 

All words are counted, including abbrevia¬ 
tions, prices and amounts. Hyphenated and 
double words count as two words. City, state, 
and phone number, including area code, are 
counted as one word each. Zip codes are not 
counted. First few words of copy capitalized. 

Closing Is the 1st of the month three 
months preceding the month of publica¬ 
tion. (e.g. September 1st for December issue.) 

Copy: Please type or print your ad clearly 
on a separate sheet of paper. Copy is subject 
to approval and editing. All advertisers must 
submit samples of literature, samples or 
descriptions of products, and information on 
qualifications to perform a service. 

["^LASsiFilDORDER FORM"" 
I Attach ad on separate sheet of paper 

' Classified Category ($10.00 one-time fee 
I for new category)__ 

I I've enclosed Check or M/O for $._ 
| for_words for_months 

Name 

Address 

| City | 

| State, Zip (Area Code) Telephone ■ 

I MAIL TO: FATE Magazine, P.O. Box 64383, I 
j^St. Paul, MN 55164-0383 Attn: Sara RemkeJ 

VOUDOUN, VOODOO, neo-African 
systems. Magical religious order, 
catalog, $7.50. includes Temple 
supplies, Esoteric class tapes, ritual 
work by request.- T.O.T.S., 1317 
North San Fernando Blvd., Suite 
310, Burbank, CA 91504 

WITCHCRAFT 

SECRET OCCULT SOCIETY. 
Stronger United! 
h. Box 5276-F, 

Louisville, KY 40205-5276 

OCCULT TRAINING ALL phases. 
Brian Seabrook, Box 31129, 
Phoenix, AZ 85046 

WITCHCRAFT-Harness its poweis. 
Let Gavin and Yvonne, world’s 
foremost witches, teach you how.- 
Box 1502-FC, New Bern, NC 28560 

WITCHCRAFT MYSTERIES, world's 
first and foremost Seminary of Wicca 
offers authentic courses in Witchcraft, 
Sorcery, Egyptian Magic, Herbalism, 
Divination. Free information.- Box 
1366, Nashua, NH 03061 

Sorcery, Witchcraft, 
Literature $3 cas 

OCCULT WITCHCRAFT CLUB. 
World-wide membership, male and 
female. Send dollar bill to: Baraka 
Aegis. The Golden Wheel, Liverpool, 
L15 3HT England • 

COMPLETE WITCHCRAFT COUR¬ 
SE. Send stamped envelope.- Box 
51943-F, San Jose, CA 95121 

WITCHCRAFT COURSE: SANE 
Traditional Tenents and Practices. 
Tread the Hidden Path of the Lord 
and Lady. SASE. HERMIT’S 
HEARTH. Box 10595, Killeen, TX 
76547-0595 
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REPORT FROM THE READERS 

continued from page 114 
night sky over the Western New 
York area. Members of the Sheriff's 
Department and others watched 
it going over. It was extremely 
bright and lit up the night sky. It 
caused a slight Earth tremor as it 
went over the area." 

The report said that the fire¬ 
ball had occurred the previous 
night. A representative from the 
Sheriff's Department was describ¬ 
ing the event. It was such an 
interesting report that I wrote it 
down right away. 

The next day I called a few 
places, including newspapers, 
radio stations and even the Erie 
County Sheriff's Department. 
None of the places I had called 
knew of any such report! 

Will the event that I listened to 
on the raido happen in the fu¬ 
ture?—Theresa M. Arlington, 652 
Norfolk Ave., Buffalo, NY 14215 

HOLY GRAIL 

After reading The Search for 
the Holy Grail (FATE, March, 
1990) I spent the morning search¬ 
ing the comers of my mind and 
bookshelf! It was such an inter¬ 
esting article I went on to read 
about the King Arthur legends 
and was surprised to learn that 
some say the pure Sir Galahad 
was "taken up to heaven." 

King Arthur's father was King 
Uther Pendragon of Briton. 
Learning this, my roving mind 

recalled an article I copied from 
FATE about a police patrolman 
who was taken aboard a UFO. 
The crew had an emblem on their 
uniforms of a snake with wings. 
Was this a dragon (as in Pen- 
dragon)?—Marie K. Hicks, 
Rancho Cordova, CA 

A PSYCHIC ABILITY 

At any given time, with no 
set frequency, I will meet some¬ 
one, or talk to them on the 
phone. I will have never met or 
talked to the person before. 
Suddenly I will see in my mind 
a clear, crisp picture of either 
them, or a place such as a house, 
street or building. The feeling is 
overwhelming and I am "forced" 
to tell them what I see. They say 
I have just described their house 
or them! 

For example, I was on the 
phone with a woman across the 
country, waiting to talk to anoth¬ 
er lady. I was looking at a docu¬ 
ment which the lady I was wait¬ 
ing for had signed. Suddenly, I 
was describing the second lady 
to the first, including what she 
was wearing that exact minute. 

It turned out that the second 
lady was the daughter of the 
woman I was talking to. 

Can someone explain how this 
can happen? I want to apply it to 
win the lotto.—Dan Delaney, 
New Preston, CT 

oo 
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M£sr mm fate mm m 
...A chance to explore the 
unknown...truths you find 
nowhere else...articles and 
columns that will fire your imagi¬ 
nation. Here is a brief report on 
just some of the articles in com¬ 
ing issues: 

It is believed that the Vikings 
came to the American continent 
before Columbus. Startling evi¬ 
dence indicates that the ancient 
Phoenicians landed here earlier. 

Alchemy was more than the 
precursor of chemistry. There are 
modern alchemists in the world 
today discovering secrets of heal¬ 
ing and of turning lead into gold. 

Some people claim they can 
describe your personality from 
your handwriting. Learn how to 
change your handwriting and 
improve your life. An expert tells 
you how. 

She promised the mountain she 
wouldn’t come back if it spared her 
life. But she broke her vow. Would 
she die for her mistake? 

fflaaiFaawsp 
Plus—every issue includes: 
— I See by the Papers 
— UFO Reporter 
— On the Psychic Frontier 
— Beyond the Known 
— Our Strange World 
— True Mystical Experiences 
— My Proof of Survival 
— Book Reviews 
— Astro Almanac 

In each and every issue, FATE 
publishes fascinating articles, 
reports and features on the 
strange, the unusual, the magi¬ 
cal, the unknown. You can read 
such material only in FATE 
because FATE is the only maga¬ 
zine of its kind in the world! 

DON’T MISS A SINGLE 
EXCITING ISSUE! 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 

Use the bound-in card to 
subscribe, or send $14.95 
for 12 issues (one year) to: 

FATE Magazine 
170 Future Way-F9008 

Marion, OH 43305 
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SOMETIMES PRAYER ALONE IS NOT 
ENOUGH. Magic is ir reality part of man's eter¬ 
nal struggle to control his environment as well as 
himself. This control, this mastery, can be 
achieved only, says magic, through the help of 
God. BUT HOW DOES ONE REACH GOD? 
Sometimes prayer alone is not enough, and then 
man loses faith and cries out in agony that there 
is no God. Magic knows that there is a God, and 
knows just where and how to reach the God 

THEY'RE DOING IT ALL ACROSS AMERI¬ 
CA. Throughout the United States, people have 
been known to practice magic in various ways: 
witchcraft, voodoo, spiritualism, ceremonial 
magic, all sorts of divination, Santeria, sorcery, 
yoga, Kabbalah, meditation, and a host of other 
magical methods. It is to your benefit to know 
what your neighbors are up to! 

INCLUDES OVER 150 RARE PHOTOS AND 
ILLUSTRATIONS! GRAPHIC photos include: 
• Voodoo dancer possessed by the goddess of 

sexual love 
• An man who cuts himself but does not bleed 
• Snake-handling cult 
• Animal sacrifice or blood sacrifice (the precur¬ 

sor of the Catholic communion?) 
• Initiation rites of different cultures 
• Witchcraft tools 
• Aleister Crowley throughout his life 

EXPLICIT INSTRUCTIONS AND HOW-TOS! 
Follow the detailed instructions and concoct love 
potions and gambling charms. Practice spells 
from various magical systems: For Love, Wealth 

INCLUDES ACTUAL RITUALS AND MAGICAL 
TECHNIQUES! 

What are the 4 universal laws observed by 
all practicing magicians, from the Kabbalist 
to the African Witch Doctor? Find out in this 
book! 

Read about famous prophets and magicians 
that include MOSES, JESUS, MERLIN, JOHN 
DEE, NOSTRADAMUS, LADY SHEBA! 

A VERITABLE ENCYCLOPEDIA! Even if you 
aren't interested in performing magic but just 
want to learn about the history, philosophies and 
techniques of people who do, this book is an 
ANTHROPOLOGICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA of 
amazing information on everything from the 
Astral Levels to Zen Buddhism. Visit the magic 
circles of Haiti, Japan, Babylon and Persia. 
Attend rituals for rosh Hashana, Beltane and 
Christmas. 

This book will excite you, educate you, and 
serve as a valuable reference for years to come. 
Order your copy of The Complete Book of 
Spells, Ceremonies and Magic today! 

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF SPELLS, 
CEREMONIES AND MAGIC, by Migene 
GonzAlez-Wippler, 376 pp., 6 x 9, Ulus., index, 
ISBN 0-87542-286-1. TO ORDER Send $12.95 
plus $2.00 shipping and handling (add 50e 
for each additional book) to Llewellyn 
Publications, P.O. Box 64383-2093, St. Paul, 
MN 55164-0383. MN res. please include 6% 
sales tax. 



Your Location 
Changes Your Life 

Successful people have the knack of 
being in the right place at the right time. 
Now, there’s a technique to let you find 
the right place; for love and romance, job 
and career, spiritual growth, or for any 
other personal quest. Using astrological 
principles developed over centuries, 
Astro*Carto*Graphy reveals jour unique 
power zones on a map of the world. 

Thousands of satisfied 
customers have used this 
amazing system: Shirley 
MacLaine used her map to 
locate her new center in Co¬ 
lorado; and so far, 810 peo¬ 
ple have happily reported 
meeting love mates in their 
“Venus Zones.” 

To explore the geography of your own 
stars, Astro Numeric Service offers two 
individualized services: 

ASTRO*CARTO*GRAPHY kit 

Includes a detailed ll"xl7" world map 
showing your lifelong planetary power 
zones. Also contains an interpretive book 
by Jim Lewis, the internationally recog¬ 
nized authority on locational astrology. 

LOCALITY READING 
Zooms in on three differ¬ 
ent places you choose and 
gives you a detailed, per¬ 
sonal analysis (about 20 
pages) of the psychological 
and practical conditions 
you’re likely to encounter. 

Yes, please send my □ A*C*G Kit $20 □ Locality Reading $22 □ Both for only $40 

Astro* CD Check Enclosed 

Carto* □ VISA 

Graphy, □ MasterCard 
The three cities for my Locality Reading ai 

2 
State/Country 

3 

Please check: □ Male □ Female 

[Astro Nm^ric_Seiwice_Box_425-CL_San Pablo, CA 94806 1-800-MAPPING | 


